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A maker of idols is never an idolater.
OLD CHINESE SAYING

Preface

When I was ten years old, I was fascinated by
mathematics and anxious to escape listening to my
parents argue. I learned that by focusing my mind on
solving algebra problems I could enter into a
beautiful universe where tough problems had
possible solutions. My interest was so intense and
my concentration so deep that even though my father
might come into my room, talk or ask me questions, I
would have no recollection at all of his even entering
my room. Both my father and I were surprised that
this occurred, and when it occurred regularly, it was
accepted as normal, part of my personality, and
forgotten.
Later, in college, I found that I could do my best
work in noisy cafes. It did not realize at that time
that my power of concentration was a form of trance.
When I began the practice of meditation
(transcendental meditation) in 1965 I found that I
liked to meditate, and I often jokingly called myself a
“meditation junkie.”
After several years of
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meditation practice, I began to teach medication. I
became fascinated by these “altered states of
consciousness” as they began to be called. I went to
India three times to learn more about yoga, mantras
and deep meditation techniques from various yogis,
swamis, lamas and sufis.
At some point, I discovered “magic.” I found that by
setting up some patterns, doing some meditation and
then braking the patterns that it was possible to
“cause” things to happen in reality. I was intrigued
but frightened of this discovery, and I decided not to
use it in my personal life. I did, however, write a
short paper called Homotopy and Cybernetics which
made the connection between trance state, magic and
certain physical patterns.
While pursuing my profession as a computer
software developer, I realized that I had become
addicted to computers, and, in a certain way, to all
hightech toys.
Some of my colleagues were
profoundly addicted and would spend long continuous
hours in a deep trance creating software, debugging
programs, and investing neat software tools.
I
watched their physical, mental and emotional
conditions deteriorate as they preferred a
relationship to a computer to a relationship with a
person. My brilliant colleagues in their technical
trances looked and smelled like bathless streetpeople
or hopeless drug addicts. Partly because of my
interest in addiction, I started a newsletter called
Technophiliacs Anonymous, which addressed the
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problem of addiction to technology. After a few
issues, I began to realize that addiction and trance
were very much related. In 1990, my investigation
into trance began in earnest.
During the decades of the 80’s and 90’s, in many
parts of America, the interest in magic and
shamanism increased. I feel that the model for
trance i describe here is both precise enough and rich
enough to be used as a type of trance engineering
technology with practical applications in many social
and psychological areas as well as in religion,
spirituality, magic and the occult.
Meditation is a tool of the New Age pagans. Drug
and alcohol problems are everywhere in part because
the nature and addiction has not been well
understood.
The world is becoming more
nationalistic, and there are constant report of cults
and fanatics gone berserk.
I know that what seems to be unrelated phenomena
– magic, addiction, nationalism, meditation states –
are actually only some of the natural effects of trance.
What i am trying to do with this book is to show what
i feel are the relationships between these phenomena
and their common basis according to my definition of
trance.
This book is basically the product of my own
interests and inclinations. It was written to express
what I feel must be true about trance. I waited for a
long time before writing this as I was certain that
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what I knew must be common knowledge somewhere.
Perhaps it is, but I was not able to discover a clear
expression anywhere of the general relationships I
feel are obvious to me, nor could I find a forum for
presenting my ideas about trance and my model for
trance. So, I thought that perhaps I should write
down my observations and ideas in a fuller way and
people who are interested in trance could make of it
what they will. I must state that my model has
grown out of my own personal inner perceptions and
realizations and not from any particularly specific
scientific or academic research. This is one of the
reasons the model is highly speculative. So be it.
Dennis R. Wier
Brutten, Switzerland
24 November 1994
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The Magic and Mystery of
Trance

Since 1965 I have been engaged in the research of
trance — privately, personally and practically — al
though during this time I was not always aware that
it was trance I was researching. And I use the word
research not in a particular scientific or academic
sense, but more in an empirical sense.
The results of my research in trance come directly
from my personal meditation experience over the
past 30 years. Describing one's personal experience
of meditation is not easy. Explaining what that expe
rience is about is even more difficult because spoken
or written language is not an efficient vehicle for de
scribing subtle, delicate and ephemeral inner phe
nomena. Explaining why a specific inner experience
occurred is even more tricky, first because it is sub
jective and second because the reasoning of causes
lacks objectivity. What I have done here is to use my
skills in systems analysis to analyze my inner experi
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ences and to express the results of this analysis in
some type of rigorous way. My professional back
ground as a computer systems analyst may tend to
make this book seem a bit technical in places. In
deed, what I have attempted to do in this book is to
analyze — in a systems analytical way — my own
personal realizations — through 30 years of medita
tion — as to what a 'trance' is.
I assume that an arcane subject as trance might
have a limited readership. Many mystic types are
likely not to be systems analysts, although some are.
Many psychologists these days are social psycholo
gists although some are not. Often psychologists
have little deep meditation experience, and although
many use word processors, they are likely not to be
familiar with practical systems analytical techniques.
In addition, because trance is a potentially controver
sial subject insofar as I am discussing magic,
shamanism and witchcraft and so on, in the same
pages as I describe a technical model for trance, some
academic psychologists may perfunctorily dismiss
this entire work as unscientific or superstitious. I
hope they keep an open mind.
The magicians, shamans, channelers and witches —
those who have practical experience with trance —
might not appreciate what they may perceive as my
lack of a proper or traditional appreciation for or
mention of earth Spirits, Gods and Goddesses and so
on. It is true that I do not make many references to
God or to various spirits, but one important result of
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my theory is that the practical experience of trance
can now be disconnected from all those traditional as
sociations. I humbly suggest that those with deep
practical experience with traditional trance practices
examine their belief systems in light of trance theory
and ask themselves if they are examples of good
trance engineering practices.
I can also understand that it might not be very in
teresting for a witch to read technical material but I
feel that understanding some of the technical aspects
of trance can immeasurably help a witch to accom
plish her goals.
There are many people, institutions and organiza
tions in this world who have a longterm vested and
even a vital interest in maintaining and protecting
certain beliefs or trances. To disturb these beliefs or
trances is certainly not my intent, but it is inevitable
that understanding how trance works will have two
effects. First, for those who create trances, under
standing trance theory will enable them to make bet
ter, stronger, more compelling and more interesting
trances. Second, for those who are entranced, under
standing trance theory will show them what they
must do to break trances and how to avoid becoming
ensnared by them. No one can escape a trance who
has either desire or fear, and this is true for both
those who create trances as well as for those who are
entranced.
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This book is a bit abstract and there are only a few
practical exercises mentioned. Indeed, I have not set
about here to make any new age trance psychology
selfhelp workbook. What my intent was — and still
is — is to express as clear as I can some of the basic
ideas of my model for trance. For me, a technical and
analytical description is the best way, but I realize
that this description might not be for everyone. I can
only say that you don't need to be a mathematician in
order to understand the concepts, but if you want a
precise exposition of my trance theory, I have done
my best to provide one here. I have tried to present
my ideas about trance simply and simultaneously on
several balanced levels while maintaining a consis
tent clarity of presentation in line with my personal
experience.
Trance is an interesting subject for several reasons.
First, trance is a phenomenon which can be discov
ered everywhere, and in nearly any social situation, if
you know what to look for. Second, until now, there
was no model for trance, so trances were difficult to
identify or to classify; the difficulty in identifying
trance has given rise to a certain mystery about what
a trance was.
Furthermore, many people have
abused trance and therefore it has a certain negative
reputation — no doubt originally from Mesmer, Sven
gali and Rasputin. Indeed, for some people, just to
mention the word trance gets them nervous. Often,
the reason for this reaction is the association of the
loss of volition with trance. What can be more un
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nerving than something you can't explain, like an un
known mysterious power, which has the potential for
making you weakwilled?
Trance is also interesting because traditionally it is
an important component of ancient, primitive and
modern religious, ritualistic and magical practices.
Certainly many ancient priests, as well as modern
day western mystics, channels, yogis, techno
shamans and witches would be less in touch with the
sources of their knowledge without practicing some
sort of trance through meditation, ritual, dance or
music. In spite of the fact that all meditation prac
tices use tranceinducing procedures, it is clear to me
that most meditators have only vague ideas about
what they are doing with trance and have no knowl
edge of the theoretical basics of trance let alone the
extent of potential effects. Many meditators might
insist that meditation is not a trance because of the
bad connotations of the word trance and because they
lack the technical knowledge this book provides in or
der to recognize what they are doing when they medi
tate. Some religious meditation teachers believe that
if you meditate long enough you will get lucky and
'have grace', but they themselves do not know why
you get lucky.
Once you know what a trance is and how it is pro
duced, it will be obvious that all meditation practices
invoke trance. By all, I mean from the yogis in the
Himalayas to the newage gurus and western yogis,
witches, shamans, technowizards and even those
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who use trance but do not call it trance. Most medi
tators have no theoretical model for their practice;
generally they do not need to understand how or why
meditation works. They just need to do it and it
works. It is certainly possible to meditate for decades
without knowing how meditation works, just as it is
possible to drive a car without knowing how it works.
Just as you can be a better and safer driver if you
learn some of the underlying technology of automo
tive engineering, you can also be a better and safer
meditator by learning some of the underlying technol
ogy of trance. Likewise, if you are a shaman or chan
neler who enters into trance to contact plant or other
energies, it makes a lot of sense to understand what
you are doing so that you can do it better and safer.
If you are a practicing monk, priest, yogi, witch or a
magician you know that many of your practices in
volve willful ritual and both inner and outward re
peated actions. Reevaluating these processes with
trance theory will improve your technique and help
make these processes more effective.
Once you are aware of the essential conditions for
trance then the effects of trance do not need to be put
in terms that have nothing to do with the underlying
technology. Like a sophisticated car driver you will
become aware that the color scheme of the car or the
softness or smells of the interior leathers have noth
ing to do with its basic automotive functions.
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Just as automotive engineers have a certain respon
sibility towards those who use their creations, those
who knowingly create trances for others also bear a
certain responsibility towards those who come under
their influence. I hope to make you aware that
among the many worldwide organizations and insti
tutions which promote or maintain certain beliefs
and trances, there are many who practice what we
might call unsafe trance engineering techniques.
One question that should be seriously asked is: To
what extent should people and organizations be liable
for the results of their consciously created trances?
Trance is used in many forms of contemporary psy
chotherapy. The model of trance I describe here will
have practical implications for therapists and others
who use trance in medical or psychotherapeutic set
tings.
What makes trance even more interesting is that it
is so controversial. There still are some psychologists
who claim that there is no such thing as hypnosis. In
part, and perhaps for good reason, there has not been
any consistent and wellaccepted definition for
trance. What I hope to do in this book is to define
and describe trance in such a way and with such pre
cision that it will be relatively easy to determine
when a trance is, or is not. Perhaps then research
can proceed in a more robust way to explore the dif
ferences in the types of trances that exist, rather
than debate whether there is such a thing as a trance
or not. That is, if the model is good at all, it can be
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used as a practical analytical tool; and, the model can
be refined as needed in the future.
I would like to point out that the model is not a so
cial psychological one, but perhaps more like a cogni
tive behavioral one, and it might provide a theoretical
basis for future research into trance phenomena.
I would like to give you some of my personal re
search history with regard to trance.
I did not begin my research into trance with a hy
pothesis about trance. I was more interested in
learning what characterized advanced meditative
states. Over a period of several decades of medita
tion, I experienced deep meditative states. I realized
that these deep states have specific and unusual
characteristics, but I did not know how to describe
them specifically nor what they were. Were these
states a socalled altered state of consciousness? Was
it hypnosis? Was it merely an hallucination? I really
loved to meditate. Was this state then the result of
some type of psychic addiction? As the years went by,
I also realized that I had to admit that I was person
ally addicted to meditation. Because of this realiza
tion, I concluded that addiction must share some
commonality with meditative states. This observa
tion was intriguing to me, because I felt that a state
of deep meditation was a desirable condition and, on
the contrary, an addiction was a condition to be
avoided.
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I began to look for the common characteristics of
meditative states, trance and addictions. I quickly
realized that there was neither a wellaccepted model
meditation states nor for addiction nor for trance.
Because it seemed intuitive to me that they might be
related, I came to the conclusion that both meditation
and addiction might be types of trances, but I didn't
really know what a trance was either.
I thought that surely if anyone knew what a trance
was, it should be the psychologists who have studied
hypnosis. I thought that psychologists accept the
phenomena of hypnosis and use trance as a therapeu
tic and investigative tool. I quickly discovered, how
ever, that they could not define trance in a rigorous
way either. I was looking for a specification of trance
every bit as rigorous as I would expect from a specifi
cation of a computer application.
What I found was that the subject of hypnosis and
trance is full of controversy; some psychologists claim
that hypnotic trance can be explained by other social
phenomena, and therefore argue that there is no such
thing as hypnosis. In spite of this controversy, I be
gan to study whatever hypnosis might or might not
be, and from there my investigations led me to study
NLP informally and then to study hypnotic theory
and phenomena in general and in passing to learn a
bit of the history of hypnotism and to read some cur
rent research.
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I was not insensitive to the fact that deep trances
can have profound effects on reality; as this has been
proven to me multiple times personally through my
own practice of meditation. Moreover, one of the rea
sons a theory for hypnosis or trance is so difficult to
design is that such theories must explain certain
physiological phenomena that seem to border on mag
ic, such as making warts appear and disappear, or
enabling subjects to remember past lives, or display
knowledge of events they could not have possibly per
ceived by the ordinary senses, or exhibiting physical
strength or mental skills not normally within their
abilities. Those who have perfected the ability to go
into deep trance and utilize these abilities seemingly
at will have held a fascination by the scientific com
munity, the religious as well as for ordinary folks for
thousands of years.
I knew that if I pursued my investigation, I was get
ting into areas that are full of mystery, controversial
and highly charged: meditation, hypnosis, addiction,
trance, altered states of consciousness, magic,
witchcraft, religion and social control psychology.
With my systems analytical professional perspective
tuned to require rigorous specifications sufficient to
design a computer system, what I discovered written
by psychologists about trance and hypnosis didn't
make a whole lot of sense.
What is a trance? According to the dictionary, a
trance is a "daze or a stupor, a prolonged and pro
found sleeplike condition or a state of mystical ab
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sorption." Some psychologists define trance as a
state of aroused attentive focal concentration with di
minished peripheral awareness. In general, a trance
is defined as a state of limited awareness. These old
definitions might be workable for some people, but it
is wholly inadequate as a really precise or practical
definition. In most ways these definitions are simply
misleading. Yet, these definitions are a good place to
start as any in order to build up a more precise defi
nition, in spite of the fact that these definitions do
not address the issue of the connection between
trance and the underpinnings of reality of interest to
yogis, shamans and witches among others.
If a trance is a state of limited awareness, then the
types of trance would include, but would not be limit
ed to, concentration, meditation, addiction, hypnosis
and perhaps include psychotic delusional states. Im
plied literally by the definition is that anything short
of enlightened awareness is trance.
In every type of ordinary consciousness there is al
ways some form of limited awareness. When you are
concentrated on a problem your awareness is neces
sarily limited to the problem. When you read a book,
this one, for example, you must be in a type of light
trance. In meditation states, the attention is general
ly inward and the limit then excludes the world, often
including the awareness of your own body. In addic
tions the awareness is circumscribed by behavioral
impoverishment. In hypnosis, the attention is on the
hypnotist. Psychotics have limited awareness as
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well; therefore it could be argued that psychotics are
in a trance of some sort. Sleep itself is a limitation of
awareness; therefore, from this old definition, sleep is
also a trance. You can probably think of many other
social and psychological behaviors that would satisfy
the definition of trance as a state of limited aware
ness. In every case of these types of trance, the defi
nition seems to work: there is a socalled limitation
of awareness. If we include every case of limited
awareness as being evidence of a trance, then we
must surely either revise our intuitive ideas about
trance or make the definition more precise.
What is wrong with this definition is that a limita
tion of awareness is both an essential component of
trance, as well as an effect of trance. Therefore, to
define trance in terms of any limitation of awareness
is not really helpful from a systems point of view be
cause it mixes the cause of the condition with its ef
fect.
What is helpful in order to understand trance is to
conceptually separate that which is done in order to
create a trance from the known results or effects of
that trance. So, we shall first look at what ways a
trance is created, how we do it, and second, we shall
catalog and characterize what happens in a trance
and what the effects are and see if we can classify the
effects in some way.
To make this analysis we will need to make many
assumptions and leaps. But these assumptions will
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hopefully all be made explicit, and I will try to
require you to make few leaps of faith. I must
caution you, however, that the model for trance
which I propose here should be described as highly
speculative from a scientific or academic point of view
since I make many assumptions about cognitive
processes which may be only partially known at this
time.
There is currently among the cognitive
behavioral types a big discussion as to what
consciousness is. I avoid this controversy by calling it
awareness which I never define. I am aware of these
controversies, but I am not attempting to resolve that
particular controversy.
It may be that the model does not necessarily add
new knowledge. What the model does is to offer an
explanation of certain types of wellknown and sim
ple phenomena. It is fairly well known that if you re
peat some thought often enough then it eventually
becomes boring and you think about something else.
We don't need to know what consciousness is to be
aware of this rather mundane and common experi
ence.
The model proposes that the mechanism of repeat
ing a limited set of thoughts is the fundamental
mechanism for creating a rather large but specific
class of trance. The model basically describes this
mechanism and then explores some of the implica
tions.
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In order to discuss the idea of a limitation of aware
ness more precisely, let us borrow some mathemati
cal ideas and assume that any limit can be described
by a boundary of some sort which circumscribes a
space. This boundary is in a state of flux but is al
ways closed dividing the space in two. Moreover,
there is an implication that the boundary constitutes
a type of measure on the topology of the closed space.
That is, somehow we can describe how big it is and
how it changes, as though it were a type of surface.
In a trance, the thoughts which exist within a
boundary of awareness tend to repeat. That is to say,
when a boundary severely limits choice for a sus
tained period of time, then the clinical characteristic
of trance will become more prevalent. Large bound
aries also contain patterns of repeated thoughts.
But, because a repetition is not frequent in such large
boundaries of awareness trances are not usually
identifiable as such.
Although my specific interest is in the boundaries
which exist in human cognition, it is important to
touch the toes of the largest boundary which circum
scribes the trance we all live in. Ancient Vedic
philosophers identified the largest boundary of all as
the mahamaya: the Great Illusion or Universal
Trance. The Mahamaya is the Reality that we all
live in, and it is also a trance, although it is a very big
one we all we all seem to share.
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The Importance of Trance
Although the Mahamaya or Universal Trance is im
portant in philosophical as well as in a magical sense,
most of us do not operate on those abstract, mystical,
magical or philosophical levels. Let us set it aside for
a moment while we continue to develop the funda
mental characteristics of trance because what we dis
cover on the personal level, inside us, probably has
implications on the universal level as well.
Within this Mahamaya there are a great number of
choices. The choices are everything that may exist.
It may be difficult to recognize the entire Reality as a
trance, so let's go to the other end of the spectrum
where choice is limited to two.
When a car salesman is trying to sell you something
he does not tell you to chose between buying and not
buying. He tells you to chose between the green car
and the blue car. By limiting your choices the sales
man enables your action and potentially frees your
money energy.
A salesman may convince you by the skillful use of
many tranceinducing strategies. He may discourage
your natural inclination to explore a wider range of
possibilities or belittle other possibilities and he may
associate pleasant personal memories with the choic
es he wants to give you. He may claim, for example,
that driving the green car is like remembering when
you were playing in a shimmering field of green grass
on that lovely warm summer day. At the conclusion
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of his induction you may really feel that the only rea
sonable choice should be between the green one and
the blue one and you really do prefer the green car.
At that moment you are in a trance, you have lost
your will power and your judgment has been violated
along with your memory. You make an arbitrary
choice within the salesmagicians universe, pay your
moneyenergy and probably feel good about your
choice.
It is reasonable in this reality to have limits and
limited choices. Without limits, reality becomes
chaotic and sometimes may become frightening for
those who cannot understand what is happening.
When we can tolerate uncertainty and chaos we
have more options as well as more pain and disap
pointment. One of the underlying reasons for trance
is to eliminate part of the global awareness and to re
duce the chaos to a more reasonable and less compli
cated set of choices. Trance helps to reduce the chaos
that is attached to variety.
Trance is the mental condition which makes it rea
sonable to accept limited choices. Trance restricts
primitive chaos or chlinthonic energy and helps us to
harness that energy in the same way that a salesman
harnesses our money energy in order to create a sale.
In restraining the chaos, energy may be focused into
the creation. Trance, therefore, has something to do
with energy utilization and the potentiation of cre
ation. This is an important point.
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It is important to study trance in order to under
stand how we may increase the awareness of our op
tions while we are in many inevitable trances, and, at
the same time, to understand the inherent limita
tions of trance as a process to defeat ignorance.
Trance is a twoedged sword: it allows us to focus our
awareness, enabling us to accomplish many wonder
ful things, and on the other hand it inhibits broad
awareness, disabling choice. It is important to under
stand that trances in life are as common as grains of
sand and more numerous.
The study of trance is also esoteric. That is, there is
a component of the knowledge of trance that is hid
den. It is one part of the nature of trance itself to
hide and to be esoteric. One natural boundary of
trance divides awareness into the conscious and the
unconscious. This is one reason trance is esoteric.
The division between the conscious and the uncon
scious is the most scary division of all. We know
about one but not about the other. At the root of this
fear is the fear of death; it is the fear of the loss of the
ego, and the submergence of the "I" into the primor
dial chaos. What I hope to show in this book is that if
you can understand how trance works, then you have
the possibility to penetrate this veil between the con
scious and the unconscious in a certain way. That is,
there is a technique of both losing the ego and regain
ing it again.
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A Scientific Point of View
I realize that my definition of trance, as it evolved
from my personal experiences, may differ from defini
tions that are more usual, so I want to review the
subject at some length here.
The word trance is popularly thought of as describ
ing an unusual state of mind. Trance is usually un
derstood to be an altered state of consciousness, and
not the normal one. And the word trance is often as
sociated with the word hypnosis. Both words have
negative connotations in the sense that they imply a
loss of conscious individual will. The negative conno
tations may lead most people to be unaware of the ex
tent to which trance exists in all areas of life. Even
more important, trance techniques can and are used
in advertising and social control. Don't you think it is
time you learned to identify those techniques that
others use to take away your conscious choice? Mak
ing you aware of these techniques is one main pur
pose of this book.
Gilligan (1987) sees the trance condition as biologi
cally essential for all human beings. He says that
trance is experienced in daydreaming, dancing, lis
tening to music, reading a book, watching television,
and can be induced through rhythmic and repetitive
movement (dancing, running, breathing exercises,
etc.), through chanting, meditation, prayer, group rit
uals, etc.; by focusing attention on an image, an idea,
the sound of someone's voice; through relaxation,
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massage, warm baths, etc.; and through drugs such
as alcohol, cannabis, or tranquilizers.
Altered states of consciousness is a term used to de
scribe all kinds of mental states. The term became
necessary perhaps because so many people were tak
ing drugs, doing meditation, practicing hypnosis and
magic. Modern communication — TV especially —
made people aware that there were yogis in India and
witch doctors in South American jungles who each
had their ways of entering an altered state or trance.
The term altered state was an attempt to circum
scribe these special mental phenomena in order to
have a more welldefined area for scientific research.
According to most modern classifications, a trance is
a type of altered state. But I believe that so many
terms only tend to confuse what is really going on.
I believe that we are more in various trance states
than not. To me trance is a relatively common men
tal state and there appears to be a continuum from
what may be called normal thinking to intense, deep
and extraordinary trance states.
Because the nature of such a continuum has not
been well defined, there has been considerable confu
sion over the last 200 years as to what a trance is,
what hypnosis is, what meditation is, and what ad
diction is. It is as though arbitrary boundaries of
consciousness were to be constructed which would
somehow enable people to say: "That's not a trance;
that's only hypnosis and these are all altered states of
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consciousness." One current scientific view, for ex
ample, is that hypnosis does not really exist, and it is
grouped in the same category as leprechauns and
witchcraft; that is, a belief structure which presum
ably can be explained by other wellknown processes.
This 'skeptical' conception of hypnosis was proposed
by Theodore Sarbin in 1950 as a socialpsychological
alternative to both the Paris and the Nancy schools of
thought about the nature of hypnosis. This skeptical
conception continues to be a subject in academic cir
cles; as recently as 1992 Wagstaff suggested that it
would be better to disregard all the standard refer
ences to trance or altered states and to stick with ex
planations from a social and psychological perspec
tive. If psychologists were convinced that they must
abandon the term, perhaps that is one reason that
"trance" is now a musical genre.
Historically, a trance was the term that was used to
describe certain states that yogis, spiritualist medi
ums or channelers might go into in order to perform
their particularly extraordinary behaviors.
Mostly, one associates trance with some type of hyp
notic state of mind, and I will need to explore both
hypnosis and trance in some detail before describing
my own ideas, primarily because hypnosis and trance
are seemingly so closely related, and there are so
many popular misconceptions as to what hypnosis is
or is not.
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Trance and hypnosis are commonly associated
terms. Trance is also the term used by certain spiri
tualist mediums and yogis in describing meditation
states and other phenomena that psychologist might
refer to as 'dissociative' because something about the
personality of a person in a trance appears to be split
off from the usual response patterns.
One researcher in hypnotic phenomena, Orne, dis
covered that there are unique characteristics exhibit
ed by a person in a trance. Orne made this observa
tion from highly consistent verbal reports of hypno
tized subjects and from various clinical and empirical
studies. Orne called this alteration of function trance
logic. Trance logic refers to a set of characteristics of
mental functions that are specifically found in deep
trance as opposed to light trance.
Trance logic includes an alteration in language pro
cessing as well as a decrease in critical judgement of
language processing and in increased tolerance for in
congruity as well as interpreting words much more
literally.
Besides the 'skeptical' school of thought which be
lieves trance phenomena can be adequately explained
by the social psychological concepts of belief and com
pliance, there are other theories of trance that pro
pose that trance generally represents some kind of
psychological regression to an earlier developmental
state, or that trance is 'contact with the unconscious
mind' or that deep trance is somehow a selective use
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of one hemisphere of the brain. Some psychologists
(Janet and later Hilgard) would characterize a trance
as a dissociative state because the personality ap
pears to be distinct from the usual or normal one and
this perception has given rise to the cognitive dissoci
ation theory. The theory of the 'Fantasy Prone Per
sonality' of T. X. Barber and his colleague Sheryl Wil
son suggests loose correlates between naturally vi
sionary individuals with a rich inner life, and with
the natural capacity to produce extraordinary psycho
somatic responses, yet who are perfectly able to dis
tinguish their vivid fantasy life from reality, and who
exhibit pronounced hypnotizability and various psy
chic abilities.
Although classic hypnosis research has demonstrat
ed that people respond differently to suggestions un
der different conditions, a lack of a model for trance
is probably responsible for the fact that relatively lit
tle work has been done to determine the precise de
tails of how each suggestion effect occurs.
When a phenomena such as trance lacks a model to
explain what it is and how it works, people are free to
make up stories and to impute a magic, a mystery
and a fear to trance phenomena which is totally un
necessary. The magic and mystery of trance is excit
ing, but fear and ignorance of it gives power equally
to both the healers as well as to the unscrupulous
who can exploit the entranced to their own profit.
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Common and Uncommon
Trances

Our Unconscious Trance States
Are you aware that you are in a light trance as you
read these words? Most people slip in and out of vari
ous kinds of trance states hundreds of times during
what is called the normal waking state. Trance is a
special type of dissociation that helps us to organize
and process information automatically. You would
not be able to really understand the written print
marks on this page unless there existed other types
of mental processing going on which organized the
written patterns and linked them to prior memories
or associations. These other mental processing activ
ities are happening unconsciously right now. Some
people would say that this unconscious process is an
other type of awareness. Gurdjieff taught that to be
come aware that you are asleep is the first step in
waking up. If you are interested in being able to
modify these unconscious mental processes, it is es
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sential to become aware of the trances you are in; in
fact, in some sense you can count your trances. Mak
ing you aware of what some of these unconscious pro
cesses are and how they got there and how they can
be modified is one purpose of this book.
There are good trances and bad trances. There are
light trances, deep trances, shortterm trances and
lifelong trances. There are pain relieving trances and
pain producing trances. There are healing trances
and pathological trances. These are just a few areas
where common trances can be found: hypnosis, mu
sic, TV, meditation, addictions, religions and work.
So what is a trance? To many psychologists a trance
is a state of limited awareness. Some psychologists
would also characterize trance as a form of sleep, or
dreamlike awareness or a kind of altered state of con
sciousness. Certainly trance has long been associated
with hypnotic states, and with the altered states of
consciousness of dervishes, shamans and yogis. Med
itation does produce strong trance states. However,
in my opinion, trance states are much more common
than is normally believed. We can also count day
dreaming as a trance, as well as watching movies or
television. Many relationships with people seem to
have trancelike qualities: love relationships, power
relationships, relationships with charismatic people,
relationships with gurus, shamans and so on. Com
ing into contact with drug addicts or psychotics often
seems to invoke strange trance states.
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For many decades, trance has been associated with
parapsychological experiences. According to William
James and other researchers, a Mrs. Piper — an ordi
nary woman in most circumstances — could enter
into a trance and give information that was both ac
curate and which she could not have ordinarily dis
covered. For example, once, when a stranger visited
her for the first time, she went into a trance and de
scribed his dead father, saying many correct things,
such as the fact that he had a bald spot where men
are not usually bald, on the right side of the head.
She pointed to that place and the stranger said that
an accident had indeed made his father bald, asym
metrically, at that spot. Mrs. Piper also told the
stranger many other accurate and uncommon details,
such as the pet name which only his father had used
for him, and the way in which his halfbrother died
(Hodgson).
Laubscher, an anthropologist, tested a South
African diviner reputed to have marvelous abilities.
Laubscher went to a deserted place, checked that no
one was within his vision, took a purse wrapped in
brown paper, buried it, put a brown stone above it
and a gray stone above that. Then he got into his car
and drove as fast as he could 60 miles to where the
diviner lived. He asked the diviner what he had
done. The diviner began to perform a seance dance.
After some time, he described the purse, the brown
paper it was wrapped it, and precise, accurate details
of both the brown stone and the gray stone. There
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are many other cases which have indicated the exis
tence of a connection of trance with parapsychological
phenomena.
In America, psychic healers are likely to prepare for
healing by meditation or prayer; in many parts of
Africa, preparation for psychic healing involves a pro
longed ritual dance. Dervishes twirl.
If the unusual trance state of a shaman or a yogi is
desirable, then we might be tempted to believe that
all trance states are desirable states. What might
distinguish the trance of a yogi from the trance of a
drug addict? What is the difference between a televi
sion trance and the trance that we experience when
daydreaming? It is possible to enter into trances
which relieve pain, such as when going to a dentist
who uses hypnosis to produce anesthesia.
If compulsive drinking or eating could be shown to
be trances, an argument could be made that trance
can produce involuntary selfdestructive behavior
and therefore a model for trance might indicate ways
to control such behaviors.
Hypnotic Trances
The type of trance studied most has been the hyp
notic trance. Milton Erickson, the great psychothera
pist, had wonderful and nearly immediate psychologi
cal cures in a great many of his patients. His tech
nique was called "Ericksonian hypnosis." Many peo
ple tried to explain what it was that he did, because
in many cases, his patients claimed that they were
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not hypnotized and they were not in any kind of
trance at all. Erickson's recorded dialogs were ana
lyzed for years to try to find out what it was exactly
that made his form of hypnotherapy so successful.
Richard Bandler, John Grinder and others were suc
cessful in finally analyzing and modeling Erickson's
techniques. They devised what they called "neuro
linguistic programming," also known as NLP, which
is based primarily on Erickson's techniques. With
NLP it is relatively easy to hypnotize a person and to
keep that person in a trance state without their being
aware that they are in fact in a trance. The tech
nique of pacing and leading a subject from a rich or
varied set of thoughts to a limited, internal and im
poverished set of thoughts is a wellknown technique
used consciously by hypnotists, advertisers, sales peo
ple, preachers and politicians.
Many stage hypnotists use Ericksonian or NLP de
rived hypnotic techniques in order to induce trance.
TV hypnotists on daytime television can induce a
trance after only a few minutes of seemingly innocu
ous talk. During this time, the subject can be given
posthypnotic suggestions to alter behavior and per
ception in peculiar ways during the TV show. Stage
hypnotists often have dramatic shows in which pecu
liar and unusual physiological powers can be demon
strated.
Television advertisers and the designers of commer
cials are aware of the techniques of Bandler and
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Grinder and use them often in commercials. For ex
ample, commercials will often attempt to invoke past
memories and in doing so effectively associate pleas
ant or strong memories with their products.
Cigarette and liquor ads are especially keen to use
these types of associations, and, in essence, they
abuse the consumer by promoting the connection of
healthy associations with their products. The trance
induction potential of television media is wellknown
and is often used for manipulating consumer tastes.
It should be no surprise that political candidates
know they must be able to successfully use the hyp
notic power of television in order to win elections.
However useful television is for commercial and so
cial control reasons, it cannot be reasonably argued
that using trance in order to promote a political agen
da, is in the end, really socially beneficial.
Salespersons, preachers and politicians are aware
of ordinary hypnotic techniques and often consciously
use NLP or Ericksonian techniques in order to pro
mote their own agendas. As you talk with a salesper
son or listen to a preacher or politician on television
you might never admit that you were in a trance of
any kind. Have you ever spaced out listening to a
preacher? Politicians? Computer software salesper
sons? Then you'd better learn more about trance.
Some professional sales training institutes un
abashedly teach hypnotic techniques to their sales
trainees. It is clear to them that if a buyer is put into
a hypnotic trance then it is much easier to sell a
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product. And this is true, but only because the buy
er's critical judgement is disabled. Because the ethics
of using such techniques on the unaware is question
able, some states, like California, have laws that give
you the right to cancel major contracts within 24 or
48 hours of signing. Supposedly, this gives you
enough time to "wake up" from your unconscious
state. The law is silent, however, on unwritten or ca
sual commercial contracts.
So how can you tell if you are in one of these ordi
nary, unconscious trances? You are in a trance when
your attention is limited and there is a certain repeti
tion of thoughts. In an extreme case, your attention
is so limited that it feels like "tunnel vision." The
repetition of thoughts might be mantras, songs, re
peating fantasies, or even the math calculations of
balancing your checkbook before you make that pur
chase. That song you can't get out of your head indi
cates a trance. Concentration, when the mind is fo
cused on a specific problem or thought, is also a form
of trance. You could characterize the fundamental
nature of trance cybernetically as an awareness loop,
or a circular flow of consciousness.
This looping, or circular flow of consciousness, is
wellknown as a mechanism for inducing trance. The
repetition of mantras, the whirling of dervishes, the
chanting and drumming of shamans, the repetition of
TV commercials all induce different trances by limit
ing your attention and overloading your mind with
repeated thoughts. The purposes may be different,
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the results may be different, but in my opinion the
difference in the resulting trance is mainly of degree.
From a systems analytical point of view, the looping
of awareness is easy to describe and seems to be at
the cause of a wide variety of trances. In my own
personal experience it appears that the looping alone
is the necessary and sufficient condition to induce a
dissociated condition. Taking the looping as the sin
gular cause of trance seems to offer an explanation of
a wide variety of trancelike phenomena. In addition,
this singular condition groups a wide variety of phe
nomena into the definition as trance or trancelike
phenomena. Once this genera of trance or trancelike
phenomena has been circumscribed, then it remains
to denote the differentia and conditions.
Whether you are passively watching TV football, or
engaging in rational rigorously precise thoughts, or
having an emotional jolt of religious fervor, or feeling
patriotic passion, or if you are an addict of any kind,
or if you have the compassionless mindset of a mass
murderer you are in a trance. Why? Because all
these states encourage a fixed, narrow attention span
and they all reward the repetition of an impoverished
set of thoughts. It is important to identify all of these
states as trance because they all promote a limitation
of attention. Because of this limiting of attention,
trance creates unawareness or a "sleeping state" in
those areas of life where the attention is absent. Be
cause the thoughts are repeating, the limiting of at
tention becomes fixed, and can therefore alter percep
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tion. That is, new information might not be pro
cessed correctly.
For example, if the repeating
thought is "everything I see is blue," and the eyes are
shown a red object, then eventually the repeated idea
in the mind will make the object seem blue and it will
be believed to be blue; and red will not be seen or if
seen, not believed as really red. Brainwashing and
propaganda techniques use the fact that the repeti
tion of a thought can result in its eventual accep
tance. Many types of trances, but not all, promote a
singlemindedness which can become selfdestructive.
Some of these trances could be described as patholog
ical.
The genera of trance must include a wide variety of
trances, some of which are manifestly pathological
and others which add a richness to life and which can
be appreciated as spectacular or magical. What char
acterizes this differentia? What are the conditions
for a pathological trance, under this definition?
Many types of trances, of course, are not pathologi
cal. Such trances are used to enhance creativity, re
lation, problem solving, altering sensations, altering
perception, creating pleasure, humor, enhancing deli
cate and subtle understanding, to find new ways to
understand experience, to perceive old things in new
ways, to have new pleasures in life, to create the
courage to change relationships and in the personal
mystery of life itself. These nonpathological trances
also are created through the narrowing of attention,
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and the repetition of thoughts to create personal pow
er.
It is wellknown that the skillful use of trance,
whether hypnotic or meditation, can increase tele
pathic sensitivities and other abilities. Janet, a high
ly respected psychiatrist and researcher in the early
days of hypnosis, reported extraordinary telepathic
success with hypnosis. Dukhan & Rao tested dozens
of students of a guru in India for psi. They found
that postmeditation the student scored significantly
higher in psihitting than in the premeditation con
trol tests. There have been many other researchers
reporting similar findings over decades.
One of the important effects of a normal trance is to
temporarily decrease body awareness and to tem
porarily disable memory. With less awareness of the
body and of the past, there is an increase in creative
potential. Latent problem solving skills may come
into existence easier when the limitations of the body
and memory are disabled. Shortterm trance states
are occasionally desirable to increase creativity and
problem solving potentials.
What many people call concentration is actually a
trance. When the mind is concentrated on under
standing something new or solving a difficult problem
it may momentarily become dissociated and allow an
increase in creative problem solving skills.
Participatory sports such as basketball, football,
swimming and so on, require that the participant re
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peat movements. The repetition of these movements
combined with the limiting of attention required by
the rules of the particular sport or skill would proba
bly produce trance. In most cases, the trance will
cause both a decrease of body awareness and allow
for problem solving skills to emerge. It is these sec
ondary effects of natural trance which may partially
underlie the popularity of sports in general and to
give the impression that sports help to create valu
able but nonspecific skills.
Computer games can also be used to produce
trances. Computer games are interactive, and that
means that they narrow the attention and feed back
stimulation to the player which engages their atten
tion even more. When players are in the types of
trances that a computer game produces, the players
become susceptible to hypnotic suggestions.
In some computer games, for example Endorfun by
Time Warner, subliminal messages can be introduced
to lure players into trance states. Subliminal mes
sages such as "I expect pleasure and satisfaction,"
and "It's okay for me to have everything I want",
however, can lead players into addictive states. That
is, players who may be unhappy or angry or frustrat
ed in life could become psychologically dependent on
the positive strokes of some subliminal messages.
On the other hand, subliminal messages, such as the
above, promoting unrealistic expectations will even
tually only produce disappointment, frustration and
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anger. Is this simply bad trance engineering or is it
deliberate trance abuse?
Under the 1990 Broadcasting Act, television and ra
dio companies cannot produce programs or advertise
ments that exploit the possibility of "influencing the
minds of persons watching without them being fully
aware of what has occurred." However, no such legis
lation exists to regulate the computer industry. It is
not the computer or any media, however, that is at
fault; it is the willful exploitation of an induced
trance. Once the mechanics of trance induction be
come wellknown, it may be that a reading of the
1990 Broadcasting Act would include even the choice
of words used by actors in a sitcom inasmuch as such
scripts — when written hypnotically — may be used
to influence social, commercial and political beliefs.
Even direct mail advertising received in your mailbox
contains hypnotically written scripts. Are you aware
of this?
It is also wellknown that when you are in a trance
your attention can be diverted effectively enough to
produce anesthesia sufficient for dental work or some
types of surgery. Lamaze natural childbirth breath
ing techniques uses the resulting narrowed span of
attention to help reduce pain. This narrowing of at
tention, the concentration of the mind on maintaining
the breathing patterns, diverts the attention from the
physical pain sensations during childbirth with the
result that the mother becomes less aware of any un
comfortable sensations. The power of a mind in a
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trance can do things which it ordinarily cannot do.
Giving birth painlessly is only one example. Con
scious control of breathing patterns is used by yogis,
as pranayama, for example, in order to influence the
mind or to induce altered states.
Trance can also be used to reduce psychological
pain such as anxiety, fear, worry, as well as the uni
versal Weltschmerz. Instead of consciously address
ing the causes of the pain, trance can successfully di
vert the attention so that one is aware of neither the
pain nor of the causes of pain. While the use of
trance for specific instances of analgesia may be ben
eficial for surgery or in emergency situations, the use
of trance to avoid situations of a longterm or perma
nent duration impoverishes life and prevents new
possibilities. It is the use of trance in this latter
sense which makes trance into a form of addiction.
Hypnotic trance is only one way to remove pain. Al
cohol, drug, religion, work, consumption, and TV
trance addictions can also be counted as other ways
of removing pain. I believe addictions of all sorts are
forms of pathological trances a central purpose of
which is pain control.
If trance is defined as fixed or limited thinking, then
nearly all human activities create some type of
trance. The bounded circles of thinking that keep us
in trances are countless. The entire "ordered uni
verse" is a trance. But there is an escapists pleasure
in remaining in trance and a deep human fear of the
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chaos which can result if there were no trance "order"
to life.
Socialization itself is the process of putting a person
into a longterm trance. You do not go to work naked
because of socialization. The socialization process
started by parents and continued by religious train
ing, schools, universities, the military and employ
ment in different ways all create a multiplicity of
longterm trancestates, the result of which puts you
in a bounded circle of limited but socially and cultur
ally acceptable activity. Without these longterm
trances life would be more chaotic and perhaps you
would be more painfully aware of too many choices.
Every choice we make limits our options and makes
life seem more manageable. When we stick to our
choices at all costs we are in a pathological trance.
By becoming aware that we are in these trances, we
may begin to realize that we can also change them in
more creative ways. It is as Gurdieff said: to wake
up, we must become aware that we are asleep.
Religious Trance
The practice of religion for millennia has involved
the practice of trance and used a variety of trancein
ducing activity. Prayer, meditation, chanting all will
induce trance. The effect of trance when taken to ex
tremes and in the hands of experts can produce many
magical effects, including the healing of the body,
knowledge of secrets, the discovery of hidden knowl
edge, knowledge of the future, as well as having an
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influence on the weather, on social beliefs and on the
outcome of war. In addition, religious trance can pro
duce an easy tolerance and acceptance for many of
life's inevitable disappointments.
There are religious healers who, by means of their
special meditative trances, can perform spectacular
healings — including psychic surgery — on others.
Such healers may certainly be envied for these pow
ers. Yet, unfortunately, even the meditative trances
conducted from the altrusistic motivations of a pious
devotion to a God or Goddess can become pathological
if they become an end in themselves. By knowing
how to identify pathological trances as well as how
they are created it is possible to avoid them.
Faith, or belief in a set of ideas or paradigms with
out evidence, often indicates, unfortunately, faulty
judgement, faulty memory, and possibly hallucina
tions. Since these are characteristics of trance, the
profession of a faith or belief can presumably be
traced to a repetition of limited ideas and the result
ing dissociative trance.
In general, it can be said that faith and belief are in
dicative of trances in which a reduction of emotional
pain awareness is the goal. I would be surprised if
the profession of faith and belief did not hide a hid
den depression for which an addictive trance state is
ameliorating.
Religions which encourage and promote personal
demonstrations of faith and belief often are attempt
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ing to create similar conditions that might be associ
ated with a singleminded devotion to God, but very
often what is really produced seems to be very much
like an addiction. Addictions do produce deep trances
and trances with relatively stabile characteristics.
But, however seemingly powerful the addictive
trances are, and how convincingly it may appear that
those in religious addictive trances are extremely de
voted and singleminded towards their guru, God or
Goddess, the nature of an addictive trance is always
selfdelusion, deception and destruction.
Charismatic religious leaders often have stabile
trances and such stabile trances can affect people
who come into their sphere of influence as though
they had magical powers or had tapped into powerful
energies of an unknown type. These energies or mag
ical powers are generated by trance. They have simi
larities to addictive trances but different in an impor
tant but subtle way. The trance model which I de
scribe in the following pages shows these differences.
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*

A Suggested Model for Trance
Introduction

The field is open for nearly anyone to propose a the
ory of hypnosis. If the real work of science begins
once a community of workers has adopted a unified
theoretical paradigm (Kuhn, 1962), then, arguably,
the real work of the science of hypnosis has not yet
properly begun. So long as there is no unified theo
retical paradigm the reality of hypnotic states is put
into question (Wagstaff, 1991). Wagstaff also argues
for the need of a change in terminology.
At present, there seem to be two major schools of
thought on the nature of hypnosis: the neodissocia
tive, and the socialpsychological. The neodissocia
tive model differs from the social psychological model
in that it is a systems model and does not assume a
"purpose" to hypnotically suggested behavior.
McClelland and Rumelhart (1986) recognize that
thinking and problem solving are a result of what
they call "parallel distributed processing". Hilgard
*

The current model is available at
www.lulu.com/trance
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too suggests parallel processing as a useful concept
(Stava & Jaffa, 1988).
I have a simple model for trance which uses the idea
of parallel distributed processing, but in such a way
that may be used in a systems or in an automated
measurement environment. I will rephrase some cur
rent problems in hypnotic theory, describe some
pathological trance conditions and some possible
therapeutic intervention strategies. The idea is not
to replace therapists with computer systems, but to
explore the theoretical implications of such a
paradigm. The implications of the trance model sug
gest practical applications in research and in thera
py.
It is obvious that human cognition does not function
the same as an electronic parallel distributed proces
sor. However, limitations in adapting information
systems theory to human cognition may depend part
ly on the fact that at present there is no reliable way
to detect the presence of a discrete thought in a spe
cific individual at a specific time. If there were such
a technique then the following theoretical model
might also be useful in an experimental context.
Trances, as defined by this model, are not difficult to
produce. In fact, by this definition trances are quite
common.
Strong, spectacular and longlasting
trances have popularized the false notion that all
trances are special states. The model implies that
spectacular trances can be produced through the
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modification of specific conditions that produce
trance. The strength of a trance can be objectively
measured by using this model. In the future, the ap
plication of the principles described by the model may
enable the researcher or therapist to design trances
for specific purposes and to objectively measure the
results.
Elements of Thought
At this point I will not define 'thoughts', but merely
note that they exist. To gain maximum scope, I will
use the word thought to include feeling as well. As I
develop the model, a more complete definition for
thought may emerge. The reason for this approach is
that without a system framework already in place a
definition of thought would be premature. However,
we can make some general observations.
We know that when we are awake we have
thoughts. We know that we think about whatever it
is that is important to us. If something is very impor
tant, we will think about it more often than if it is not
important to us. We may not know what is absolute
ly important, and, for many reasons, we might not
think at all about what is truly vital. Whether im
portant or not, true or not, vital or not, our thoughts
repeat.
I think no one has ever counted their thoughts, but
we can assume that a specific thought will repeat a
countable number of times over a specific time period.
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For example, the thought that is symbolized by moth
er may repeat 156,792 times over a period of a life
time. On the other hand, the thought that is symbol
ized by father may repeat only 14 times over the peri
od of time from 7:16 am Sunday until 16:45 Monday.
Why count thoughts when they seem to spring to
consciousness and then disappear entirely as if obey
ing unknown forces? Why count specific thoughts if
they have such a short life and spring from such a
deep and dark well? Why count them if they are a
part of a complex sequence, and have their own un
knowable agendas? Ephemeral thoughts have no
weight or mass, and taken out of context, they may
seem to be of very little importance.
There is also the problem of measuring thoughts.
Although it is obvious that we have distinct thoughts,
it is not yet possible to count them reliably. We can
not say with certainty that any given person had an
extraordinary number of thoughts about "chickens"
or "Jesus" and what an extraordinary number of
thoughts might mean. On the other hand, there is no
reliable mechanism known at present to be able to
say that any given person "never thought about Zanz
ibar."
Thoughts are also difficult to categorize. What does
it mean to think the word "hair," for example? The
multiple associations of a word, its dependency on its
changing contexts as well as the subjective condi
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tions, all make measurement and categorization diffi
cult.
Thoughts, Thought Objects and Brain Waves
As it functions the brain generates minute electrical
charges. Presumably, these minute electrical charges
represent some of the components of thoughts or bear
some relationship with what we subjectively experi
ence as thought objects or states of awareness. These
electrical charges form a variety of waves which have
been identified as follows:
Beta Waves
Beta waves are the most common of the brain wave
patterns that occur when awake. These occur during
period of intense concentration, problem solving, and
focused analysis. The frequency of beta waves is be
tween 1330 Hz (cycles per second).
Alpha Waves
Alpha waves are most common when we are mental
ly alert, calm and relaxed, or when daydreaming.
The frequency of alpha waves is between 812 Hz.
Theta Waves
Theta waves occur when we are mentally drowsy
and unfocused, during deep calmness or relaxation,
as for example we make the transitions from drowsi
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ness to sleep or from sleep to the waking state. The
frequency of theta waves is between 47 Hz.
Delta Waves
Delta waves occur primarily during deep sleep or
states of unconsciousness. The frequency of delta
waves is between 0.54 Hz.
Brain Wave Synchronization and the Frequency
Following Effect
2000 years ago Ptolemy and Apuleius noted that dif
fering rates of flickering lights had an effect on states
of awareness and on the production of epilepsy. In
the late 1920s it was discovered that when light was
played on the closed eyelids an echoing production of
brain wave frequencies was produced. In 1965 Grey
used a stroboscope to send rhythmic light flashes into
the eyes at a rate of from 1025 Hz. He discovered
that this stimulated similar brain wave activity.
More recent research by Budzynski, Oestrander and
others, in the use of brain machines suggest that
photic or direct electrical stimulation of the brain in
the theta range appears to facilitate rapid learning,
produce deep relaxation, euphoria, an increase in cre
ativity, problem solving ability and is apparently as
sociated with enhanced concentration and accelerated
learning.
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It seems as though there is a mechanism in which
the repeated stimulation can produce effects which
are also demonstrated by trance.
Measuring Thoughts
It is not yet possible to measure with both precision
and accuracy, the occurrence of a specific thought in a
specific person at a specific time. However, recent re
search at Yale University with functional magnetic
resonance imaging, or fast MRI, is demonstrating the
possibility of locating where in the human brain, cell
activity is greatest for specific stimulations. Fast
MRI or other advanced techniques may in the future
enable researchers to measure thoughts.
New technologies such as computerized electroen
cephalographic (EEG) frequency analysis, EEG topo
graphic brain mapping, positron emission tomogra
phy, regional cerebral blood flow, single photon emis
sion computed tomography and nuclear magnetic res
onance imaging allow more sophistication to be used
in the ongoing investigation of the neurophysiological
processes of cognitive functioning. A specific thought
may or may not contribute sufficient energy to allow
detection by one or more of the instruments above.
However, a power map study of fractal dimensional
analysis of EEG conducted recently at the Institute of
Hypnosis in Tokyo, seems to indicate that the dis
crete measurement of physiological changes of aware
ness is possible (Kawano, 1995).
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It seems as if there are three current directions of
inquiry: the neurophysiological, the socialpsycholog
ical and the cognitive behaviorialist. The neurophysi
ological approach does not yet have a mapping from
physiological measurements to human thought. The
socialpsychological approach can measure the gross
subjective and social effects of thoughts but this ap
proach seems to lack precision and provoke contro
versy. Cognitive behaviorialists apparently use sys
tems concepts and analytical techniques, but until
now, trance seems not to be a subject for them.
One researcher in trance, Orne (1959), concluded
that objective correlates to the hypnotic condition
were not to be found in available physiological mea
surements. Orne concluded that he would have to
use verbal reports of subjective experience rather
than rely on objective measurements. Orne's conclu
sions seem to have led many current researchers to
base much of their research on the subjective reports
of hypnotic subjects. Perhaps the lack of the develop
ment of a hypnotic or trance theory which has not
been based on Orne's assumptions is due to the fact
that physiological measurements of thoughts simply
do not exist at this time, nor did they exist when
Orne made his conclusions.
If thoughts are based on our senses and on the pro
cesses of physical organs, it may be argued that our
thoughts have their roots in the muck and ooze of di
gestion, reproduction, circulation and respiration;
and, although these chlinthonian processes are cycli
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cal, none of them are regular, nor are any of these
processes fully understood. What was perhaps easier
for research psychologists — although finally less
precise — was to turn away from the physical founda
tions of cognition and to deal with more palatable and
abstract concepts based on social and psychological
models.
Our thoughts are fundamentally based on our
health and the quality of the energy which is avail
able for mentation. Our thoughts are indirectly influ
enced by environmental mechanisms that are not yet
fully recognized nor understood. Our thoughts are
dependent on factors which are not easy to measure
and not easy to describe. When awareness is low or
more like an animal, our thoughts may be more easi
ly correlated to a variety of physiological causes. But,
when awareness is high or abstract, our thoughts
seem to take paths which are not directly derived
from physiological causes alone.
Yet, sequences of thoughts form to make sentences
and sentences form to make concepts. Bodies of con
cepts are the building blocks of abstract knowledge.
Thoughts as feelings underlay the social fabric and
drive relationships. It is the patterns of sequences of
thoughts that are important, and repeated patterns
give a weighted importance through their natural oc
currence.
In this model, thoughts are not only words or sen
tences; thoughts may be nonverbal, visual, sensual,
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tactile, abstract, auditory, etc. Cognitive behavioral
ists call these thought objects. The basic idea of the
model is to be specific as to the physiological founda
tions of thought for measurement purposes and to re
define explicitly the relatively abstract terms of psy
chology. This leaves room for the possibility that spe
cific thoughts will one day be measured and that the
results of these measurements will be processed by
computers. The model's theoretical concepts assume
the objective mensuration of thought must be defined
in such a way that there is no room for ambiguity.
The Model
Definitions
Throughout this article the following symbols are
used.
s is used to specify a thought sequence of an arbi
trary length.
e is used to specify the awareness of s.
c is used to specify a closed loop of thoughts. In gen
eral, c is a repeating subset of s.
d is the collective latent awareness that is created
by c. d is also referred as the dissociated trance plane
(sometimes referred to as the DTP) of c.
Subscripts on these symbols are meant to denote
specific instances of them.
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Thoughts
As used here, s denotes a thought or thought object
which can be uniquely described by a set of physiolog
ical measurements. Subscripts on s, such as s1, s2,
etc. denote a specific sequence of thoughts which oc
cur sequentially in relative increasing time order
without specifying the time interval. A specific se
quence of thoughts may be denoted such as S = (s1,
s2, ..., sk).
Every person knows what he or she thinks. But not
a single person can record every thought as it occurs.
Symbols, such as words, or sentences, can be record
ed. Pictures can be painted which may represent a
group of thoughts, but the thoughts themselves can
not be painted. One might imagine that a poem or a
stream of consciousness utterance or a word salad
more accurately represents thoughts as they occur,
but it is more likely that such represented thoughts
are only a subsequence of the actual recorded
thoughts.
Energy and Awareness
We assume that there is an attenuation of the
awareness of a thought during the transition to its
successor and that attenuation occurs for physical en
ergy conservation reasons. While awareness is whol
ly dependent on the physical energy available for cog
nition, the model separates what may be termed raw
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cognitive energy from an awareness which is bound
to a specific thought.
e denotes a measure of an individual's awareness of
a thought. e is a set of measurements that uniquely
describes a measurable physiological condition, not a
subjective report. The awareness e1 is greatest when
the energy of consciousness is at s1, but it should also
be possible to measure the residual awareness e1
when consciousness is at s2. I will denote this second
measurement e1(s2), and note the identity, ei(si) = ei.
What this means is that when we think thoughts, the
thoughts don't last. They naturally fade away. The
fading away of a thought as awareness transits from
one thought to another follows an attenuation func
tion.
Transitions from one thought, sa to another, sb, oc
cur when eb > ea(sb), by definition. One important
measurement is the average transition value eg
which occurs when eb > eg > ea(sb). eg is not a con
stant value. Thoughts fade away or become "uncon
scious" depending on some physiological values which
are always changing. eg is that point of awareness
when one thought changes into another.
We assume that there is an attenuation of the
awareness of a thought s1 during the transition of
awareness to its successor s2. This attenuation re
sults in predecessor thoughts becoming latent specifi
cally when e1(s2) < eg. When we have a new
thought, we forget about the old thought.
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Attenuation of a thought at e1(s2) < eg does not nec
essarily imply that e1(s2) is an "unconscious" state.
We can sometimes, under some conditions, keep old
thoughts in our heads as well as new thoughts.
Thresholds, Conditions and States
We now consider what is meant by a state of aware
ness K. Whenever e is within a defined set range of
values, K1 < e < K2, there are associated two thresh
olds of awareness, K1 and K2, or conditions of aware
ness, K1 < e, and e < K2. Within these awareness
condition boundary thresholds, an individuals aware
ness is described as being in a specific state of aware
ness.
Another way to look at K is as a set of measurable
enabling or disabling physiological conditions. For
example, K may be a limit in which e is disabled for
critical thinking and enabled for hallucination. Such
a value for K would circumscribe states of awareness
in which "trance logic" would also be found.
Note that while e is defined as a multidimensional
vector of unknown dimension, the thresholds K are
also sets of values. The conditions "less than" and
"greater than" are not operations on scalars, but on
the multidimensional vector e, so conditions should
be interpreted so as to unambiguously place e either
within or outside a corresponding threshold range.
In the normal awakened condition, we do have
thoughts. If we could record them all, we would dis
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cover one long fuzzy sequence of them starting, per
haps, at birth, and ending, perhaps, at death. We
would be awake during only some portions of this
long thought sequence. Other portions we would not.
If our awareness threshold at birth is Ka and our
awareness threshold at death is Kw, and we focus
only on thoughts that we have during the awake con
dition, Kb, of consciousness, then the sequence of
thoughts within the awareness interval (Ka, Kw),
would appear to be discontinuous.
However, within the continuous awareness interval
(Ka, Kw) are a multiple set of awareness states which
are interesting to researchers. We can list some of
them grossly: awake, sleep, dreaming, altered state
of consciousness (ASC), trance, etc. but these terms
are not sufficiently defined at present to be able to
discriminate between adjacent states with both preci
sion and accuracy. (Tart, 1992) It would be helpful to
know precisely which physiological measurements
comprise the components of a vector e with the small
est dimensions, such that a set of conditions of dis
crimination, K, would unambiguously define a specif
ic state of awareness.
Thought Sequences
If s1 is a thought, then the next thought we might
have, s2, is somehow connected with s1. Presumably,
s2 will be followed by a further sequence of thoughts,
s3, ..., sk, until, at last, we are overcome with sleep.
At that point, we hypothesize that an awareness
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threshold, Ks, has been breached, and that sk+1, ...,
sm, are thoughts that we may have when our aware
ness is outside threshold Ks, that is, when we are
asleep.
Awareness thresholds are multidimensional and at
present imprecisely defined. For example, it is not
known precisely what "sleep" is, nor what ASC one is
in when one seems to be "asleep." For example, if one
active thought process ei(si) > Ks while at the same
time another active thought process ej(sj) < Ks, is one
unconscious, hypnotized, dreaming, asleep or in an
ASC? The answer would depend on how the K values
of each state are defined. The general socialpsycho
logical abstractions for ASCs are currently too impre
cisely defined to be used in a model for trance. What
is implied is that terms denoting socalled states of
consicousness are arbitrarily defined based on their
relative occurance. Such arbitrary definitions imply
social and cultural factors determine what "uncon
scious" is.
Our thoughts repeat. We have similar experiences
from day to day and most of us with a memory seem
to learn something from our experiences. Learning
presumes the existence of memory.
If we take this singular long sequence of thoughts,
and collect all the thoughts that are the same, we will
find several different patterns, some of which are
above some arbitrary threshold of an aware condition
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and others will be below that same threshold of
awareness.
For example, taking words as thoughts, if we could
collect all instances that a person thought the word
"home" we would find that some words would preceed
"home" and other words would follow "home". If we
counted these words which preceded or followed
"home" we could arbitrarily group the words with
high counts as "consciously associated" and the words
with relatively low counts as "unconsciously associat
ed," thereby transforming a condition of association
into an arbitrary category of a state of consciousness.
Associations
When we think, then our awareness goes from one
thought to another. Another way to look at this is to
say that one thought is associated with another.
If we assume a probabilistic model for an associa
tion function, we could say that the probability that si
would be followed by sj is pi(si). Although probabilis
tic models lose information, association linkages
based on probabilistic models (Wier, 1967) or ma
chines which use fuzzy logic can successfully simulate
human behavior to some degree only to the extent
that a condition of association corresponds reliably to
a category of an arbitrary state of consciousness.
Hebb's learning law, "Let us assume then that the
persistence or repetition of a reverberatory activity
(or trace) tends to induce lasting cellular changes
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that add to its stability ... When an axon of cell A is
near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or per
sistently takes part in firing it, some growth process
or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells
such that A's efficiency, as on of the cells firing B, in
creased" implies a physiological basis for association.
Channels
The set of potentially associated thoughts and their
probabilities for which px > 0 represents the channel
for sx. Channels may be narrow in the case of a few
x, or under conditions which restrict choice. For a
given thought there is a domain of possible associa
tions.
Going the other way from sx, there is a set of
thoughts, sa, ..., sb, for which sx is the pattern; that
is, the range of specific thoughts which have the same
domain of possible associations.
While a singular thought is of some interest because
it is the foundation of our discussion, it is not as in
teresting as the regular association of thoughts we
know as patterns.
From the point of view of trance, the patterns of a
thought may be used to trigger or evoke a specific
thought sequence.
Memory
The reverse association sa of si is called the memo
ry of si.
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Dissociation
There is actually nothing new about the concept of
dissociation, which is defined as "the splitting off of
certain mental processes from the main body of con
sciousness with various degrees of autonomy" (Hil
gard, 1977, 1992). This definition, however, is too
vague for our purposes. This definition seems to cir
cumscribe at least three types of phenomena all of
which could be termed "dissociation," but which are
functionally different. The three types of dissociation
are abstraction, autonomous multiprocessing and
trance.
Dissociation is the mechanism by which processing
becomes distributed to dominant and latent se
quences. When both dominant and latent sequences
are continuing at the same time, then there is paral
lel processing. The latent sequence becomes the
trained automaton. Multiple parallel information
processing, with or without awareness, seems to be at
the basis of influencing cognition, affect and behav
ior.
What distinguishes the dominant from the latent se
quences of dissociation is the disabling or enabling of
certain cognitive functions from the latent sequence.
Abstraction as a type of dissociation
When the sequence of thoughts s1, ..., si, ..., sk, oc
curs often enough, the individual may remember that
s1 was the progenitor of sk. Therefore, there may be
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the reverse association sk to s1 as well as the pattern
association s1 to sk, such as a "linked list." When s1
next occurs, the channel will be modified such that
there is a greater probability that there will be a di
rect association s1 to sk as well as s1 to the s2 se
quence. That is, the sequence s2 ... sk1 continues be
low the threshold of awareness, and awareness con
tinues directly from s1 to sk. s1 might represent the
abstract symbol of the s2 ... sk1 sequence.
This dissociation (abstraction) function is a funda
mental basis for learning. It seems that for reasons
of energy conservation, latent sequences are more ef
ficient than dominant sequences. That is longer se
quences of thoughts may exist latently than can exist
dominantly for the same expenditure of physiological
energy. In existing latently some cognitive functions,
such as critical thinking, are disabled.
The maximum rate at which the dissociation (ab
straction) function may be implemented as well as
the maximum length of latent sequences may be a
basis for an accurate measure of thought processing
efficiency or intelligence. Similar measures are ap
plied to electronic parallel distributed computer sys
tems. Abstraction in the mind is similar to a "linked
list" in computer terminology insofar as one thought
may be linked to multiple groups of thoughts. We
have, through our experiences, abstracted from phys
iological functions to concepts. This abstraction pro
cess takes place as a very large number of small ab
stractions which take place during a lifetime. It is
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possible to access the underlying processes that form
a given abstraction by selfreflection, memory or
analysis.
Dissociation (autonomous multiprocessing) is a spe
cial function of cognition in which awareness is split
into two portions, with the direct sequence, s1 to sk
continuing as the dominant, conscious, aware se
quence, and the s2 to sk1 sequence being subdomi
nant, subconscious, or latent sequence. Simultane
ously reading this book and scratching your arm is an
example of this type of dissociation.

Trance Generating Loop
Thought sequences, thought associations, thought
patterns, and abstract thoughts are quite important
types of patterns, but there is another pattern which
is even more important to the study of trance, and
which I define as the "trance generating loop" or
sometimes referred to as the TGL.
The dissociation which comes about from trance
generating loops is at the basis of trance. This is
nothing new. The hypnotist intones repeatedly that
we are relaxed and happy. The shamans drum
drones on in a monotonous beat. The alcoholic fol
lows one drink by another. What perhaps is new is
naming all of these repeated loops as causal to a spe
cific type of dissociation that is uniquely characteris
tic of trance. The dissociation of trance is not ab
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straction and it is not a true autonomous multipro
cessing.
Let us say that a thought, s1, is followed by a known
sequence of thoughts, s2, ..., sk, ..., sn for which a
subsequence eventually repeats, so that sk r s1. This
thought subsequence, C = (s1, ... sk), of k elements I
call a trance generating loop (TGL). Thought se
quences of this loop type include every type of think
ing which starts and ends with the same thought.
Hypnotic inductions are specific instances of trance
generating loops, but trance generating loops include
much more than traditional hypnotic inductions.
We can define some simple measures on a thought
sequence C = (s1, ..., sk) as follows: If C is a trance
generating loop with k elements, k is simply the ele
ments of C. The repetitions m of C is the number of
times C is repeated.

Trance
When consciousness traverses c1, there is a primary
awareness e1. When consciousness progresses to c2,
awareness is e2, but there is also a residual aware
ness of e1 which is denoted as e12. At the end of the
second repetition of c, m = 2, and at the same thought
c1 there exists the primary awareness e11 and the
secondary latent awareness e12. At m = 3, we have
at c1, the new primary awareness e11 as well as the
residual awareness e12 and e13. If there is an atten
uation of the awareness at the end of each repetition
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then e11 > e12 > e13. At the same time, the total
awareness at c1 at the end of m repetitions must be
the sum of all the partial awareness Se1m. Each
thought, ci, in the trance generating loop has an asso
ciated awareness sum, Seim, which consists of the
original part, ci of the total awareness plus the resid
ual awareness Seim  ci. This term represents the
dissociated part of ci and for all i in c the residual
awareness is defined as the dissociated trance plane
(DTP) of c, or, symbolically, d = Sem  c.
The collective latent sum awareness, of c, denoted
as d, when of sufficient collective energy will be sub
jectively experienced apart from the trance generat
ing loop. It is this separate subjective experience we
define as trance, a third type of dissociation which is
distinct from abstraction and from the automaton.
Dissociation as abstraction is an energy efficient
cognition for processing patterns. Dissociation as au
tomaton allows continuous patterns to be processed
autonomously without awareness. Dissociation as
trance is an energy modification of awareness in or
der to process patterns in new ways.
Trance will occur under several conditions. It is
helpful to discuss these conditions without regard to
the specific content of the trance generating loop.
The appearance of different types of trance or differ
ing ASCs occurs because of a change in the underly
ing conditions of trance. This will become clear as
the effect of varying conditions is discussed.
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Limited Loop Length
When the number of elements of c is very large,
there is a b such that e1(cb) = 0 for nt < b and ei(ca) >
0 for a < nt < b. When n > nt, c is indistinguishable
from s since any looping of c will not contribute suffi
cient energy to bring about a dissociation.
Trance is most easily established by trance generat
ing loops with n < nt.
Sufficiency of Repetitions
When m, the number of times c is repeated, is too
low then d is less than c and trance will not occur. As
m becomes larger, d increases, until, at a certain
point awareness may alternate between the planes of
s and the dissociated trance plane.
Subjectively, a person becomes able to repeat c
while at the same time entertaining slightly different
other thoughts.
These slightly different other
thoughts appear to be "normal", but according to this
model, they take place in the dissociated trance
plane, and therefore are dissociated thoughts.
If m is sufficiently large before the "other thoughts"
intervene, then sufficient energy can be generated to
produce a stabile dissociated trance plane. However,
if m is low or if "other thoughts" intervene, it is possi
ble to produce multiple overlapping dissociated
trance planes.
Light trances are produced when m is low. For ex
ample, music consists of many trance generating
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loops consisting of the multiple rhythms and
melodies. As one listens to one specific rhythm or
melody, when a certain value of m is reached, the
melody is 'learned' and a dissociated trance plane is
produced. When the dissociated trance plane is pro
duced some cognitive functions are disabled and the
'conscious' mind is attracted to or picks another
melody to listen to. The pattern repeats. The effect,
mentally, is that the listener goes from one trance
generating loop to the dissociated trance plane to an
other trance generating loop, etc. Both multiple —
but countable — trance generating loops and dissoci
ated trance planes exist. Although the trance gener
ating loops are basically constant — they are part of
the music — the dissociated trance planes come into
existence and then disappear as the mind dissociates
on each trance generating loop, the cognitive func
tions are disabled and the mind falls back into recog
nizing another aspect of rhythm or melody. It is
these multiple dissociations — surfing on the dissoci
ated trance planes, so to speak — that gives pleasure
to the listener.
It should also be mentioned that as the mind is
traversing one trance generating loop, it can certainly
be attracted to another trance generating loop. At
tracted means that there was an intervening dissoci
ation as well as a disabling of a cognition. In these
light trances, the dissociation, and the establishing of
the dissociated trance plane, the disabling of a cogni
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tion and the termination of the trance may happen
quite rapidly, within fractions of a second.
What the trance model provides is the structure of
all trances — even at the millisecond level — as well
as major decadelong trances. The trance model im
plies that there are many trances, some of which
were not previously recognized as a type of trance.
Constancy of the trance generating loop
Trances which are already established may be modi
fied by substituting elements in c. When elements
are substituted c r c', then the dissociated trance
plane will also change.
So long as c remains constant, the dissociated trance
plane appears to coincide with c and is indistinguish
able from it. However, whenever there is a perturba
tion of c, or a substitution of any of the elements of c,
that is c r c', then the dissociated trance plane will
then subjectively appear distinct or separate from c'.
Trances may be interruptible by increasing the
number of elements in the trance generating loop or
by making substitutions to specific new elements of c
which result in a decrease of the energy of the disso
ciated trance plane.
This is not necessarily a
straightforward operation; merely adding elements to
the trance generating loop or making substitutions
might only result in fantasies or hallucinations and
behavior changes based on those hallucinations. In
terrupting a trance means destroying the dissociated
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trance plane and reintegrating awareness in the s
plane.
The existence of the dissociated trance plane de
pends first of all on the "loop" structure of c. Second,
the persistence of the dissociated trance plane de
pends on some minimum value for m for an unper
turbed c. Third, the manner of substitution, the rate
of substitution and timing of c r c' may effect the per
sistence of the dissociated trance plane.
The dissociated trance plane also has a boundary in
the sense that the disabling or modification of some
cognitive functions limits or changes the area of con
sciousness in the dissociated trance plane. The shape
of this boundary is quite important. In some cases
the dissociated trance plane boundary excludes
awareness of the body. In extraordinary cases the
boundary may even include the awareness of person
alities that have died. This boundary of the dissociat
ed trance plane is very flexible and can change rapid
ly. It can also be modulated.
Persistence of Latency
For any specific thought ci, as mentioned above,
there is an associated awareness component ei. This
awareness component attenuates or becomes latent
over a time interval (t0, tx). That is, for some large
value of tx, there is associated with each thought ci
an awareness function a(ci, t), such that a(ci, t0) = ei
and a(ci, tx) < e, an arbitrary small value.
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A rapidly attenuating function will prevent trance
from developing because an insufficient amount of
energy would be available to create enough latent
awareness to dissociate. Functions which attenuate
relatively slow will result in trance. Hypnotics may
promote a decrease in the attenuation rates of such
awareness functions.
Speed of Loop
For trance generating loops of n components which
are traversed in time t, there is an average speed of
looping, v. When v is relatively high the effect of the
attenuation functions becomes more important. Con
versely, when v is relatively low, the effect on the cre
ated dissociated trance plane of the attenuation func
tions becomes less.
From a practical point of view, what this means is
that whenever you do a task with few components
relatively rapidly, you are more likely to develop a
trance than if you were to do the same task slowly.
To put it another way, an advertisement which is de
livered at a slightly quicker pace would likely be
more effective due to the result that more people
would become dissociated. The same effect would be
expected for hypnotic inductions.
In everyday life many people feel rushed, as though
there was little time to do everything completely or
satisfactory. As long as the tasks to be done don't re
peat then trance is less likely. But if the tasks to be
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done are repetitive and rushed, trance is quite likely
to develop. It is primarily for this reason that people
who work with computers are likely to enter trance
quite easily, especially when they are rushed and
when the tasks to do are repetitive.
Nature of the dissociated trance plane
The dissociated trance plane requires less energy
than the corresponding trance generating loop and
therefore some cognitive functions are inhibited. The
energy conservation profile of the dissociated trance
plane enables abstraction and learning as well as
multiprocessing to occur with greater efficiency than
in the plane of s. It is due partly to the energy con
servation nature of the dissociated trance plane that
critical thinking, intellectual processes, judgments,
accurate recall, decisionmaking are all inhibited.
Awareness of the body may be reduced and analgesia
may be present. Selfobservation is enhanced. Hal
lucinations may be present.
What can be a source of confusion to researchers is
the failure to recognize when dissociation starts. It
would be difficult to assess dissociation by means of
subjective reporting because with very strong dissoci
ated trance planes many intellectual processes are in
hibited, such as decisionmaking and other critical
functions. Selfobservation, itself, is a characteristic
of dissociation. Therefore, in many cases the subject
would not even realize when dissociation had oc
curred because the subject must be slightly dissociat
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ed in order to selfobserve. It is for these reasons
that precise subjective reporting of dissociation is un
reliable. In cases of microdissociation such as when
listening to music, it would be impossible to rely on
subjective reporting. To show this, the reader is in
vited to listen to some music and to identify the
trance generating loops as well as the dissociations.
Make a check mark when the dissociation occurs and
describe what your mind does as soon as it is dissoci
ated. You can realize with this example how difficult
relying on subjective reporting is for indicating disso
ciation.
Stability of the dissociated trance plane
The dissociated trance plane generally is not stabile.
Normally, it is easily interrupted and it collapses.
For example, if you see someone whose gaze is fixed,
you can assume they are in a trance. If you say,
"Hey, are you in a trance?" they snap out of it quite
easily. Often a person will snap out of a trance be
cause they start to think using disabled cognitive
functions. As soon as some cognitive functions are re
quired the dissociated trance plane will normally
vanish.
The dissociated trance plane becomes stabile when
there is a secondary order trance generating loop con
sisting of the dissociated trance plane and the origi
nal trance generating loop.
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Potentiated dissociated trance planes and
constructive trance generating loops
When the dissociated plane changes from DTP r
DTP' there is implied a change in the corresponding
TGL r TGL'. When TGL' does not exist, and comes
into existence, the TGL' is called constructive. Like
wise, when a portion or a section of a trance generat
ing loop is enabled, a corresponding dissociated
trance plane is potentiated.
The conditions under which dissociated trance
planes are potentiated are called triggers.
A simple trigger word for a posthypnotic action may
be a word which is a subset of a trance generating
loop. The trance generating loop potentiates a disso
ciated trance plane as the association on this word
and evokes an internal state. The DTP may change
to DTP' or construct a TGL' containing an action.
Thus the sequence for a posthypnotic suggestion is t r
TGL r DTP r DTP' r TGL' r action.
The Measure of Trance Force
Each of the elements of ci has an associated aware
ness component ei. The awareness component ei is a
vector of measurements one of which component mea
surements is the trance force, W(ei).
If the average value of the W(ei) is less than a value
Wo, then trance will not develop. The reason is that
the sum of the partial latencies d is partially depen
dent on Wo in such a way that a low Wo will not con
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tribute the required latent effect in order to produce
trance.
The energy, W(e), required to sustain awareness e is
a small but measurable biophysical quantity. The en
ergy, W(k), required to maintain d is also small, and,
in general, when s = c, and n = 0, W(k) < W(e). How
ever, for a large n and for trance, d is greater than c.
In this case, s is projected or reflected on the trance
energy plane d and the projection, s', is maintained
with a minimum of energy. The trance force appears
to increase as the efficiency of maintaining a trance
increases, that is, when a dissociated trance plane is
maintained easily. In hypnosis, an easily maintained
dissociated trance plane is often called a 'deep
trance.' In a deep trance one would expect to mea
sure a relatively strong W. It is a strong W which
gives the sense of weirdness or otherworldly quality
to deep trance. More than any other characteristic of
trance, it is this weird trance force, which I will de
note here as the WTF, which is remarkable as one
defining characteristic of intense deep trance.
The trance force might not be a 'force' or 'energy' in
the ordinary sense of physics. The trance force occurs
only as a result of the existence of the dissociated
trance plane. The more stabile the dissociated trance
plane, the more intense the trance force.
The noticeable intensity of the trance force depends
on several conditions. First the dissociated trance
plane must be stabile, because it is difficult to notice
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any trance force if there is no consistency. Second,
the area of the dissociated trance plane must be
large. This could mean that the dissociated trance
plane was very sharp or elongated as when the mind
is concentrated or the dissociated trance plane may
be very large as when the mind has been trained by
decades of meditation. Either way, a significant
trance force will exist.
One way to create a strong trance force is to make a
secondary or derived trance generating loop TGL r
DTP r W, that is, to reward a strong trance force with
an increase in the effectiveness of the trance generat
ing loop. We call this a secondary order trance gener
ating loop.
Secondary order trance generating loops are impor
tant in deep hypnotic traces, addictions and advanced
yogic states.
The trance force, when it can be sustained as in a
deep hypnotic trance, has important characteristics.
Since intense trance forces will involve large and
stabile dissociated trance planes these dissociated
trance planes will also be potent. That is, they will
tend to construct derivative trance generating loops
and potentiate dissociated trance planes. It is this
potentiating effect of the trance force which gives the
feeling of weirdness and which can cure warts,
among its other socalled magical effects.
Agrippa said "the affection of the phantasy, when it
vehemently intends itself, doth not only affect its own
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proper body, but also another's. So also the desire of
witches to hurt, doth bewitch men most perniciously
with steadfast looks ..." He also said, "philosophers
advise that the society of evil, and mischievous men
be shunned, for their soul being full of noxious rays,
infects them that are near with a hurtful contagion ...
the society of good, and fortunate men be endeav
oured after, because by their nearness they do us
much good."
The feeling of weirdness can also be felt during
many kinds of occult activity. It may be common
where there is a perception of spirits or ghosts. It is
this feeling that makes your hair stand on end. It
may be that the intense trance force is related to bio
energy or is derived from unknown chemical, electri
cal or magnetic system effects.
What may help to further describe the trance force
and its effects is the following speculation. Normally,
we live in the mahamaya which may be a very large
trance force field. We are accustomed to living in this
field, so it establishes our feeling of normalcy. When
a person is in a very deep trance a locally intense
trance force is created which may interfere with the
local effect of the mahamaya. It is the interference
which gives rise to the weirdness and to the sense of
unreality.
When a deep trance is created for the purpose of
making a wart disappear, the intense trance force
created alters the local field in such a way that the
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wart cannot sustain itself. The exact mechanism is
unknown but it may be related to projected bioener
gy or derived from unknown chemical, electrical or
magnetic system effects caused by the trance force or
a modulation of this force.
Weirdness itself can be explained as a derived com
plex of biological, electrical, chemical and magnetic
system changes experienced subjectively.
When a trance force can be sustained then it will be
possible to determine how and in what way the
trance force creates or interferes with local bioener
gy, chemical, electrical or magnetic systems. Because
in most normal situations the dissociated trance
plane is not consciously sustainable, except in deep
trance, the trance force will not often be created.
When the trance force is created by deep trance it is
often not under very good control, and therefore the
exact effect of a specific trance force is difficult to de
termine. Not only that, but the lack of a good model
for trance has made speculation as to the nature and
characteristics of the trance force too uncertain until
now.
Once good objective measures of trance have been
established, including the existence, range and
shapes of a dissociated trance plane as well as the
trance force, it should be easier to find correlations
between measurements on the trance force and objec
tively verifiable physical effects.
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The first characteristic of the trance force is that it
tends to bring into sympathy or alignment the other
trance forces in other bodies or areas. This is the al
chemical 'as above so below' magical phenomena.
One can hypothesize that the trance force is a type of
biomagnetic energy which potentiates sympathetic
phenomena. It is the operation of the trance force
which causes warts to disappear by hypnotic sugges
tion, for example. It is the operation of the trance
force which causes sympathetic magical phenomena
to occur as a result of ritual magic or deep medita
tion. The trance force potentiates trance generating
loops.
A second characteristic of the trance force is that it
may be used in a sensate mode in which it is 'aligned'
with other trance forces. The yogi or meditator who
does this becomes aware of remote phenomena and
the thoughts of others.
Specifically, for example, the large extended and
quiescent trance force of a yogi may behave like a car
rier over time and space as much as the mahayana is
a carrier. Changes in remote bioenergy, electrical,
chemical or magnetic systems may perturb or alter
the quiescence of this carrier and transmit intelli
gence to the yogi who is aware of the meaning of such
subtle changes in the trance force. Such changes
would alter the yogis dissociated trance plane and
construct knowledge as trance generating loops of
hidden events. These trance generating loops would
appear to such a yogi as recurring dreams, or ideas
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which persisted in coming into consciousness. These
constructive trance generating loops also have this
looping quality and that is one way they can be iden
tified.
Therefore the trance force generally is both like an
extensible sense and an extensible organ of action.
Magicians, yogis, witches, shamans and others at
tempt to gain mastery over the trance force through
meditation, ritual and sacrifice. To express the goals
of magicians, yogis, etc. in my terms, they hope
through various practices to find the magical formula
or trance generating loop which will create the proper
dissociated trance plane or altered state of conscious
ness and develop over time a stabile dissociated
trance plane and then to develop conscious control
over and an increase of the trance force which will
enable them to both be aware of subtle phenomena as
well as to exercise a degree of control over the uni
verse or at least their local portion of it.
Creating dissociated trance planes and trance forces
over which a person can exercise some conscious con
trol seems to be a matter of time and personal ener
gy. It would be important not to waste time or ener
gy on practices which are ineffective or which produce
undesirable effects. The improper use or mismanage
ment of trance technology can easily produce all of
the symptoms of pathological behavior including ad
dictions and hallucinations. I would suggest, in fact,
that we all wish to be masters of our universe, but, in
fact, we have been seduced either through misman
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agement of trance or outright trance abuse, into vari
ous types of pathological trances including a wide va
riety of trance addictions.
One of the problems in creating a trance is that the
dissociated trance plane always causes a cognitive
disabling. That is, as soon as you do something
which gets you into trance, you 'lose' control. This, to
many people, is like magic, and it can be frightening.
McKenna describes a commonality of both
schizophrenics and shamans in that "they may devel
op a fixed ideation on a narrow circle of significant
ideas, omens, or objects often becoming so intense as
to result in sleeploss or autohypnosis." The cognitive
disabling that is produced along with vivid hallucina
tions may be responsible for the death and rebirth
symbolism often found in shamanistic initiations and
in the fully manifested shamanic trance.
Creating A Trance
To summarize the chronological steps of a trance
creation:
1.
Normal thinking; that is, thoughts, s, do not
exhibit any repeating loops. In modern society, this
is probably more rare than hoped for.
2.
A trance generating loop starts for an induc
tion period until the latent effect becomes stronger,
that is, the dissociated trance plane is created and
can exist apart from the trance generating loop.
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3.
A dissociation shift occurs at precisely the
time when the strength of the dissociated trance
plane exceeds that of the trance generating loop and
becomes noticeable when the underlying c is per
turbed to c'.
4.
Awareness shifts to the dissociated trance
plane. The trance starts. In this case, trance logic
occurs in the dissociated part. Thought sequences
which the person experiences are experienced in
trance. Learning tends to be accelerated and think
ing less critical. Hallucinations could be present, de
pending on the content of the original loop, c and pri
or triggers.
5.
The trance generating loop stops or is inter
rupted. Depending on several factors, awareness
may shift to s. When this occurs, we say that the
trance has ended and that one is "awake." The
trance is terminated, and awareness shifts from the
dissociated trance plane to s. The dissociated trance
plane disappears. Trance logic stops. There remains
a potentiated trance, a trace of the dissociated trance
plane which is abstracted and unconscious. This po
tentiated trance is the potentiated dissociated trance
plane and any c' sequences.
6.
Post trance effects — that is, constructive
trance generating loops — may occur whenever the
potentiated dissociated trance plane is triggered by
an appropriate s.
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Identifying the trance generating loop
Identifying a trance is foremost an effort in identify
ing the one or more trance generating loops that in
duce the trance. The first difficulty is to realize that
the trance generating loop may not have any content
at all similar to what the trance appears to be about.
The trance generating loop, after all, merely induces
the dissociative experience. The second difficulty in
identifying the trance generating loop is that often
there are no human terms available to accurately de
scribe the "thought objects" which constitute the con
tent of the trance generating loops. A third difficultly
is that the dissociated trance plane implies a partial
ly disabled cognition and awareness. A fourth diffi
culty is that trance generating loops may be of ex
tremely short duration. I believe that these difficul
ties are at the root of a failure to understand what
trance is all about.
The exact content of the trance generating loop is of
ten not so obvious. For example, reading a book or
watching television in which a long story is told
"seems" to be the primary trance generating loop
with a large number of elements. The book or the
video tape which seems to be responsible for produc
ing the trance can be played or experienced over and
over. It would seem that therefore the book or the
video tape itself was the primary trance generating
loop. It is not. It is the secondary order trance gener
ating loop. The sequence of input in the case of a
book or television images is not a closed loop, but only
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a linear sequence, s. If this were the only cognitive
sequence then by definition of the model, trance
would not occur.
It is known by measured changes in alpha states
that an ASC occurs within 30 seconds or so of the
commencement of watching television. The primary
trance generating loop in this case is not the ele
ments in the long story sequence, s, but is the loop
between the image on the screen and the physiologi
cal reactions of the viewer which produces the desire
to continue the experience. That is, the viewer looks
at the images on the screen, associates to his own ex
periences, and this association access creates a desire
to resolve or repeat the actual experience. The view
er therefore continues to look at the screen in order to
obtain fulfillment of this desire. This trance generat
ing loop is quite short and is the most important loop
which induces the trance associated with television
viewing. Broadcasting noise or images which do not
create the associations or which do not create a desire
to resolve or repeat an accessed association will not
create the desire to continue to look at the screen. In
such a case there would be no trance generating loop
and therefore no trance. Those people who are al
ready in an addictive trance could, of course, be fasci
nated by simple video noise.
The Experience of Trance
The collective latent sum awareness d is experi
enced in some sense as real during trance in spite of
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the fact that d is derived from an external source. In
the case of television, the trance generating loop cre
ates the trance effect and the continuous television
images, s, are subjectively experienced while in this
trance, that is, the awareness of the viewer is from
the dissociated plane and not the generating loop.
The effect of the trance helps to create the illusion
that the images are "other," that is, that the televi
sion images have an independent reality.
If the viewing of the television images were not done
from the dissociated trance plane, viewing television
would be exhausting and unrewarding. However,
viewing television while in trance is relaxing and en
joyable because energy consuming critical functions
are disabled. That is to say, when you watch televi
sion, trance logic is operant.
Trance Logic
Trance logic is defined by Orne (1959) as an ability
to mix physical perceptions with hallucinations and
Bowers (1983) contends that trance logic is a form of
dissociation, which leads me to conclude that trance
logic operates in d but not in s.
If trance can be created using a trance generating
loop then the content of the trance generating loop
can be "learned" as soon as dissociation occurs. That
is, the energy requirements to maintain the trance
generating loop becomes substantially less as soon
dissociation occurs. Less energy requirements im
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plies that some cognitive functions are disabled and
that some other cognitive functions may be enhanced.
The change in the energy requirements occurs in any
trance, but is more obvious in deep trance.
The implications of a change in energy requirements
are as follows:
1.
2.
tions

Critical judgement is decreased or disabled
There is a change in body awareness sensa

3.
There is an increase in literalism and prima
ry process thinking (images and symbols more than
words) increases.
4.
Hypermnesia or perceived enhanced recall of
memories; or amnesia, selective forgetting.
5.

Disabling or limiting of volition

6.

Inaccurate sense of reality

7.

Vivification or Hallucinations

8.

Fixed attention

9.
Involvement in inner processes or contact
with the unconscious mind.
10.

Other cognitive changes

When any of the above characteristics of trance logic
are present, the existence of a trance is presumable.
To determine more characteristics of the trance, it is
necessary to discover the trance generating loop of
the trance. When trance generating loops involve
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triggers, it is important to determine the trance gen
erating loops of the underlying trances.
Ordinary Trances
Trance can be produced by the repetition of
mantras, by chanting, by exposure to any repeated
images. Regular drumbeats will produce trance.
Formal hypnotic inductions will produce trance. Pac
ing or mirroring or imitating the gestures, body
movements or affect of one person by another will
produce trance. Complex human and ordinary activi
ty such as falling in love, being absorbed in a TV pro
gram, marching in a parade, and even commuting to
work all involve trance. Trance, when it does occur,
occurs because the energy requirements of the disso
ciated trance plane are less than the energy require
ments of the primary trance generating loop. Many
ordinary activities would be impossible if it were not
for the energy conservation effects of trance.
Why is energy conservation important? I believe
that energy conservation in the trance generating
loop allows energy usage in the dissociated trance
plane. This energy usage allows the boundary of the
dissociated trance plane to change. What psycholo
gists have noted as characteristics of trance logic are
only partly the result of this change in the topology
and energy usage of the dissociated trance plane.
The trance force comes into existence partly as a re
sult of increased stability of the modified dissociated
trance plane.
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Spontaneous Trance
Occasionally a person will seem to slip into a trance
without a discernible reason. Daydreaming is an ex
ample of this. There are many potentiated dissociat
ed trance planes which can be triggered by sequences
or subsequences of the trance generating loops which
produced a specific dissociated trance plane. Partly
dissociated trance planes are related to learning and
partly to the autonomous nervous system, therefore it
is possible to cause a fully developed trance by invok
ing prior trance states through subsequences of the
trance generating loops. Professional hypnotists are
fully aware of this fact. To analyze why a sponta
neous trance develops, it is only necessary to look for
triggers on trance generating loops.
Spiritual Trance
In the case of c = the mantra, Om Mane Padme
Hum, the elements of c is four, and, if you repeat this
mantra 108 times, this trance generating loop would
have loops of 108. A Tibetan Lama may say, "One
repetition may not be enough to achieve enlighten
ment, but 100,000 repetitions of 108 may be enough."
In this case, the loops of c must be 10,800,000 to pos
sibly achieve enlightenment, or certainly an ASC.
If the strength of the trance or the duration of the
effect of the trance depends partly on the number of
repetitions and not on the content of the trance gen
erating loop, then there are two possible reasons for
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the existence of trances with spiritual content. The
first reason is that dissociation produces a high po
tential for hallucination. The second reason is that
motivating a spiritual seeker to generate trance gen
erating loops with high repetition counts may be
more possible when the content is related to the effect
one wishes to produce. If you want to "see" God, then
it will be easier to use a name of God only because
you will be more motivated to generate trance gener
ating loops with higher repetition counts than if you
were to repeat "light bulb" or "banana skin". Howev
er, the model implies that very high repetition counts
of "banana skin" will also enable a devotee to "see"
God or at least Godlike banana skins.
I do not wish to be specifically provocative but the
somewhat mechanical nature of trance seems to work
regardless whether the content of the trance generat
ing loop relates to Allah, Buddha, Christ, Hitler,
Elvis Presley, the Earth Spirit or Zoraster.
The content of the trance generating loop does not
affect the primary production of the dissociated
trance plane; however, once the trance starts then
the content of the trance generating loop will have
hypnotic effects when specific elements of the trance
generating loop triggers other dissociated trance
planes or when the primary trance generating loop is
modified.
With certain other conditions already mentioned
large dissociated trance planes will have associated
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strong or intense trance forces which potentiate other
trance generating loops. These constructive trance
generating loops will indeed be magical, but again
have nothing to do with the content of the primary
trance generating loops. Falsely associating a specif
ic trance generating loop with an intense and 'magi
cal' trance force is simply ignorance of how trance re
ally works.
Pathological Trance
When a dissociated trance plane is produced which
is so strong that some cognitive functions are dis
abled over long periods of time, inappropriate behav
iors, hallucinations, limited options and many other
characteristics of pathology will be seen. When a
trance cannot be terminated due to multiple sec
ondary order trance generating loops, in my opinion
the condition is pathological.
God and Mummy loves me, and its variations may
be a trance generating loop for some people. While
the number of elements is five, this trance generating
loop in some cases may have been mentally and emo
tionally repeated more than 10,800,000 times. In
such cases of large n of the primary trance generating
loop, I would suspect that a very strong dissociated
trance plane could be produced along with concomi
tant potential hallucinations both negative and posi
tive of all kinds. It seems to me that the operant
mechanism for ASCs as well as trance based patholo
gies is the basic trance generating loop structure and
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the persistence and strength of the resulting dissoci
ated trance planes. The latency of the underlying ab
stractions are responsible for the content of the ASC.
As a final example of how a trance generating loop
may start in traumatic situations: a man rapes a
woman. The woman repeats some sequence c "this is
not happening to me" mentally or emotionally to es
cape her fear and the pain. The trance generating
loop creates a dissociated state. The dissociated
trance plane creates the subjective experience that "it
is not happening to me," and the woman experiences
the rape while in a trance state. The physical experi
ence however is still happening, and these experi
ences perturb the trance state, that is, c r c' and sec
ondary and tertiary trance generating loops and dis
sociated trance planes are created. The trance state
operates with trance logic, that is, learning is acceler
ated and uncritical. When the rape is over and the
trance is terminated, the associated abstracted pat
terns, the "anchors" and "triggers", remain potential
to recreate both the dissociated states as well as the
physical experiences. Presumably therapeutic inter
vention depotentiates the triggers and dissociated
trance planes. From the point of view of trance theo
ry, therapeutic intervention for rape victims must
start before secondary order trance generating loops
are established.
If subsequent experiments prove that this systems
approach is patent, then extensions to the model to
more accurately describe specific social, psychologi
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cal, pathological conditions and therapeutic strate
gies would be a next step.
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Pathological Trance and
Addiction
Normal Trances
I make an assumption about what is desirable in
life, and I should state it explicitly. I assume that a
robust life is a life of variety and wide options, and
that an impoverished life is a life with few options
and little variety. Life naturally contains limits and
limits help to restrain chaos and thus to free a cer
tain kind of energy. Although there are many people
of the opinion that all limits are bad, I feel that limits
alone are not bad, in fact, limits are necessary to em
power creativity. However, certain types of strict
limits in life seem to imply the presence of a patho
logical state or at least delusions about lack of per
sonal power. There is a delicate balance between the
limits which empower personal growth and the limits
which crush human spirit.
One way to find this balance is to realize that within
any personal psychological reality there is a set of
changing stimuli and response potentials. A behavior
is a pair of specific stimulus with its response and a
behavior results in a new stimulus which joins other
stimuli in creating the personal psychological reality.
Theoretically, the responses that may exist for a giv
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en set of stimuli can be counted. The number of such
potential responses is often thought of as the "rich
ness" of a person's life. A relatively low number of
potential responses or options indicates a relatively
impoverished reality.
A healthy, normal psychological life seems to be one
in which there is a rich set of stimuli and a rich set of
responses. Furthermore, the pattern of behavior
tends not to be rigidly repetitive and this rich variety
seems to allow both personal growth and to stimulate
others in their own search for variety and richness in
life. On the other hand, an addictive personality
could be characterized as one in which there are few
responses and the pattern of behavior is generally
repetitive.
What I find to be interesting is to apply the princi
ples of trance theory to a wide variety of individual
and institutional behaviors that appear to be rigid or
repetitive — that is, presumable trances — and try to
determine what the trance generating loops are and
what the characteristics of the dissociated trance
planes are and how one might describe any created
trance forces.
A person has the potential to be in a normal trance
as soon as their attention is limited. Ordinary con
centration, when the mind is focused on a specific
problem or thought, sets one of the conditions for a
normal trance to occur. Intense pleasure, when the
mind is engaged in joyful or exciting repetitive activi
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ty, sets a condition for trance and may, for many peo
ple, become a trance. When one is daydreaming, with
no specific direction of the thoughts, with a certain
repetition of thoughts, one is in a normal trance. The
general characteristic of these normal trance states
seems to be that thoughts repeat and there is a limit
ing of attention; however, they can be easily inter
rupted. What makes a normal trance normal is pri
marily that it is easily interrupted. That is, specifi
cally, disturbing the trance generating loop makes
the dissociated trance plane collapse. Depending on
many factors, such as the presence of secondary
trance generating loops, or if the dissociated trance
plane is stabile enough so that disturbing the trance
generating loop only makes more or different dissoci
ated trance planes — hallucinations — such trances
would appear less normal and more weird. Certain of
them we can term pathological and we can describe
them in terms of trance theory.
Sharing Normal Trance
We share trances for the effects of trance; that is, for
the effects brought about by an altered cognition
space.
With less awareness of pain whether it is emotional,
physical or ontological, and with less awareness of
the wide variety of choices that exist in an enabled
reality, the person in trance happily chooses among
an impoverished and smaller set of options.
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Life, perhaps, would be too difficult if people were
always aware of their bodies, always had a perfect
memory and always made perfect judgements and
were always aware of the infinite possibilities of life.
Because most people cannot stand pain, because most
people fear chaos, uncertainty and death, most people
enter into social, institutional and mutual personal
trances in order to reduce awareness. Perhaps, in
the not too distant past, life was uncertain — in
times of war, or in hunger, poverty, fear and abuse
situations — and it made sense to hide and to create
trance by singing ourselves songs, or saying prayers,
or by putting our minds on certain constant images or
visions. This is indeed how natural trances are creat
ed; and the usual reason is to hide from something.
By a mutual trance, I mean that each of us in vari
ous ways and by social behavior supports an impover
ished awareness in others. Our purposes in support
ing impoverished awareness are: to be able to have
some peace ourselves, to reduce the noise and the
pain. Again, the reason for this is to reduce our
awareness of the reality of chaos and escape the pain
of the human condition. There is also some pleasure
in entering trance in spite of the fact that trance re
duces awareness.
If we speak of degrees of trance, it is my opinion
that there is only a difference in degree between pas
sively watching TV, ordinary rational thought and
rigorous scientific thought, religious fervor, addictive
states, and the states of mind belonging to mass mur
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derers. All of the mind states above represent differ
ing degrees of trance states.
There is also a strong similarity between addictions,
hypnotic trance and "altered states of consciousness."
All of these "nonnormal" states come about first by
the progressive narrowing of perception and the lim
iting of awareness to a single, or at most very few ob
jects of attention. The narrowing of attention can be
induced by drugs, chanting, television, etc. Second,
an association must be made which connects every
attempt to make the attention wider to an effort to
make the attention more narrow. This association
will serve to concentrate attention on the objects of
attention. Third, when the association is strong
enough, the original impulse to narrow attention can
be removed. The reason is that the strong association
already created will continue the attention toward
the few objects.
Tribes, cults, societies and nations inculcate re
stricted social behaviors through trance, training,
customs and laws because it requires simply too
much cognitive processing to understand the unusu
al. In the abysmal past, the unusual were simply
killed. Nowadays trance helps to limit awareness
and therefore the more unusual have more of a
chance to exist. This in itself is probably a positive
evolutionary phenomenon.
It may seem bizarre to advocate the development of
more intense trances and limited awareness and
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more impoverished realities as a global solution to so
cial ills, yet, with drug addiction, religions and televi
sion isn't that precisely what seems to be happening?
Let's understand what it is we are really doing and
do it more efficiently! In America, where more than
95% of the homes have television and the daily aver
age time spent in front of a television is in excess of
five hours, people may believe themselves to be in
formed, but their realities are impoverished.
When people walk around with their virtual reality
helmets, trance music reverberating in the vacuum of
inner space, they may believe themselves to be 'con
nected' to the Host and King of the information
mountain, but they will be only aware of a certain
limited class of toxic atmospheric discharges, and so
cial inequities. They will be unaware of their own
abuse.
In lieu of a fearless awareness of an enriched life,
most people have chosen the way of trance. Let it be.
Tranceless awareness is not for everyone.
Habits
A habit usually is a long and complex trance gener
ating loop and therefore when done only a few times
represents a weak trance, that is, a trance with an
unstable dissociated trance plane. Yet, when the
habit is done hundreds or thousands of times, the be
havior may become compulsive and appear like an
addiction. In such a case, there is a more stabile
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trance force with constructive trance generating
loops.
Socially or economically reinforced habits such as
shaking hands, smoking cigarettes, having sex in the
missionary position, wearing clothes when in society,
answering the telephone when it rings, flushing the
toilet after it is used, coming home after work and
turning the TV on, all represent habits that are so
cially or economically supported in most countries of
this world. Often the individual effort needed to
break such trances is more than is possible to do.
Such social habits or trances represent deep trances
with trance force components and secondary order
constructive trance generating loops.
To break such trances increases the awareness of in
dividual chaos, uncertainty, and pain. The sense of
chaos, or fear, uncertainty and pain is the reaction
that is caused by attempting to change or modify the
trance force.
One could characterize this situation as an en
trancement by magic.
One must be quite courageous to attempt to modify
a trance force. In addition, the trance analysis need
ed to break a trance is often a complicated and diffi
cult undertaking. There is also no guarantee that
even if the underlying trance generating loops were
known it would be possible to break the trance easily.
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Love Trances
Love is a human emotion which is created socially
often through a period of courtship and intimacy, de
sire and fantasy, physical contact and orgasm.
The courtship, when it exists, often or typically oc
curs during primary trance inductive social situation
such as dancing, listening to music, etc. These pri
mary inductive social trance situations may produce
many of the disabled cognitive conditions characteris
tic of trance, including faulty or failed memory, hallu
cinations, fixed attention, lack of volition, inability to
make judgements, increased selfobservation, dissoci
ation, etc.
Love also has secondary inductive characteristics,
insofar as courting individuals often speak of family,
feelings, etc. These subjects often contain triggers to
prior trance states. For example, when two people
speak of personal experiences within their own fami
ly experiences, they may use words which trigger pri
or trance states. Courting and petting also may trig
ger somatic trances. Heavy petting will trigger prior
somatic trance states including dissociation, lack of
volition, fixed attention, etc.
When petting is coupled with physical release or re
laxation such as orgasm, there is established a sec
ondary order trance generating loop to enable these
trance states.
The trance generating loop of love is characteristic
of an addictive or hypnotic trance in the sense that
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the pathway of the secondary trance generating loop
contains some external or physical component, and
the dissociated trance plane leads back to the physi
cal component.
There are many types of love trances. Some love
trances may also have high components of the trance
force but usually there are secondary order trance
generating loops present.
The Social Effects of Narrowed Perceptions
Wise people have known that things don't last, that
"all is vanity." The pain and disappointments of life
tend to teach a receptive mind that "all that glitters
is not gold." Maybe it is simply radioactive and it is
killing you.
In order to make wise decisions, it is necessary to
have a wider state of awareness and consciousness,
and not a narrow one. It is necessary to have an
overview of the longrange consequences of our deci
sions and not the narrow ones which come from the
immediate satisfaction of personal desire. With so
many desirable objects in the world, and so much
new information, how do we increase our awareness
and wisdom?
Many kinds of consciousness raising activities try to
promote the possibility that there are other ways to
see or to understand life. In a larger field of aware
ness of possibilities, a more mature and integrated
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awareness can develop, resulting in less fear of chaos
as well as a more open potential of being.
Psychologists and psychiatrists try to widen the per
ceptions of their clients, to promote new ways of han
dling stress and uncomfortable feelings without es
cape or denial. It is these wider perceptions, with
more robust psychological options of action in life
which enriches life, and not necessarily more materi
al possessions in life.
Psychically, the narrowing of perception and the
limiting of options or making an object of the sources
of personal happiness, personal salvation and person
al betterment gives rise to ideas such as heaven, God,
a Saviour, a cult of personality, brand loyalty and pa
triotism. Generally, the narrowing of perception pro
duces hypnotic trance. In severe or pathological cas
es, the narrowing of perception produces paranoia,
schizophrenia, violence, and addictions of all sorts.
Making an object out of our perceived source of hap
piness, salvation and betterment also promotes the
idea that there are "good", "moral", or "ethical" things
and behaviors. That is, there is the perception that
some 'things' are better than other 'things'. And
therefore some things are worse, or even "sinful." It
is often believed by some people that dope is bad,
guns are bad and money is "the root of all evil".
These beliefs about dope, guns and money come natu
rally from the idea that "things could be better, and
the world would be a whole lot better if (dope, guns,
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or money) didn't exist." There is really no justifica
tion for empowering an object or a thing with the
qualities of good or evil, except in the case of a nar
rowed perception and hallucinated projections. But it
is precisely this narrowed perception or the halluci
nated projections from the dissociated trance plane
on to the object which causes dysfunction to arise in
the psyche, in the individual, and in all social institu
tions and in the environment itself.
Learning something new utilizes dissociation as ab
straction, but employing the hallucinated projections
from the dissociated trance plane is not learning.
Sometimes it is argued that calling a thing "good" is
merely a shorthand way of saying something more
complex and a shorthand way of providing a sort of
synopsis, saving time and avoiding a detailed descrip
tion. The "good/bad" judgement is merely a way that
an experienced authority can communicate the bot
tom line to someone, without needing to go through a
tedious list of conditions, and assumptions that un
derlie the ultimate judgement. Of course, the experi
enced authority can have false experience, or have a
hidden agenda which makes any judgements coming
from such an authority immediately suspicious. Fur
thermore, the conditions may be falsely enumerated,
and the logic supporting the "good" judgement may
also be faulty. Usually, people find themselves argu
ing the "goodness" of a thing on precisely these terms:
that one or the other has faulty assumptions or faulty
logic, or has a hidden agenda which biases percep
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tion. Someone may ultimately admit that they only
have a "belief" that the thing is "good," or that their
judgement is merely a personal opinion which cannot
be supported by the facts. When there are multiple
hallucinated projections on to objects, people and sit
uations, one belief will compete with all other beliefs,
arguments will abound between one group with the
Holy Writ against another group that is divinely in
spired. It is quite simply lunatics arguing among
delusions.
The selfsearching individuals naturally wish to es
cape this madness. Some will evolve to new forms.
Many will escape by dropping out. Dropping out often
takes an addictive form. Alcohol, drugs, religion,
work, overconsumption, and TV are only a few of the
more obvious forms of addictions. In many cases the
dropping out takes the form of a desire to be in a
trance which is induced or supported by substances
like alcohol and drugs, or by social forms such as reli
gion, work, consumption, or by more individual forms
such as TV, love, overeating, violence etc.
Economic Effects
When the individual suffers, the family suffers.
Dysfunctional, droppedout, individuals in addictive
trances place tremendous pressures on their families.
As individuals experiencing the results of family
members going through addictive behaviors are
themselves stressed, it is no wonder that families dis
integrate. When families don't disintegrate, there is
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often the side effects of child and spouse abuse or
more serious social crimes. Disintegrated families re
sult in homeless or nomadic gangs. Nomadic gangs
are common in cities and are symptomatic of the un
derlying dysfunction. Cities become more difficult to
manage when family and individual dysfunction be
come widespread and affects social institutions. Af
ter all, the social institutions can only reflect the indi
viduals that run them.
Former Governor Lamb of Colorado has identified
the dysfunctional institution in his own state and rec
ognizes the same institutional dysfunctions on all lev
els of government. Widespread individual and insti
tutional dysfunction destroys social assets. Dysfunc
tion destroys people, jobs, the connectivity of the so
cial fabric and the pertinence of institutions. Institu
tions cease to be efficient and themselves become dys
functional. While social resources and government
assets can support dysfunctional institutions in times
of chaos, in extreme cases and over the long term,
these resources and assets eventually are depleted,
worn out, used up and become useless or selfdestruc
tive. This characteristic of extremely dysfunctional
institutions is more common in thirdworld countries.
Social dysfunctions can all be traced back to the per
nicious effects of hypnotic and addictive trance at the
individual level.
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Pathological Trances
Addiction can be better understood if we think of it
not merely as "substance abuse," or performance ad
diction, but as a form of an impoverished reality that
is maintained by a trance. Limited awareness, tunnel
vision, the special characteristic that identifies a dys
functional, impoverished reality, also identifies a type
of trance state that may be also a characteristic of all
addictions.
While pathological trances are not at all desirable,
most people nearly all of the time are either in a
pathological trance or are engaged in trying to get
others into trance. It is precisely pathological trance,
not the yogic trance, that permeates most of our wak
ing social reality. It seems to me that once we can
identify these pathological trances on a personal and
social level we can take steps to avoid them.
Perhaps the most important aspect of pathological
trance is that it creates an unawareness or a "sleep
ing state". When your thoughts are limited in variety
and your attention becomes fixed, the fixation alters
perceptions, can create dream states, visions and hal
lucinations. In this sleeping state you are unaware of
new information. Entranced by the street magician,
you are unaware that the pickpocket has removed
your wallet. The pathological trance state can create
illusions which do not exist and cause the failure to
perceive what does exist. Not all trances are patho
logical; the trance state of a yogi can be a tool to illu
minate what is not normally perceived.
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Addiction
It is estimated that over 95% of the American popu
lation have one or more "addictions." Such addictions
include drug and alcohol addictions (now termed
"substance abuse" to include cocaine, psychedelics,
caffeine, nicotine, as well as alcohol, sugar, chocolate
and junkfood), TV addiction, workrelated addic
tions, sex and love addictions, food related addictions,
computer addictions and other behavioral or perfor
mance addictions. Addictions commonly share the
characteristic that a socially dysfunctional behavior
is present and the addict has progressively fewer and
fewer performance options resulting in an impover
ished reality. High percentages of addiction are
found not only in America. The exSoviet Union has
its problems with vodka. India and the Middle East
have their opium addicts and Switzerland and Japan
have their work junkies. The personal life disruption
and social costs are welldocumented and the costs
are probably well underestimated.
Alcohol addiction is a worldwide phenomenon. Even
strict Islamic and Hindu cultures have their share of
alcoholics. Alcohol is widely available in all industri
al nations and cultures, including the exSoviet
Union and Japan. Alcohol addiction is merely one
way that addiction manifests, yet the social costs of
alcohol addiction alone are immense.
Drug addiction too is a worldwide phenomenon. The
drugs may change depending on the culture, the law
and the severity of punishment. In the case of tobac
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co, it has been shown that nicotine is more addictive
than heroin, yet in many parts of the world the con
sumption of nicotine is not only tolerated, but actual
ly encouraged. The longterm health effects of tobac
co use, while widely known, are ignored. The use of
drugs, whether nicotine, caffeine, heroin, cocaine,
marijuana, designer drugs or sugar has, like alcohol,
longterm, immense social costs.
Drug Switching
The fact that addictions can be substituted some
what easily may give a clue as to a therapeutic ap
proach to addictions in general. Bandler and Grinder
have shown that a process of pacing and leading can,
over time, limit awareness and induce trance. With
appropriate conditions, it may be possible to pace and
lead addictive personalities into a wider and richer
reality.
In this sense, addicts can be
"deprogrammed," without programming them into
another addiction. The general goal is to program
them in a rich type of reality where the subject of a
past addiction exists, but along with a much more nu
merous set of attractive possibilities. When this oc
curs, it would be quite impossible to distinguish a pri
or addict from a "normal" person by behavior alone.
It is certainly not desirable to negatively reinforce ad
dictive syndromes. To do so runs the risk of modeling
"drug switching" which is not a true cure.
It is known that one addiction can be substituted for
another. For example, alcoholics can be induced to
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trade their alcohol addictions for a type of quasireli
gious addiction (Alcoholics Anonymous). Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) programs are also "successful" with
sex and love addicts, overeaters, Synanon, etc. Some
heroin addicts can be induced to swap their heroin for
methadone treatment. Therapists know that addic
tions are often found together, such as cigarettes and
alcohol, and that the personality which is addicted to
one substance or practice can be induced to either
add other addictions or to swap them for others.
It is often thought that addictions come about
through the stress of modern life, through childhood
experiences, through trauma and disability, or that
they may be genetically influenced. No one seems to
know for certain, perhaps because addictions are so
prevalent it is not possible to know what a nonaddic
tive state is like.
A great deal of inconsistent social, religious, person
al, economic and political energy is spent in attempt
ing to rid the world of the substance of an addiction.
Except for societies which employ ruthless and abso
lute methods, the energy spent in riding the world of
the "sinful substances" does not seem either very suc
cessful nor costeffective. There are arguments that
the antisinful substance zealots may themselves be
dysfunctional in addictive and pathological ways.
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Religious Addictions
Religious addictions seem harmless enough. A 1990
study of 113,000 people around the United States by
the Graduate School of the City University of New
York found that 90% of Americans identify them
selves as religious. Bornagain Christians, scientolo
gists, Islamic fundamentalists, Jehovah's Witnesses,
Masons, Baptists, Buddhists, Hindus, Methodists,
Lutherans, Catholics, Jews, and Mormons usually
have no other bad habits than occasionally beating on
a book or selling something. Since the religious have
fewer other "bad" habits, and seem to promote a cer
tain tribal social adhesion, religions are not usually
thought of as being symptomatic of problems, but
rather, perhaps, as part of the solution. On the other
hand, religious addiction often carries with it an in
transigence and intolerance of different points of view
that can be as dangerous as a drug addict with a
loaded gun. When religious fervor is combined with
the rule of law and armed with deadly force, religious
addicts effectively prevent the evolution of a better
type of human being.
Religious cults often use methods that will induce
trance. Peer pressure, confessional types of testimo
nials, sense deprivation, lack of contradicting testi
mony, hysteria, hyperemotionalism all contribute to
constrain awareness and to increase suggestibility.
Repetition continued over time will give rise to trance
states, which with second order trance loops can cer
tainly become addictive. Confession, for example,
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used as a catharsis, is a second order stressrelieving
trance loop which reinforces the belief trance state.
Addiction can be better understood if we think of it
not merely as "substance abuse," or performance ad
diction, but as a form of hypnotic trance that is main
tained by a second order trance loop. Limited aware
ness, tunnel vision, the special characteristic that
identifies a dysfunctional, impoverished reality, also
identifies these types of pathological trance states
that may be also a characteristic of all addictions.
Meditative trance states, related to hypnotic trance
states, can also be termed as addictive if they are an
end in themselves. Religious fervor, as a state which
feeds upon itself without end, is also quite definitely
an addiction in the definition of the model. Certain
political and power syndromes also may be termed
addictive if they have the characteristic that results
in an impoverished reality.
The trance aspect of addiction deserves some com
ment.
In extreme addictions there may be no other aware
ness except the desire for the addictive substance and
how to get it. Presumably, it is because of the limited
awareness on a "substance" that got such substances
such a bad name. It is not easy or convenient to
blame a pattern or a process, since patterns and pro
cesses are so hard to identify, and don't occupy either
space have weight or can be taxed.
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Addiction to Television
The tranceinduction potential of television is well
known and is used commercially for manipulating
consumer tastes as well as other ideas. However use
ful television is for commercial and control reasons, it
cannot be reasonably argued that promoting an im
poverished reality is, in the end, really socially bene
ficial. Or can it?
The addiction to TV, for example, comes about first
by having a mild interest in a specific TV program,
and the narrowing of perception to the TV screen and
listening to the voices and music, watching the scenes
as they develop. Second, pleasurable associations
through the use of triggers within the program
should stimulate fantasies, hallucinations and
dreams as a means of escape from everyday respon
sibilities or stress. In general, if a viewer likes a spe
cific program, this association is easily made. TV
producers spend a lot of effort to make TV produc
tions pleasurable and escapist. Third, when there is
no more stress and no more everyday responsibilities
the pleasure that can be derived from watching TV
must be high enough so that it is immaterial whether
the use of TV is specific to stress removal or not. The
addiction to TV will then be established.
Work Addictions
The person who can put long, continuous hours at a
difficult job may only be capable to doing this if in a
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trance. The pleasures of an engaging job can pro
duce feelings of timeless states. Repetitive jobs nar
row the attention to only the work at hand. Part of
the mind is engaged in the job, but another part of
the mind is free to dream. The dreamstate produced
is exactly characteristic of trance. In this dream
state, the work is being performed, but the worker is
not necessarily aware of working. He may be visual
izing a beach, having sexual or power fantasies or
other hypnoidal and hypnotic dreams. The worker
seems aware, but is really in a trance with reduced
awareness.
Work addicts are almost revered for their devotion
to the duty to work. Calvin and Zwingli have con
vinced entire societies that the person who works and
makes money is closer to God and has most assuredly
has an eternal lease in one of heaven's plushier com
munities. Employers love work addicts because this
devotion enhances profit. Work addictions are not
limited to any one particular industry. As a profes
sional computer consultant, I have seen how some
employers shamelessly exploit willing computer pro
grammers who are addicted to computers.
Trance in the work place makes it easier to control
information and employees. If an employee only does
the job in front of his nose and knows neither what
others are doing nor how they do it, that employee
will never become a threat to the owners of the busi
ness nor raise embarrassing social or political ques
tions. One presumes — falsely — that the owners of
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a business would be the only ones who would be
aware of what their business is really doing. Yet,
owners are themselves in trance and many times
keep their attentions only on the "bottom line." They,
too, may not be aware of the social or environmental
impacts of their business. Unfortunately, one of the
disastrous sideeffects of most trances is that they not
only inhibit awareness but also they disable commu
nication. One cannot communicate what one is not
aware of.
Work related addictions first require that the per
ception is narrowed to the work or to workrelated
things and activities. Second, nonwork related activ
ity should be perceived as a source of stress, i.e.
something to be avoided. The rewards of work should
be limited to the perfection of the work itself, so that
work is the means to the end. Finally, when the
workpleasure or the perfectionpleasure can sustain
itself, the reason for work can be progressively re
duced or removed. The stress produced will serve to
drive the worker harder into his work, rather than
reduce his production or concentration on work.
Organizational Effects of Trance
The most serious social side effect of pathological
work trances is the resulting reduced awareness and
disabled communication. Communication of informa
tion is critical for any system to function. Human
systems as well as computer systems, ecological, bio
logical, political and social systems and more all re
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quire clear, accurate, timely communication of infor
mation in order to function properly. The lack of
clear, accurate, or timely communication between in
dividuals is the basis for misunderstandings, disap
pointments, hurt feelings, resentment, and violence.
The human, economic, agricultural, industrial and
social systems that rely on people who are in patho
logical trance will have and do have disastrous break
downs.
Pathological trance is unfortunately almost univer
sally encouraged within business, military and gov
ernmental organizations. The more an employee can
with singleminded determination execute the orders
and policies of his organization, the more that em
ployee is rewarded, promoted and respected. Single
mindedness, however, is indicative of trance and pos
sibly a pathological trance. And the existence of a
trance always implies that there are areas where the
employee is unaware. Therefore, the singleminded
ness that is rewarded in many large institutions ac
tually contributes to longterm organizational dys
function.
When organizations inadvertently encourage trance
in their employees, and since trance disables commu
nication, then there can be no surprise why there are
system dysfunctions in business, the military and in
government.
When, unlike a yogi, we do not choose our trances,
and we are unaware of the types and nature of the
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pathological trances in our lives, then there are
things we are unaware of. What we are unaware of
causes more human suffering than the sometimes
painful knowledge of the truth. One goal of a robust
life is to be as aware as possible of our real options.
When our unconscious pathological trances cripple
our options the result is often disaster and tragedy in
our personal lives, our society and in the environ
ment.
Related to work addiction is a phenomenon more
akin to what people often appreciate as "artistic in
spiration" or artistic drive. An artist may spend long
hours with a project which consumes his energy, per
haps stresses his family and finally results in a cre
ation. What distinguishes this artistic drive from ad
diction is that the artistic drive is not a closed loop.
That is, eventually the behavior comes to an end.
However, if the behavior had no end, but repeated
with an eventual decrease in response options, thera
pists would term the behavior dysfunctional and per
haps even "addictive." If the behavior had no end
other than a "life style," for example, a therapist
could readily identify the behavior as an addiction of
a sort which does not end.
If the goal of therapists is trance termination and
enrichment of reality, it is also interesting to consider
the type of society that might become when we all
wake up.
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If you really want to get into a pathological trance
and stay there, here's a general recipe. First, you
must impoverish your reality by removing all distrac
tions and limit your awareness to a single, or at most
a very few objects of attention. This narrowing of at
tention can be helped along by the passions inspired
by drugs, trauma, by joining some religious or politi
cal movements or by staying at home and watching a
lot of television or computer screen. It would be a
good idea to get rid of distractions like kids, maga
zines or books — especially books that give you op
tions or make you think about other possibilities.
Second, you must convince yourself that all options —
other than your chosen perfect ideal, of course — are
"evil" and every attempt that your monkey mind
makes to have variety must be crushed and that you
must keep your mind "pure" and only allow thoughts
about your chosen passion. This mental trick will
serve to concentrate your attention firmly on the ob
ject of your monomania. A second order loop which
reinforces or rewards your monomania in such a reg
ular and consistent way that even pain does not deter
you, will 'fix' your trance. You will then be entranced
in a pathological trance.
While pathological trances are not at all desirable,
most people nearly all of the time are either in a
trance or are engaged in trying to get others into
trance. It is precisely pathological trance, not the yo
gic trance, that permeates most of our waking reality.
It seems to me that once we can identify these patho
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logical trances on a personal level we can take steps
to avoid them.
If trance is defined as fixated thinking, then nearly
all human activities create some type of trance. The
bounded circles of thinking that keep us in trances
are countless. The entire "ordered universe" is a
trance. But there is an escapists pleasure in remain
ing in trance and a deep human fear of the chaos
which can result if there were no trance "order" to
life.
Terminating Addictive Trances
Start at any place in your addictive trance. Addic
tive trances reward an impoverished thoughtset.
You can help reduce any addiction by rewarding the
enrichment of your thoughts. This means to expand
the variety of your thoughts without trying to remove
the thoughts you think are the problem. Continue
expanding and enriching your thoughts with new and
stimulating ideas, people and experiences. When the
variety of your thoughts becomes robust, ideas will be
selfgenerating and the addictive trance will natural
ly cease to exist by definition.
One effective way is to find the trance generating
loop and replace one element in that loop. Wait until
the dissociated trance plane changes, then replace a
second element. Continue until the second order dis
sociated trance plane is unstable enough so that you
can attack the primary trance generating loop. Once
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you destroy the primary trance generating loop the
addictive trance will stop.
Pathological Trance and Psychoses
Limited awareness, the special characteristic that
identifies a dysfunctional, impoverished reality, also
identifies a type of trance state that may be charac
teristic of a posthypnotic state. Certainly those who
have delusions can be considered to be in a trance of
some sort. But of what sort is it?
Compulsive repetition, memory defects leading to
various types of amnesias, faulty registration and re
call and reactive confabulations and misidentifica
tions resulting in disorientation can suggest some
schizophrenic psychoses or a variety of organic brain
disorders or a pathological trance.
Even a neurotic's inability to abandon old and disad
vantageous patterns of reacting can suggest that a
repetitive and compulsive behavior is due to some
type of pathological trance. That is, it may not be
enough to point out or interpret unconscious mental
contents without simultaneously investigating the
possibility of trance generating loops, secondary
trance generating loops and examining the nature of
the dissociated trance planes and trance forces that
are created by such loops.
It is known that simple and uncomplicated repeti
tive behavior can be terminated through vigorous
stimulation except when there is a gross defect of at
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tention. Trance, too, can be terminated, except when
the dissociated trance plane contains secondary loops
or when multiple dissociated trance planes exist
whose combined trance force components exceed the
energy available to the normal ego structure. In such
cases, trance termination is very difficult.
Since, normally, trance reduces both body aware
ness, memory functions, judgement, etc. it is not at
all desirable to indefinitely prolong trance or to cre
ate habitual trance states. To do so increases the po
tential that the body or ego structure becomes dam
aged and that subsequent action does not correspond
to reality, i.e. becomes delusional. Although tempo
rary trance states are in fact essential to an intelli
gent adaptation to life, prolonged trance produces a
variety of effects some of which can be termed patho
logical but some others can be termed remarkable
and extraordinary. Distinguishing between normal
and pathological trance can be determined by mea
suring and analyzing the numbers and extent of dis
sociated trance planes and their associated trance
force components relative to the normal ego structure
and its energy needs.
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Pathological Trance and
Addiction

Normal Trances
I make an assumption about what is desirable in life,
and I should state it explicitly. I assume that a ro
bust life is a life of variety and wide options, and that
an impoverished life is a life with few options and lit
tle variety. Life naturally contains limits and limits
help to restrain chaos and thus to free a certain kind
of energy. Although there are many people of the
opinion that all limits are bad, I feel that limits alone
are not bad, in fact, limits are necessary to empower
creativity. However, certain types of strict limits in
life seem to imply the presence of a pathological state
or at least delusions about lack of personal power.
There is a delicate balance between the limits which
empower personal growth and the limits which crush
human spirit.
One way to find this balance is to realize that within
any personal psychological reality there is a set of
changing stimuli and response potentials. A behavior
is a pair of specific stimulus with its response and a
behavior results in a new stimulus which joins other
stimuli in creating the personal psychological reality.
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Theoretically, the responses that may exist for a giv
en set of stimuli can be counted. The number of such
potential responses is often thought of as the "rich
ness" of a person's life. A relatively low number of
potential responses or options indicates a relatively
impoverished reality.
A healthy, normal psychological life seems to be one
in which there is a rich set of stimuli and a rich set of
responses. Furthermore, the pattern of behavior
tends not to be rigidly repetitive and this rich variety
seems to allow both personal growth and to stimulate
others in their own search for variety and richness in
life. On the other hand, an addictive personality
could be characterized as one in which there are few
responses and the pattern of behavior is generally
repetitive.
What I find to be interesting is to apply the principles
of trance theory to a wide variety of individual and
institutional behaviors that appear to be rigid or
repetitive _ that is, presumable trances _ and try to
determine what the trance generating loops are and
what the characteristics of the dissociated trance
planes are and how one might describe any created
trance forces.
A person has the potential to be in a normal trance as
soon as their attention is limited. Ordinary concen
tration, when the mind is focused on a specific prob
lem or thought, sets one of the conditions for a nor
mal trance to occur. Intense pleasure, when the
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mind is engaged in joyful or exciting repetitive activi
ty, sets a condition for trance and may, for many peo
ple, become a trance. When one is daydreaming, with
no specific direction of the thoughts, with a certain
repetition of thoughts, one is in a normal trance. The
general characteristic of these normal trance states
seems to be that thoughts repeat and there is a limit
ing of attention; however, they can be easily inter
rupted. What makes a normal trance normal is pri
marily that it is easily interrupted. That is, specifi
cally, disturbing the trance generating loop makes
the dissociated trance plane collapse. Depending on
many factors, such as the presence of secondary
trance generating loops, or if the dissociated trance
plane is stabile enough so that disturbing the trance
generating loop only makes more or different dissoci
ated trance planes _ hallucinations _ such trances
would appear less normal and more weird. Certain of
them we can term pathological and we can describe
them in terms of trance theory.

Sharing Normal Trance
We share trances for the effects of trance; that is, for
the effects brought about by an altered cognition
space.
With less awareness of pain whether it is emotional,
physical or ontological, and with less awareness of
the wide variety of choices that exist in an enabled
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reality, the person in trance happily chooses among
an impoverished and smaller set of options.
Life, perhaps, would be too difficult if people were al
ways aware of their bodies, always had a perfect
memory and always made perfect judgements and
were always aware of the infinite possibilities of life.
Because most people cannot stand pain, because most
people fear chaos, uncertainty and death, most people
enter into social, institutional and mutual personal
trances in order to reduce awareness. Perhaps, in
the not too distant past, life was uncertain _ in times
of war, or in hunger, poverty, fear and abuse situa
tions _ and it made sense to hide and to create trance
by singing ourselves songs, or saying prayers, or by
putting our minds on certain constant images or vi
sions. This is indeed how natural trances are creat
ed; and the usual reason is to hide from something.
By a mutual trance, I mean that each of us in various
ways and by social behavior supports an impover
ished awareness in others. Our purposes in support
ing impoverished awareness are: to be able to have
some peace ourselves, to reduce the noise and the
pain. Again, the reason for this is to reduce our
awareness of the reality of chaos and escape the pain
of the human condition. There is also some pleasure
in entering trance in spite of the fact that trance re
duces awareness.
If we speak of degrees of trance, it is my opinion that
there is only a difference in degree between passively
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watching TV, ordinary rational thought and rigorous
scientific thought, religious fervor, addictive states,
and the states of mind belonging to mass murderers.
All of the mind states above represent differing de
grees of trance states.
There is also a strong similarity between addictions,
hypnotic trance and "altered states of consciousness."
All of these "nonnormal" states come about first by
the progressive narrowing of perception and the lim
iting of awareness to a single, or at most very few ob
jects of attention. The narrowing of attention can be
induced by drugs, chanting, television, etc. Second,
an association must be made which connects every
attempt to make the attention wider to an effort to
make the attention more narrow. This association
will serve to concentrate attention on the objects of
attention. Third, when the association is strong
enough, the original impulse to narrow attention can
be removed. The reason is that the strong association
already created will continue the attention toward
the few objects.
Tribes, cults, societies and nations inculcate restrict
ed social behaviors through trance, training, customs
and laws because it requires simply too much cogni
tive processing to understand the unusual. In the
abysmal past, the unusual were simply killed. Nowa
days trance helps to limit awareness and therefore
the more unusual have more of a chance to exist.
This in itself is probably a positive evolutionary phe
nomenon.
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It may seem bizarre to advocate the development of
more intense trances and limited awareness and
more impoverished realities as a global solution to so
cial ills, yet, with drug addiction, religions and televi
sion isn't that precisely what seems to be happening?
Let's understand what it is we are really doing and
do it more efficiently! In America, where more than
95% of the homes have television and the daily aver
age time spent in front of a television is in excess of
five hours, people may believe themselves to be in
formed, but their realities are impoverished.
When people walk around with their virtual reality
helmets, trance music reverberating in the vacuum of
inner space, they may believe themselves to be 'con
nected' to the Host and King of the information
mountain, but they will be only aware of a certain
limited class of toxic atmospheric discharges, and so
cial inequities. They will be unaware of their own
abuse.
In lieu of a fearless awareness of an enriched life,
most people have chosen the way of trance. Let it be.
Tranceless awareness is not for everyone.

Habits
A habit usually is a long and complex trance generat
ing loop and therefore when done only a few times
represents a weak trance, that is, a trance with an
unstable dissociated trance plane. Yet, when the
habit is done hundreds or thousands of times, the be
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havior may become compulsive and appear like an
addiction. In such a case, there is a more stabile
trance force with constructive trance generating
loops.
Socially or economically reinforced habits such as
shaking hands, smoking cigarettes, having sex in the
missionary position, wearing clothes when in society,
answering the telephone when it rings, flushing the
toilet after it is used, coming home after work and
turning the TV on, all represent habits that are so
cially or economically supported in most countries of
this world. Often the individual effort needed to
break such trances is more than is possible to do.
Such social habits or trances represent deep trances
with trance force components and secondary order
constructive trance generating loops.
To break such trances increases the awareness of in
dividual chaos, uncertainty, and pain. The sense of
chaos, or fear, uncertainty and pain is the reaction
that is caused by attempting to change or modify the
trance force.
One could characterize this situation as an entrance
ment by magic.
One must be quite courageous to attempt to modify a
trance force. In addition, the trance analysis needed
to break a trance is often a complicated and difficult
undertaking. There is also no guarantee that even if
the underlying trance generating loops were known it
would be possible to break the trance easily.
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Love Trances
Love is a human emotion which is created socially of
ten through a period of courtship and intimacy, de
sire and fantasy, physical contact and orgasm.
The courtship, when it exists, often or typically oc
curs during primary trance inductive social situation
such as dancing, listening to music, etc. These pri
mary inductive social trance situations may produce
many of the disabled cognitive conditions characteris
tic of trance, including faulty or failed memory, hallu
cinations, fixed attention, lack of volition, inability to
make judgements, increased selfobservation, dissoci
ation, etc.
Love also has secondary inductive characteristics, in
sofar as courting individuals often speak of family,
feelings, etc. These subjects often contain triggers to
prior trance states. For example, when two people
speak of personal experiences within their own fami
ly experiences, they may use words which trigger pri
or trance states. Courting and petting also may trig
ger somatic trances. Heavy petting will trigger prior
somatic trance states including dissociation, lack of
volition, fixed attention, etc.
When petting is coupled with physical release or re
laxation such as orgasm, there is established a sec
ondary order trance generating loop to enable these
trance states.
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The trance generating loop of love is characteristic of
an addictive or hypnotic trance in the sense that the
pathway of the secondary trance generating loop con
tains some external or physical component, and the
dissociated trance plane leads back to the physical
component.
There are many types of love trances. Some love
trances may also have high components of the trance
force but usually there are secondary order trance
generating loops present.

The Social Effects of Narrowed
Perceptions
Wise people have known that things don't last, that
"all is vanity." The pain and disappointments of life
tend to teach a receptive mind that "all that glitters
is not gold." Maybe it is simply radioactive and it is
killing you.
In order to make wise decisions, it is necessary to
have a wider state of awareness and consciousness,
and not a narrow one. It is necessary to have an
overview of the longrange consequences of our deci
sions and not the narrow ones which come from the
immediate satisfaction of personal desire. With so
many desirable objects in the world, and so much
new information, how do we increase our awareness
and wisdom?
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Many kinds of consciousness raising activities try to
promote the possibility that there are other ways to
see or to understand life. In a larger field of aware
ness of possibilities, a more mature and integrated
awareness can develop, resulting in less fear of chaos
as well as a more open potential of being.
Psychologists and psychiatrists try to widen the per
ceptions of their clients, to promote new ways of han
dling stress and uncomfortable feelings without es
cape or denial. It is these wider perceptions, with
more robust psychological options of action in life
which enriches life, and not necessarily more materi
al possessions in life.
Psychically, the narrowing of perception and the lim
iting of options or making an object of the sources of
personal happiness, personal salvation and personal
betterment gives rise to ideas such as heaven, God, a
Saviour, a cult of personality, brand loyalty and pa
triotism. Generally, the narrowing of perception pro
duces hypnotic trance. In severe or pathological cas
es, the narrowing of perception produces paranoia,
schizophrenia, violence, and addictions of all sorts.
Making an object out of our perceived source of hap
piness, salvation and betterment also promotes the
idea that there are "good", "moral", or "ethical" things
and behaviors. That is, there is the perception that
some 'things' are better than other 'things'. And
therefore some things are worse, or even "sinful." It
is often believed by some people that dope is bad,
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guns are bad and money is "the root of all evil".
These beliefs about dope, guns and money come natu
rally from the idea that "things could be better, and
the world would be a whole lot better if (dope, guns,
or money) didn't exist." There is really no justifica
tion for empowering an object or a thing with the
qualities of good or evil, except in the case of a nar
rowed perception and hallucinated projections. But it
is precisely this narrowed perception or the halluci
nated projections from the dissociated trance plane
on to the object which causes dysfunction to arise in
the psyche, in the individual, and in all social institu
tions and in the environment itself.
Learning something new utilizes dissociation as ab
straction, but employing the hallucinated projections
from the dissociated trance plane is not learning.
Sometimes it is argued that calling a thing "good" is
merely a shorthand way of saying something more
complex and a shorthand way of providing a sort of
synopsis, saving time and avoiding a detailed descrip
tion. The "good/bad" judgement is merely a way that
an experienced authority can communicate the bot
tom line to someone, without needing to go through a
tedious list of conditions, and assumptions that un
derlie the ultimate judgement. Of course, the experi
enced authority can have false experience, or have a
hidden agenda which makes any judgements coming
from such an authority immediately suspicious. Fur
thermore, the conditions may be falsely enumerated,
and the logic supporting the "good" judgement may
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also be faulty. Usually, people find themselves argu
ing the "goodness" of a thing on precisely these terms:
that one or the other has faulty assumptions or faulty
logic, or has a hidden agenda which biases percep
tion. Someone may ultimately admit that they only
have a "belief" that the thing is "good," or that their
judgement is merely a personal opinion which cannot
be supported by the facts. When there are multiple
hallucinated projections on to objects, people and sit
uations, one belief will compete with all other beliefs,
arguments will abound between one group with the
Holy Writ against another group that is divinely in
spired. It is quite simply lunatics arguing among
delusions.
The selfsearching individuals naturally wish to es
cape this madness. Some will evolve to new forms.
Many will escape by dropping out. Dropping out often
takes an addictive form. Alcohol, drugs, religion,
work, overconsumption, and TV are only a few of the
more obvious forms of addictions. In many cases the
dropping out takes the form of a desire to be in a
trance which is induced or supported by substances
like alcohol and drugs, or by social forms such as reli
gion, work, consumption, or by more individual forms
such as TV, love, overeating, violence etc.

Economic Effects
When the individual suffers, the family suffers. Dys
functional, droppedout, individuals in addictive
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trances place tremendous pressures on their families.
As individuals experiencing the results of family
members going through addictive behaviors are
themselves stressed, it is no wonder that families dis
integrate. When families don't disintegrate, there is
often the side effects of child and spouse abuse or
more serious social crimes. Disintegrated families re
sult in homeless or nomadic gangs. Nomadic gangs
are common in cities and are symptomatic of the un
derlying dysfunction. Cities become more difficult to
manage when family and individual dysfunction be
come widespread and affects social institutions. Af
ter all, the social institutions can only reflect the indi
viduals that run them.
Former Governor Lamb of Colorado has identified the
dysfunctional institution in his own state and recog
nizes the same institutional dysfunctions on all levels
of government. Widespread individual and institu
tional dysfunction destroys social assets. Dysfunction
destroys people, jobs, the connectivity of the social
fabric and the pertinence of institutions. Institutions
cease to be efficient and themselves become dysfunc
tional. While social resources and government assets
can support dysfunctional institutions in times of
chaos, in extreme cases and over the long term, these
resources and assets eventually are depleted, worn
out, used up and become useless or selfdestructive.
This characteristic of extremely dysfunctional institu
tions is more common in thirdworld countries.
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Social dysfunctions can all be traced back to the per
nicious effects of hypnotic and addictive trance at the
individual level.

Pathological Trances
Addiction can be better understood if we think of it
not merely as "substance abuse," or performance ad
diction, but as a form of an impoverished reality that
is maintained by a trance. Limited awareness, tunnel
vision, the special characteristic that identifies a dys
functional, impoverished reality, also identifies a type
of trance state that may be also a characteristic of all
addictions.
While pathological trances are not at all desirable,
most people nearly all of the time are either in a
pathological trance or are engaged in trying to get
others into trance. It is precisely pathological trance,
not the yogic trance, that permeates most of our wak
ing social reality. It seems to me that once we can
identify these pathological trances on a personal and
social level we can take steps to avoid them.
Perhaps the most important aspect of pathological
trance is that it creates an unawareness or a "sleep
ing state". When your thoughts are limited in variety
and your attention becomes fixed, the fixation alters
perceptions, can create dream states, visions and hal
lucinations. In this sleeping state you are unaware of
new information. Entranced by the street magician,
you are unaware that the pickpocket has removed
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your wallet. The pathological trance state can create
illusions which do not exist and cause the failure to
perceive what does exist. Not all trances are patho
logical; the trance state of a yogi can be a tool to illu
minate what is not normally perceived.

Addiction
It is estimated that over 95% of the American popula
tion have one or more "addictions." Such addictions
include drug and alcohol addictions (now termed
"substance abuse" to include cocaine, psychedelics,
caffeine, nicotine, as well as alcohol, sugar, chocolate
and junkfood), TV addiction, workrelated addic
tions, sex and love addictions, food related addictions,
computer addictions and other behavioral or perfor
mance addictions. Addictions commonly share the
characteristic that a socially dysfunctional behavior
is present and the addict has progressively fewer and
fewer performance options resulting in an impover
ished reality. High percentages of addiction are
found not only in America. The exSoviet Union has
its problems with vodka. India and the Middle East
have their opium addicts and Switzerland and Japan
have their work junkies. The personal life disruption
and social costs are welldocumented and the costs
are probably well underestimated.
Alcohol addiction is a worldwide phenomenon. Even
strict Islamic and Hindu cultures have their share of
alcoholics. Alcohol is widely available in all industri
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al nations and cultures, including the exSoviet
Union and Japan. Alcohol addiction is merely one
way that addiction manifests, yet the social costs of
alcohol addiction alone are immense.
Drug addiction too is a worldwide phenomenon. The
drugs may change depending on the culture, the law
and the severity of punishment. In the case of tobac
co, it has been shown that nicotine is more addictive
than heroin, yet in many parts of the world the con
sumption of nicotine is not only tolerated, but actual
ly encouraged. The longterm health effects of tobac
co use, while widely known, are ignored. The use of
drugs, whether nicotine, caffeine, heroin, cocaine,
marijuana, designer drugs or sugar has, like alcohol,
longterm, immense social costs.

Drug Switching
The fact that addictions can be substituted somewhat
easily may give a clue as to a therapeutic approach to
addictions in general. Bandler and Grinder have
shown that a process of pacing and leading can, over
time, limit awareness and induce trance. With ap
propriate conditions, it may be possible to pace and
lead addictive personalities into a wider and richer
reality.
In this sense, addicts can be
"deprogrammed," without programming them into
another addiction. The general goal is to program
them in a rich type of reality where the subject of a
past addiction exists, but along with a much more nu
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merous set of attractive possibilities. When this oc
curs, it would be quite impossible to distinguish a pri
or addict from a "normal" person by behavior alone.
It is certainly not desirable to negatively reinforce ad
dictive syndromes. To do so runs the risk of modeling
"drug switching" which is not a true cure.
It is known that one addiction can be substituted for
another. For example, alcoholics can be induced to
trade their alcohol addictions for a type of quasireli
gious addiction (Alcoholics Anonymous). Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) programs are also "successful" with
sex and love addicts, overeaters, Synanon, etc. Some
heroin addicts can be induced to swap their heroin for
methadone treatment. Therapists know that addic
tions are often found together, such as cigarettes and
alcohol, and that the personality which is addicted to
one substance or practice can be induced to either
add other addictions or to swap them for others.
It is often thought that addictions come about
through the stress of modern life, through childhood
experiences, through trauma and disability, or that
they may be genetically influenced. No one seems to
know for certain, perhaps because addictions are so
prevalent it is not possible to know what a nonaddic
tive state is like.
A great deal of inconsistent social, religious, personal,
economic and political energy is spent in attempting
to rid the world of the substance of an addiction. Ex
cept for societies which employ ruthless and absolute
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methods, the energy spent in riding the world of the
"sinful substances" does not seem either very success
ful nor costeffective. There are arguments that the
antisinful substance zealots may themselves be dys
functional in addictive and pathological ways.

Religious Addictions
Religious addictions seem harmless enough. A 1990
study of 113,000 people around the United States by
the Graduate School of the City University of New
York found that 90% of Americans identify them
selves as religious. Bornagain Christians, scientolo
gists, Islamic fundamentalists, Jehovah's Witnesses,
Masons, Baptists, Buddhists, Hindus, Methodists,
Lutherans, Catholics, Jews, and Mormons usually
have no other bad habits than occasionally beating on
a book or selling something. Since the religious have
fewer other "bad" habits, and seem to promote a cer
tain tribal social adhesion, religions are not usually
thought of as being symptomatic of problems, but
rather, perhaps, as part of the solution. On the other
hand, religious addiction often carries with it an in
transigence and intolerance of different points of view
that can be as dangerous as a drug addict with a
loaded gun. When religious fervor is combined with
the rule of law and armed with deadly force, religious
addicts effectively prevent the evolution of a better
type of human being.
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Religious cults often use methods that will induce
trance. Peer pressure, confessional types of testimo
nials, sense deprivation, lack of contradicting testi
mony, hysteria, hyperemotionalism all contribute to
constrain awareness and to increase suggestibility.
Repetition continued over time will give rise to trance
states, which with second order trance loops can cer
tainly become addictive. Confession, for example,
used as a catharsis, is a second order stressrelieving
trance loop which reinforces the belief trance state.
Addiction can be better understood if we think of it
not merely as "substance abuse," or performance ad
diction, but as a form of hypnotic trance that is main
tained by a second order trance loop. Limited aware
ness, tunnel vision, the special characteristic that
identifies a dysfunctional, impoverished reality, also
identifies these types of pathological trance states
that may be also a characteristic of all addictions.
Meditative trance states, related to hypnotic trance
states, can also be termed as addictive if they are an
end in themselves. Religious fervor, as a state which
feeds upon itself without end, is also quite definitely
an addiction in the definition of the model. Certain
political and power syndromes also may be termed
addictive if they have the characteristic that results
in an impoverished reality.
The trance aspect of addiction deserves some com
ment.
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In extreme addictions there may be no other aware
ness except the desire for the addictive substance and
how to get it. Presumably, it is because of the limited
awareness on a "substance" that got such substances
such a bad name. It is not easy or convenient to
blame a pattern or a process, since patterns and pro
cesses are so hard to identify, and don't occupy either
space have weight or can be taxed.

Addiction to Television
The tranceinduction potential of television is well
known and is used commercially for manipulating
consumer tastes as well as other ideas. However use
ful television is for commercial and control reasons, it
cannot be reasonably argued that promoting an im
poverished reality is, in the end, really socially bene
ficial. Or can it?
The addiction to TV, for example, comes about first
by having a mild interest in a specific TV program,
and the narrowing of perception to the TV screen and
listening to the voices and music, watching the scenes
as they develop. Second, pleasurable associations
through the use of triggers within the program
should stimulate fantasies, hallucinations and
dreams as a means of escape from everyday respon
sibilities or stress. In general, if a viewer likes a spe
cific program, this association is easily made. TV
producers spend a lot of effort to make TV produc
tions pleasurable and escapist. Third, when there is
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no more stress and no more everyday responsibilities
the pleasure that can be derived from watching TV
must be high enough so that it is immaterial whether
the use of TV is specific to stress removal or not. The
addiction to TV will then be established.

Work Addictions
The person who can put long, continuous hours at a
difficult job may only be capable to doing this if in a
trance. The pleasures of an engaging job can pro
duce feelings of timeless states. Repetitive jobs nar
row the attention to only the work at hand. Part of
the mind is engaged in the job, but another part of
the mind is free to dream. The dreamstate produced
is exactly characteristic of trance. In this dream
state, the work is being performed, but the worker is
not necessarily aware of working. He may be visual
izing a beach, having sexual or power fantasies or
other hypnoidal and hypnotic dreams. The worker
seems aware, but is really in a trance with reduced
awareness.
Work addicts are almost revered for their devotion to
the duty to work. Calvin and Zwingli have convinced
entire societies that the person who works and makes
money is closer to God and has most assuredly has an
eternal lease in one of heaven's plushier communi
ties. Employers love work addicts because this devo
tion enhances profit. Work addictions are not limited
to any one particular industry. As a professional
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computer consultant, I have seen how some employ
ers shamelessly exploit willing computer program
mers who are addicted to computers.
Trance in the work place makes it easier to control
information and employees. If an employee only does
the job in front of his nose and knows neither what
others are doing nor how they do it, that employee
will never become a threat to the owners of the busi
ness nor raise embarrassing social or political ques
tions. One presumes _ falsely _ that the owners of a
business would be the only ones who would be aware
of what their business is really doing. Yet, owners
are themselves in trance and many times keep their
attentions only on the "bottom line." They, too, may
not be aware of the social or environmental impacts
of their business. Unfortunately, one of the disas
trous sideeffects of most trances is that they not only
inhibit awareness but also they disable communica
tion. One cannot communicate what one is not aware
of.
Work related addictions first require that the percep
tion is narrowed to the work or to workrelated things
and activities. Second, nonwork related activity
should be perceived as a source of stress, i.e. some
thing to be avoided. The rewards of work should be
limited to the perfection of the work itself, so that
work is the means to the end. Finally, when the
workpleasure or the perfectionpleasure can sustain
itself, the reason for work can be progressively re
duced or removed. The stress produced will serve to
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drive the worker harder into his work, rather than
reduce his production or concentration on work.

Organizational Effects of Trance
The most serious social side effect of pathological
work trances is the resulting reduced awareness and
disabled communication. Communication of informa
tion is critical for any system to function. Human
systems as well as computer systems, ecological, bio
logical, political and social systems and more all re
quire clear, accurate, timely communication of infor
mation in order to function properly. The lack of
clear, accurate, or timely communication between in
dividuals is the basis for misunderstandings, disap
pointments, hurt feelings, resentment, and violence.
The human, economic, agricultural, industrial and
social systems that rely on people who are in patho
logical trance will have and do have disastrous break
downs.
Pathological trance is unfortunately almost univer
sally encouraged within business, military and gov
ernmental organizations. The more an employee can
with singleminded determination execute the orders
and policies of his organization, the more that em
ployee is rewarded, promoted and respected. Single
mindedness, however, is indicative of trance and pos
sibly a pathological trance. And the existence of a
trance always implies that there are areas where the
employee is unaware. Therefore, the singleminded
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ness that is rewarded in many large institutions ac
tually contributes to longterm organizational dys
function.
When organizations inadvertently encourage trance
in their employees, and since trance disables commu
nication, then there can be no surprise why there are
system dysfunctions in business, the military and in
government.
When, unlike a yogi, we do not choose our trances,
and we are unaware of the types and nature of the
pathological trances in our lives, then there are
things we are unaware of. What we are unaware of
causes more human suffering than the sometimes
painful knowledge of the truth. One goal of a robust
life is to be as aware as possible of our real options.
When our unconscious pathological trances cripple
our options the result is often disaster and tragedy in
our personal lives, our society and in the environ
ment.
Related to work addiction is a phenomenon more akin
to what people often appreciate as "artistic inspira
tion" or artistic drive. An artist may spend long
hours with a project which consumes his energy, per
haps stresses his family and finally results in a cre
ation. What distinguishes this artistic drive from ad
diction is that the artistic drive is not a closed loop.
That is, eventually the behavior comes to an end.
However, if the behavior had no end, but repeated
with an eventual decrease in response options, thera
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pists would term the behavior dysfunctional and per
haps even "addictive." If the behavior had no end
other than a "life style," for example, a therapist
could readily identify the behavior as an addiction of
a sort which does not end.
If the goal of therapists is trance termination and en
richment of reality, it is also interesting to consider
the type of society that might become when we all
wake up.
If you really want to get into a pathological trance
and stay there, here's a general recipe. First, you
must impoverish your reality by removing all distrac
tions and limit your awareness to a single, or at most
a very few objects of attention. This narrowing of at
tention can be helped along by the passions inspired
by drugs, trauma, by joining some religious or politi
cal movements or by staying at home and watching a
lot of television or computer screen. It would be a
good idea to get rid of distractions like kids, maga
zines or books _ especially books that give you options
or make you think about other possibilities. Second,
you must convince yourself that all options _ other
than your chosen perfect ideal, of course _ are "evil"
and every attempt that your monkey mind makes to
have variety must be crushed and that you must keep
your mind "pure" and only allow thoughts about your
chosen passion. This mental trick will serve to con
centrate your attention firmly on the object of your
monomania. A second order loop which reinforces or
rewards your monomania in such a regular and con
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sistent way that even pain does not deter you, will
'fix' your trance. You will then be entranced in a
pathological trance.
While pathological trances are not at all desirable,
most people nearly all of the time are either in a
trance or are engaged in trying to get others into
trance. It is precisely pathological trance, not the yo
gic trance, that permeates most of our waking reality.
It seems to me that once we can identify these patho
logical trances on a personal level we can take steps
to avoid them.
If trance is defined as fixated thinking, then nearly
all human activities create some type of trance. The
bounded circles of thinking that keep us in trances
are countless. The entire "ordered universe" is a
trance. But there is an escapists pleasure in remain
ing in trance and a deep human fear of the chaos
which can result if there were no trance "order" to
life.

Terminating Addictive Trances
Start at any place in your addictive trance. Addictive
trances reward an impoverished thoughtset. You
can help reduce any addiction by rewarding the en
richment of your thoughts. This means to expand the
variety of your thoughts without trying to remove the
thoughts you think are the problem. Continue ex
panding and enriching your thoughts with new and
stimulating ideas, people and experiences. When the
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variety of your thoughts becomes robust, ideas will be
selfgenerating and the addictive trance will natural
ly cease to exist by definition.
One effective way is to find the trance generating
loop and replace one element in that loop. Wait until
the dissociated trance plane changes, then replace a
second element. Continue until the second order dis
sociated trance plane is unstable enough so that you
can attack the primary trance generating loop. Once
you destroy the primary trance generating loop the
addictive trance will stop.

Pathological Trance and Psychoses
Limited awareness, the special characteristic that
identifies a dysfunctional, impoverished reality, also
identifies a type of trance state that may be charac
teristic of a posthypnotic state. Certainly those who
have delusions can be considered to be in a trance of
some sort. But of what sort is it?
Compulsive repetition, memory defects leading to
various types of amnesias, faulty registration and re
call and reactive confabulations and misidentifica
tions resulting in disorientation can suggest some
schizophrenic psychoses or a variety of organic brain
disorders or a pathological trance.
Even a neurotic's inability to abandon old and disad
vantageous patterns of reacting can suggest that a
repetitive and compulsive behavior is due to some
type of pathological trance. That is, it may not be
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enough to point out or interpret unconscious mental
contents without simultaneously investigating the
possibility of trance generating loops, secondary
trance generating loops and examining the nature of
the dissociated trance planes and trance forces that
are created by such loops.
It is known that simple and uncomplicated repetitive
behavior can be terminated through vigorous stimu
lation except when there is a gross defect of atten
tion. Trance, too, can be terminated, except when the
dissociated trance plane contains secondary loops or
when multiple dissociated trance planes exist whose
combined trance force components exceed the energy
available to the normal ego structure. In such cases,
trance termination is very difficult.
Since, normally, trance reduces both body awareness,
memory functions, judgement, etc. it is not at all de
sirable to indefinitely prolong trance or to create ha
bitual trance states. To do so increases the potential
that the body or ego structure becomes damaged and
that subsequent action does not correspond to reality,
i.e. becomes delusional. Although temporary trance
states are in fact essential to an intelligent adapta
tion to life, prolonged trance produces a variety of ef
fects some of which can be termed pathological but
some others can be termed remarkable and extraordi
nary. Distinguishing between normal and pathologi
cal trance can be determined by measuring and ana
lyzing the numbers and extent of dissociated trance
planes and their associated trance force components
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relative to the normal ego structure and its energy
needs.
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Trance Analysis
How does this slightly abstract and mathematical
theory become practical? When we are confronted
with our own mental behavior or someone else's, we
might want to determine if there is a trance, what
kind of a trance it is and what kinds of characteris
tics the specific trance may have. You might want to
change the trance in some ways. But before you can
change a trance, you need to know how to recognize
one.
In learning trance analysis, I suggest that you use
yourself as the subject before attempting to use
trance analysis on others. In this chapter I will give
you several examples of ordinary trances and how
they are created and changed.
Recognizing a Trance
Trance occurs partly as a natural result of a more
efficient utilization of cognitive energy. A trance
makes it easy for the brain to do multiple things at
the same time and to do some of those things more ef
ficiently. However, in doing multiple things simulta
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neously some things are done with different mental
functions enabled or disabled. It is because some cog
nitive functions are disabled that trance seems scary
to some people.
Some cognitive functions are always changed in a
trance. By looking for these common changes in cog
nitive energy utilization we can become aware that a
trance exists.
Characteristics of trance include the following: dis
abling of judgment, disabling or limiting of volition,
decrease of body awareness including eye fixation
and immobility, an increase in the vividness or num
ber of visions or hallucinations, inability to perform
some mental functions and increased ability to per
form other functions. I do not want to imply that
there is always an absolute disabling of judgement,
etc. There may also be an enabling of a more accu
rate or more perceptive judgement, for example.
However, if a person is utilizing a specific level of
judgement when not in a trance, then, that level is
different in a trance; and, so far as it is different, the
new level of judgement represents a disabling of
judgement from the prior level. For example, a per
son may be incapable of performing mathematical
calculations while in an ordinary state of awareness,
but may perform mathematical calculations exceed
ingly well while in a trance. I would say that their
ordinary mathematical capabilities have been dis
abled while in trance, leaving the question as to what
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their mathematical capabilities are while in trance
open.
These characteristics of trance might not be obvious
if a person is in a deep trance. The reason is that
when a person is familiar or habituated to trance,
more conscious control is possible. The characteris
tics above must be thought of as indicative of trance.
My model for trance separates the cause of trance
(trance generating loops) from the effects of trance.
Because the model is both more abstract and more
precise than a sociopsychological model, the word
trance now must include a wider range of behaviors
than when it specifically referred solely to a deep
hypnotic trance, a medium's trance, a spiritualist
trance and other types of trances. The word trance
continues to include these exotic and deep hypnotic
and mysterious trances, but explains and describes
such trances as being dependent on certain condi
tions which have been described in the model.
From a diagnostic and analytical point of view, we
can now take the characteristics of trance logic as be
ing suggestive of the existence of trance. That is, to
be more explicit, the necessary and sufficient condi
tion for trance is the presence of a loop which pro
duces the dissociative trance, and the dissociative
trance causes the disabling of some cognitive func
tions. The disabling of some cognitive functions
makes the appearance as trance logic. Therefore, the
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presence of trance logic is suggestive of the existence
of dissociative trance, i.e. trance.
The following is a partial list of cognitive functions
which have been shown to be mitigated by trance:
Memory
Memory is the ability to accurately recall an experi
ence. When memory is disabled, accurate recall fails.
When memory is partly disabled elements of remem
bered experience may be absent, reversed, or there
may be new elements from associated experiences.
There may also be an enhanced recall of memories,
including vivification.
Whenever memory is not accurate a trance may be
presumed to exist in the absence of other compelling
explanations such as organic diseases.
Hallucinations
When mental organizing functions are disabled,
sensation may be organized around preexisting phys
ical or subtle stimuli which may be subjectively per
ceived as fantasy, visions, daydreams, or hallucina
tion.
Hallucinations are not necessarily the result of a
pathological process. They may be also the result of a
process which disables a gross socially acceptable cog
nitive process and enables more subtle cognitive pro
cesses which are not close to the statistical mean.
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For example, when multiple dissociative trances
have been created, hallucinations and vivid images
and fantasies can readily be experienced. When ego
awareness is established in one of the dissociated
trance planes and the hallucinations of the second
dissociated trance plane are 'remembered', then there
is a type of reality which is imposed on the second
dissociated trance plane. If one is experienced in
trance, and the dissociated planes are nonaddictive,
the reality of these hallucinations are never believed,
but in addictive trances or in trances in which there
are strong trance forces and wellestablished dissoci
ated trance planes, I could imagine that the presence
of such multiple dissociated trance planes would be
experienced as frightening or confusing and a thera
pist would diagnose a person experiencing such mul
tiple dissociated trance planes as exhibiting patholog
ical delusions.
On the other hand, the mere existence of multiple
dissociated trance planes with the presence of hallu
cination or vivid images may simply represent an en
hanced subtle inner perception. In order to ascribe a
meaning or association to hallucinated visions, it is
necessary to watch the hallucinations for some time.
The presence of hallucinations is suggestive of
trance, but hallucinations do not necessarily indicate
pathological delusions except when a person is un
aware of what is happening.
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Inhibition of body movement
When there is less somatic awareness, there may be
involuntary movements, or, in the absence of stimula
tion, body movements will appear to be inhibited.
Limb catelepsy is an example of this.
Trance may absorb the attention so strongly that so
matic awareness is disabled. Limb anesthesia is an
example of this.
When there is an inhibition of body movement, a
rigidity in the limbs, or a lack of body awareness, a
trance may be presumed.
Fixed attention
Likewise, when eye movement and attention is
fixed, trance is presumptive. It is often the case that
when the attention is inward eye fixation is a sideef
fect.
Lack of volition
When a person lacks volition or will, trance is sug
gested. Trance is a more efficient utilizer of energy,
and therefore disables inefficient processes. One can
always presume that there is a trance when the will
is absent; however, the mere lack of volition does not
give a clue, usually, as to what the trance is about.
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Ability to learn
Some cognitive functions are either increased or de
creased by trance. The ability to learn may be in
creased or decreased. A change in the ability to learn
is suggestive of trance.
Inability to make critical judgements
When the ability to make critical judgements is in
hibited, then trance may be presumed. When a popu
lation has an inability to make critical judgements
with respect to their leaders or political representa
tives, a common trance is presumptive.
Self-observation
Selfobservation is often enhanced in trance, owing
to the dissociation and literalism. Selfobservation is
indicative of trance.
Dissociation
The subject will be dissociated in trance, but may or
may not be aware of the fact of dissociation. Often,
and because of a lack of training, when one becomes
aware that one is dissociated, then the dissociation
terminates. With training, it is possible to be aware
that one is dissociated without terminating the
trance.
One important characteristic of any trance is that it
creates dissociation and thinking occurs in the disso
ciated trance plane.
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Literalism
The literal interpretation of words is indicative of a
trance. Lawyers, computer programmers and many
bureaucrats often are literal in their interpretation of
words. It would seem that this indicates a trance. A
trance analyst would look for a trance generating
loop.
Trance force (Weirdness)
When unusual or magical occurrences take place, or
when there is a certain unusual atmosphere, or when
there seems to be a particular compulsion to engage
in a specific behavior, this may indicate that a strong
trance force is present. Strong trance forces indicate
either constructive trance generating loops such as
posthypnotic suggestions are being carried out or
that the effects of a wellestablished dissociated la
tent plane are being felt. If it can be established that
the sensations are due to external causes, then a
trance originating from some external source can be
presumed. When, as is far more likely, the sensa
tions are due to internal causes, then a hypnotic
trance is likely and the presumed "trance force" is
more likely to be an hallucination rather than an ex
ternal trance force.
Determine the trance generating loops
Once it has been determined that a trance exists,
the next step is to determine the trance generating
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loops: that is, attempt to answer the question: what
are the cognitive loops which cause the dissociative
trance?
Trance generating loops are not particularly easy to
discover in some specific cases, but discovering them
are critically important to understanding the nature
of a trance.
Trance generating loops can come into existence,
create a trance, change to another trance generating
loop, modify or deepen the trance and then change
again. Trance generating loops can change quite
rapidly. Each change will also change the dissociated
trance plane. Because of this rapidly changing as
pect, it can be difficult to perceive or to record the
trance generating loops in one session. However,
with patient observation an analyst can determine
the major loops.
There is often one trance generating loop in simple
trances. However, deep trances always have sec
ondary order trance generating loops and they may
be complex because of multiple changes in the under
lying trance generating loops.
Primary Order Trance Generating Loop
In certain cases thoughts repeat in loop patterns.
These looping patterns are important for learning
and abstraction. The looping patterns of awareness
generate secondary awareness planes which for the
most part lie coincident to and within the cognitive
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plane. Trance generating loops do not need to be ver
bal thoughts. Some loops are mantras, drumming,
pacing and leading for an hypnotic induction, the
stimulus and response of television viewing and ad
dictive behavior. The content of the loop is not neces
sarily a factor in generating secondary awareness
planes, although it could be. The critical aspect is the
repeating pattern which is the necessary and suffi
cient condition.
With increasing number of times a loop is repeated,
as well as other conditions, these secondary aware
ness planes may split off or dissociate from the cogni
tive plane. This is quite normal and happens when
something is 'learned'. It is the normal 'multiprocess
ing' aspect of thinking. In this process, for energy
conservation reasons, some cognitive functions are
disabled. The resulting awareness when these cogni
tive functions are disabled has been characterized as
trance awareness, and this is defined as the 'dissoci
ated plane.'
First order trance generating loops are often the
patterns developed in early childhood.
Secondary Order Trance Generating Loop
A secondary order trance generating loop is a loop
which promotes the continuation of the first order
trance generating loop. For example, a hypnotist
may give suggestions which promote relaxation and
the deepening of a trance. Such suggestions, coming
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as they do within the dissociated consciousness (dis
sociated trance plane) of the subject represent a loop
from the dissociated trance plane to the first order
trance generating loop which may be, for example,
the subject progressively relaxing as the voice of the
hypnotist is heard. The progressively relaxed state of
the subject promotes the continuation of the dissoci
ated trance plane. If this secondary order trance gen
erating loop persists long enough, a secondary disso
ciated trance plane will be created. When the sec
ondary dissociated trance plane is created and can be
sustained, then the subject is in a deep trance.
In a traditional hypnotic induction, it is the repeat
ed words "You are becoming sleepy and relaxed"
which induce a dissociated trance state. In the disso
ciated trance state the subject uncritically hears the
words and it is the fact of being cognitively disabled
that allows the subject to become sleepy and relaxed.
This is trance abuse; that is, purposefully creating a
disabled state and then taking advantage of it. What
is important to realize is that it is the repetition
alone which induces the dissociated trance state, and
no other condition. The content about getting "sleepy
and relaxed" has absolutely nothing to do with the
creation of the dissociated trance state.
Chanting
Chanting is defined as the rhythmic repetition of
words or sounds and includes singing and the recita
tion of poetry.
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Because chanting involves voicing sound, it is so
matic and aural.
Because chanting is a repetition of elements, the el
ements (words) can be counted and they belong to a
limited set. The words are the trance generating
loop.
When the chant is learned, and repeated several
times, consciousness dissociates into the automaton
consciousness which repeats the chant and to a sec
ond awareness process. The automaton conscious
ness is cognitive disabled. The second awareness is
somatic disabled so far as voicing sounds is con
cerned.
Part of the available somatic energy is used to main
tain the chant, and part of the cognitive energy is
used to maintain the automaton, the trance generat
ing loop. The remaining somatic energy may become
insufficient to maintain somatic awareness and some
anesthesia may be present. The remaining cognitive
energy may become insufficient to maintain some
cognitive functions (such as attention and or judge
ment) and what may appear to be suggestibility may
be present. If the content of the chant contains em
bedded hypnotic suggestions, in those cases that
there is a disabling of judgement and volition there
will be an increase in the trance force with the result
that the hypnotic suggestions will be carried out.
Let's look at a couple of other ways chanting induces
trance. The Greeks used a rhetorical device called
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epanodos which means "the road back." With epana
dos the pattern to say is: "a is b and b is a" like
Shakespere's "fair is foul and foul is fair." The trance
generating loop is "Fair is foul." The second repeti
tion of the trance generating loop is in a reverse or
der. The reverse trance generating loop is similar
(and short) enough so that when the second reversed
trance generating loop is completed a comparison
with the primary residual awareness begins. "Com
parison" in this instance is the beginning of multipro
cessing. The residual awareness is larger in the re
versed paradigm of epanados than the residual
awareness of a simple multiple repetition of the
trance generating loop, so epanados would be a rela
tively effective device for inducing trance.
Another Greek rhetorical device also effective for in
ducing trance is the epistrophe. In this paradigm a
phrase ends with the same term. This paradigm can
be used in a classical hypnotic induction, for example:
As you sit in the chair you close your eyes.
As you look at me you close your eyes.
As you relax deeper you close your eyes.
As you try to move you close your eyes.
The trance generating loop in this case is the repeti
tion of a epistrophic pattern terminating with "you
close your eyes." Again, as the mind hears one
phrase similar to a prior phrase a mental comparison
is made. The operation of memory in the comparison
mode amplifies the residual awareness and causes
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dissociation. After some repetitions the awareness
will be cognitive disabled in the dissociated trance
plane in a trance and the trance generating loop will
be "you close your eyes."
Most religious groups, from the Hari Krishnas to
the Catholic, Buddhist, Jewish, Hindu and Muslim
monks and devotees, all use chanting as part of their
devotional practices. When it is understood how
trances are generated, it may be realized that there is
nothing magical in chanting. Nor is there anything
significant or magical in the content or words of spe
cific chants. Even when Indians chant for rain, if the
chant loop is repeated enough times and if there is
dissociation with a sufficiently strong trance force, it
is possible that a strong potential for rain could be
created.
Drumming
Drumming is defined as the rhythmic repetition of
sounds on an instrument.
Because drumming involves making sound, it is so
matic and aural.
Because drumming is a repetition of elements, the
elements (beats) can be counted and they belong to a
limited set. The beats are the trance generating loop.
When the drum beat is learned, consciousness disso
ciates into the automaton consciousness which re
peats the beat and to a second awareness. The au
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tomaton consciousness is cognitive disabled. The sec
ond awareness is somatic disabled.
Part of the available somatic energy is used to main
tain the beat, and part of the cognitive energy is used
to maintain the automaton. The remaining somatic
energy may become insufficient to maintain somatic
awareness and some anesthesia may be present. The
remaining cognitive energy may become insufficient
to maintain some cognitive functions (such as atten
tion and or judgement) and what may appear to be
suggestibility may be present.
Shamans, NewAge healers, witches and others often
use drumming to create trance states. The effective
use of drumming for trance would most likely involve
rhythms which are attractive, which repeat, yet diffi
cult to follow or to understand. Some rhythms are
more effective than others. Some rhythms are more
effective for some people than others.
Drumming, unless it is a single monotonous beat,
consists of several trance generating loops. Each
phrase of the drumming rhythm represents a single
trance generating loop. In jazz drumming or reggae
or in other genre, there are many trance generating
loops. As one listens to one trance generating loop
once or twice, there will be a dissociation. In the dis
sociated trance plane the awareness continues to lis
ten to the drum beats but in a dissociated state.
When awareness hears a second trance generating
loop that too produces a dissociated trance plane
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slightly different than the first. As the jazz or reggae
beat continues the awareness surfs along the chang
ing dissociated trance planes. For each dissociated
trance plane there is a corresponding trance force,
and it is the combined trance forces of all the dissoci
ated trance planes which gives pleasure.
Music
Music, or rather listening to music, is defined as the
listening to a rhythmic repetition of notes or melody.
Listening to music involves an attention to sound.
Because music is a repetition of sound elements, the
elements (sounds) can be counted and they belong to
a limited set. The sound set is the trance generating
loop.
When the music is heard sufficient times to become
familiar, consciousness dissociates into the automa
ton consciousness which follows the sound and to a
second awareness. The automaton consciousness is
cognitive disabled. The second awareness is aurally
disabled.
Part of the available somatic energy is used to main
tain the attention on the sound, and part of the cogni
tive energy is used to maintain the automaton. The
remaining somatic energy may become insufficient to
maintain somatic awareness and some anesthesia
may be present. The remaining cognitive energy may
become insufficient to maintain some cognitive func
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tions (such as attention and or judgement) and what
may appear to be suggestibility may be present.
There can be no doubt that trances are induced by
music of all kinds. The rhythms of the music need
only be sufficiently charming to maintain interest
and be pleasant enough to allow the listener to disso
ciate.
Each rhythm loop is a trance generating loop and so
is each melody. As music is played, these multiple
trance generating loops give rise to as many dissoci
ated trance planes. When the dissociated trance
planes are sufficiently coincident to each other, the
trance force will come into existence and the music
will have a trance effect. If the music creates nonco
incident dissociated trance planes the trance force
will be weak, and there will be a tendency for the
trance to break.
Marching
Marching is defined as the rhythmic repetition of
steps.
Because marching involves movement, it is somatic.
Because marching is a repetition of elements, the el
ements (movements) can be counted and they belong
to a limited set. The movements are the trance gen
erating loop.
When the march is learned, consciousness dissoci
ates into the automaton consciousness which repeats
the movements and to a second awareness. The au
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tomaton consciousness is cognitive disabled. The sec
ond awareness is somatic disabled.
Part of the available somatic energy is used to main
tain the march, and part of the cognitive energy is
used to maintain the automaton. The remaining so
matic energy may become insufficient to maintain so
matic awareness and some anesthesia may be
present. The remaining cognitive energy may become
insufficient to maintain some cognitive functions
(such as attention and or judgement) and what may
appear to be suggestibility may be present.
Marching is a powerful trance inducer. By combin
ing marching with music and rhythmic drumming
along with the simultaneous delivery of repeated
hypnotic suggestions as part of a marching chant, or
suggestions given by the drill master, it is possible to
create highly motivated armies without personal feel
ings.
Dancing
Dancing is defined as the rhythmic repetition of
steps.
Because dancing involves movement, it is somatic.
Because dancing is a repetition of elements, the ele
ments (movements) can be counted and they belong
to a limited set. The movements are the trance gen
erating loop.
When the dance is learned, consciousness dissoci
ates into the automaton consciousness which repeats
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the movements and to a second awareness. The au
tomaton consciousness is cognitive disabled. The sec
ond awareness is somatic disabled.
Part of the available somatic energy is used to main
tain the dance, and part of the cognitive energy is
used to maintain the automaton. The remaining so
matic energy may become insufficient to maintain so
matic awareness and some anesthesia may be
present. The remaining cognitive energy may become
insufficient to maintain some cognitive functions
(such as attention and or judgement) and what may
appear to be suggestibility may be present.
Dancing combined with appropriate hypnotic sug
gestions and anchoring with somatic triggers can be
used for creating love trances.
Triggers
When a trance generating loop is repeated for which
there has been established a strong dissociated
trance plane, that is, a dissociated trance plane with
a trance force, then there is a strong tendency for the
dissociated trance plane to be created whenever the
trigger is invoked.
Many hypnotic inductions are done by the skillful
use of triggers. NLP practitioners call these "an
chors" when a somatic association is made to a disso
ciated state. Advertisers use musical jingles and vi
sual anchors — such as company logos — to invoke
brand recall and the subsequent product desire.
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Complex Trance Generating Loops
A trance generating loop can be thought of as a rep
etition of words. And yet, each word also has a mean
ing. A word is also the result of an underlying learn
ing process. For example, a trance generating loop
can be: I know my Mom really loves me. This trance
generating loop could conceivably be repeated by
someone and repeated often enough will produce a
trance. However, the word Mom is itself the trigger
of an underlying trance generating loop. What does
Mom mean? In order to answer this question, we
would need to discover the underlying trance gener
ating loop for Mom.
Characterize the Dissociated Trance Plane
It is important to assess the dimensions of the disso
ciated trance planes and to estimate the trance force
which will certainly exist. There are two ways to es
timate the dimensions of the dissociated trance
plane. First, the possible content of the dissociated
trance plane must be assessed; second, the boundary
of the dissociated trance plane must be determined.
The content of the dissociated trance plane includes
that which results from additional perceptions, un
usual abilities, or increased sensitivities. The bound
ary of the dissociated trance plane can be estimated
by discovering what cannot be in the dissociated
trance plane. By describing what is in the dissociat
ed trance plane as well as what cannot be in the dis
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sociated trance plane, an estimate of the dimensions
can be made.
Trances always cause a limiting of attention. What
attention is limited to is sometimes not the purpose of
the trance. Often the purpose of a trance is to elimi
nate awareness. For this reason, it is important,
when trance is presumed to exist, to examine and to
enumerate whenever possible, what is being excluded
from ego awareness.
Estimate the Trance Force
The trance force which is created by the dissociated
trance plane is partially the result of cognitive energy
conservation processes. For example, the dissociation
which occurs in hand levitation frees some cognitive
energy and this same energy is diverted into muscle
movement and rigidity. It may be possible to mea
sure components of the trance force by determining
how much counterforce is needed to prevent hand lev
itation. The energy at which dissociation ceases
would provide an approximate relative measure of
some trance force components.
The trance force is present when there is any
trance. That is, as soon as the dissociated trance
plane comes into existence, then there is a trance
force. The energy needed to break the trance is a
measure of the trance force.
With a first order trance generating loop the trance
forces are quite small. With second order trance gen
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erating loops there is a second dissociated trance
plane and a second trance force which is due solely to
the second dissociated trance plane. It is the combi
nation of the first trance force with the second which
provide a stabile trance and an order of magnitude
increase in the trance force. When sustained or pos
sibly in some ways modulated we postulate that the
trance force can affect other biological and nonbiolog
ical systems. The mechanism is not known how this
occurs. There seem to be similarities between trance
forces and electromagnetism in the sense that trance
forces propagate somehow. If this is the case, then
the trance forces would give rise to a new technology
very similar to the technology which has arisen from
Maxwell, Lorentz, Tesla and others.
Types of Trance
Because the primary induction process may occur ei
ther in the cognitive plane or in the dissociated plane
and the subsequent perception may be focused on ei
ther internal or external processes, trances may be
categorized into several major types, depending on
the combination.
Ordinary thought objects are impulses in the brain
which reflect in some sense the processes and sensa
tions that occur in the body. No restrictions are
placed on what a thought is nor what a sense is. The
cognitive plane is the theoretical plane of awareness
which is derived from thought objects.
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When the number and strengths of the dissociated
planes exceeds that of the primary cognitive aware
ness plane, the sense of self, the "I", switches to the
dissociated trance plane, which is often called a
trance state. Some cognitive functions when disabled
exhibit 'trance logic'.
Sensations and mentations which occur in trance
may occur either from external stimulation (voice,
images which are seen, sensations which are felt by
the body) or from internal stimulation (memories,
voices, visions, feelings and emotions). These sensa
tions may occur in either the cognitive plane or in the
dissociated plane, and give rise to different types of
trance. There are several types of trance which are
implied by the model. Each type depends on the loca
tion of the trance generating loop and the location of
the persons ego awareness.
Meditation Trance
The first type of trance is characterized by a gener
ating loop in the cognitive plane with internal stimu
lation which is perceived from the dissociated plane.
Meditation, mantra and inner visualizations are ex
amples of this type of trance. One may call this the
meditation type trance.
In order to induce a meditation trance all that is
necessary is to repeat some sequence of sounds or a
mantra or a trigger word mentally. After some time,
there will be the subjective dissociated experience of
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what appears as ordinary thought while at the same
time the mantra will be heard or experienced, possi
bly faintly or from far away. The duality of the sub
jective experience, that is of a repeating loop as well
as apparently ordinary thoughts is a meditation
trance. The apparently ordinary thoughts are actual
ly occurring in the dissociated plane, so the thoughts
are not ordinary. Some meditators if interrupted in
this state experience a mild shock or involuntary re
flex as the dissociated trance plane collapses.
There is a danger in meditation trance which may
not be obvious, and I want to discuss that now.
Many meditation groups will begin a meditation
silently, and then, at some point, the meditation lead
er will begin to speak. Sometimes the subject will be
a prayer and sometimes it will be meditation instruc
tion. Whenever you are meditating, all of your
thoughts occur in the dissociated plane. Your ego
consciousness is in the dissociated plane, and when a
meditation leader speaks, the suggestions which are
given have a hypnotic effect.
The meditation leader is inserting other sequences
which will either destroy the dissociated trance plane
or these sequences may change the dissociated trance
plane. Perhaps you have had the following experi
ence: you have been meditating with a group for thir
ty minutes or so and then the meditation leader be
gins to speak. You might have felt a jolt or shock as
the dissociated trance plane collapsed, or you may not
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have been aware that the meditation leader spoke at
all as you were so deep in the meditation trance, that
is, your awareness was in the dissociated trance
plane and some of your cognitive faculties were dis
abled. What did the meditation leader say to you? If
the meditation leader was skilled in making hypnotic
suggestions he could use the opportunity to program
you in beneficial ways, ways that enabled you to gain
more conscious control over the trance. On the other
hand, if the meditation leader were unskilled, or had
a hidden agenda, he might inadvertently make dis
turbing suggestions or suggestions which had the op
posite effect, such as: "we are no longer tense and the
sickness we feel has left our bodies," or "I let go and
die for you, Lord God." Such suggestion are an abuse
of trance. Because they are heard by the dissociated
ego, some of your cognitive functions are disabled and
all of the range of hypnotic effects can take place.
It may be for this reason that shamans and yogis
prefer to meditate alone and far away from people.
To be specific: the danger for you in meditating
around people who talk to you is that what they say
probably will have an hypnotic impact on you
whether you agree with it, or like it or not. When
someone speaks to you while you are meditating, the
meditation trance easily becomes a hypnotic trance.
Specifically, to use trance theory to analyze the situ
ation:
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Meditation is a form of trance in which the dissoci
ated ego awareness is in the dissociated trance plane.
Some cognitive faculties are disabled. There is often
a secondary order trance generating loop from the
dissociated trance plane to the primary trance gener
ating loop (the mantra or meditation task). Whenev
er anyone speaks to this dissociated ego, either:
1. The secondary order trance generating loop is in
terrupted.
2. The dissociated trance plane collapses.
3. The primary trance generating loop is interrupted
by the insertion of the external voice.
or
1. The external voice is heard by the dissociated ego
uncritically.
2. The dissociated trance plane is changes slightly
due to the external voice.
3. A constructive trance generating loop is created
by the changed dissociated trance plane. The con
structive trance generating loop may become a
'posthypnotic' action, depending on the content of the
external voice, the cognitive faculties that were dis
abled, the strength of the trance force and the content
of the constructed trance generating loop.
That is, while meditation is a trance, it can very
easily change to a hypnotic trance whenever someone
begins to talk to you while you are meditating.
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Because of the inherent dangers in hypnotic trances,
I would suggest that whenever a meditation trance is
desired, that there must be no external disturbance.
Or, to put it in another way, if you are meditating
and someone begins to speak with you, open your
eyes and stop meditating. Unless, of course, you
don't mind what they suggest.
If a meditation leader wishes to use trance theory to
deepen and strengthen the meditation trance through
a short term hypnotic procedure, then the first and
last suggestions should be "continue meditating."
Suggestions may be given to deepen the meditation
trance by establishing secondary order trance gener
ating loops over which the meditator has control. But
I feel it is an abuse of the meditator for anyone to ver
balize hypnotic suggestions.
Hypnotic Trance
The second type of trance is characterized by a gen
erating loop in the cognitive plane with an external
stimulation which is perceived from the dissociated
plane. Hypnosis, television viewing, movies, music,
driving a car, playing a drum are activities which are
examples of this type of trance. In short, this is the
hypnotic trance.
Traditional hypnotic trance induction used decades
ago required the operator to repeat a formula or to
make passes with the hands. Trance was induced by
means of this secondary order trance generating loop
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and the dissociation of the subject occurred with the
ego awareness moving in to the dissociated trance
plane.
In general, hypnotic trances are quite dangerous if
the content of the external stimulation is not con
trolled.
It is specifically because some cognitive functions
are disabled that suggestions from external sources
have their effect. Suggestions can alter the trance
forces which have been generated by the energy
changes in cognitive functioning. These trance forces
will have farreaching effects when the intensity of
these forces is high.
Once it is realized how hypnotic trance is created
and used, the answer to the frequently asked ques
tion: "Can you be made to do something against your
will when you are in a hypnotic trance?" is yes.
Those who say no either want to abuse you hypnoti
cally or they don't know what they are doing.
Addictive Trance
The third type of trance is characterized by a gener
ating loop in the dissociated plane with an external
stimulation which is perceived from the dissociated
plane. Addictions of all kinds are characteristic of
this type of trance.
The main difference between a hypnotic trance and
an addictive trance is in the location of the trance
generating loop. Any inner repetitive process which
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takes place in a cognitive disabled dissociated plane
(an unrealized unresolved emotional trauma, for ex
ample), and which is stimulated by or modulated by
external triggers is an addictive type of trance. Hyp
notic trances have their trance generating loops in
the cognitive plane, but addictive trances have their
loops in the dissociated plane.
In the beginning of this book, I mentioned that I
was addicted to meditation. When one meditates,
that is a meditation trance. When someone talks to
you while you are in a meditation trance, it very
quickly becomes a hypnotic trance. When you begin
to mentally repeat the external stuff you heard while
you are in a hypnotic trance, you begin to believe.
And when you start to believe, then you go into a ad
dictive trance which is addiction. This means that
your primary trance generating loop is now in the
dissociated plane, and your ego is also in the dissoci
ated plane, and you will have much less contact with
reality. In other words, you get stuck. In spite of the
fact that addictive trance is fundamentally disabling
such trances can seem very pleasurable. When a per
son is in a deep hypnotic trance with suggested anes
thesia, a knife cut can be perceived as a pleasurable
experience, when in fact it is damaging. When the
generating loop is in the dissociated plane, as in an
addictive trance, the knife cut can be experienced as
a pleasure which it is desirable to reexperience.
Addictive trances are the posthypnotic types of
trances where one can never get enough of the trance
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experience because fundamentally you are living in
an hallucination. Addictive trances are the types of
trances that consumers who watch a lot of television
can be in. They are the compulsive shoppers for ex
ample. Perhaps they watch a lot of television and
they have this urge to buy something; yet, the buying
of it does not satisfy the urge so they buy some more.
Basically, from a trance analysis point of view, the
consumer is trying to fulfill the hallucination of a
need. They are trying to shoot the hallucinated tiger
with a real gun. That is, there really is no need, but
the consumer, in this trance, hallucinates the need
and tries to fulfill it by buying something. The trance
generating loop occurs in the dissociated trance
plane, but requires some external stimulation, like
buying something, in order to complete the secondary
trance generating loop.
Other types of addictions can be analyzed in the
same way.
An alcoholic may have the following type of struc
ture: the trance generating loop which occurs in the
dissociated plane contains a painful idea or experi
ence or hallucinated vision along with a denial of the
painful idea connected with drinking alcohol. This
loop occurs in the dissociated plane, that is, in a
trance. The ego perceiving all this is in the dissociat
ed plane which is created by this loop. Physically
drinking alcohol helps reinforce the denial of pain. In
fact, the inebriating effect of the alcohol creates both
pain and its anesthetic denial of the pain. Thus,
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there is a connection between an external act (the
drinking) and the content of the dissociated plane in
which the trance generating loop exists. Other struc
tures are possible, including multiple dissociated
trance planes, and loops with other content as well as
secondary loops.
Centric Trance
A fourth type of trance is characterized by a gener
ating loop in the dissociated plane with an internal
stimulation which is perceived from the dissociated
plane. Centric trances contain multiple dissociated
trance planes in some of which the trance generating
loops are found. These types of trances are usually
quite complex and often generate strong trance
forces. Psychosis is sometimes characteristic of this
type of trance. In general, a loop in the dissociated
plane means a type of selfinduced hypnosis is being
created in which the ego awareness is totally in
volved. It is a trance full of illusions, delusions, and
hallucinations. Body awareness is at a minimum and
so may be compassion.
The nature of centric trances implies that strong
trance forces are created. This is not to suggest that
everyone run out and try to generate a centric trance,
but the progressive training of the mind may enable
some individuals to create strong centric trances
which can be terminated at will.
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Highly developed egos, driven individuals on a "mis
sion," certain kinds of visionaries, artists, or selfpro
claimed messiahs, etc. are likely to be in successful
centric trances in which the trance forces are so in
tense that they sweep up others in their trance by po
tentiating dissociated trance planes and constructive
trance generating loops, often over distances. Movie
stars, gurus, saints and "Male chauvinist pigs" could
all be thought to be in these centric types of trances,
and there are others.
Summary of Trance Analysis
Mental phenomena can be analyzed in terms of
trance.
In order to do trance analysis, the following steps
should be taken.
1. On the most obvious level, the trance analyst
must look for obvious signs of the presence of a
trance. These have been enumerated above as char
acteristics of trance logic. These may be most obvious
when deep trance exists as well as the perception of
an intense trance force.
2. Once it has been determined that a trance (or
trances) exist, the trance analyst must try to deter
mine the underlying trance generating loops.
3. For each trance generating loop, the dissociated
trance plane must be described. Especially, the dura
tion and the boundary of the dissociated trance plane
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and a description of what is in the dissociated trance
plane as well as what is specifically excluded.
4. For each dissociated trance plane there is associ
ated a trance force. The strength or intensity, dura
tion and effect of the trance force must be estimated
and described.
5. Second order trance generating loops must also be
described as well as the deep effects of any triggers
within the loops.
6. Once the trance generating loops and dissociated
trance planes are specified along with the trance
forces then the type of trances are important to iden
tify.
Being able to recognize a trance and to begin to dis
cover some of the underlying characteristics will en
able you to begin to change and to attempt to termi
nate some of the trances.
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Contemporary Hypnosis and
Trance Technology
Dissociation
There is actually nothing new about the concept of
dissociation, which is defined as "the splitting off of
certain mental processes from the main body of con
sciousness with various degrees of autonomy" (Hil
gard, 1977, 1992). This definition, however, is too
vague to be useful for describing trance. Specifically
Hilgard's definition seems to circumscribe at least
three types of distinct phenomena all of which could
be termed "dissociation," but which are functionally
different in important ways. The three types of disso
ciation are abstraction, autonomous multiprocessing
and trance.
Dissociation generally is the mechanism by which
mental processing becomes distributed to dominant
and latent sequences. When both dominant and la
tent sequences are continuing at the same time, then
there is parallel processing. The latent sequence be
comes the trained automaton. Parallel information
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processing, with or without awareness, seems to be a
fundamental, distinct and common type of dissocia
tion. A common example of parallel information pro
cessing is when you are stirring a cup of coffee and
looking around the room. This is not a trance. The
dominant sequence is looking around the room and
the latent sequence is stirring the coffee. It becomes
an obvious trance when your attention becomes fixed
on one spot, and becomes obviously deeper when you
cannot stir your coffee.
Abstraction is another type of dissociation in which
a symbol is used for a concept. The symbol is domi
nant and the concept is latent. Abstraction is a cog
nitive method of saving energy. It is not a trance. It
can become a trance under certain conditions howev
er. For example, the word 'table' is an abstraction for
a certain class of objects. When the word table is re
peated often enough, slowly and with such emphasis
that access to the latent content becomes increasingly
fascinating and absorbing, a trance is produced.
Words with a rich latent content work better, but this
example can show you that it is the process and not
the word that produces the trance.
What distinguishes the dominant from the latent se
quences of dissociation is the disabling or enabling of
certain cognitive functions from the latent sequence.
To distinguish the above definition of dissociation
from other ideas of dissociation, I would agree with
Hilgard (1977) that dissociation is a normal aspect of
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information processing. I would not agree with Bar
tis and Zamansky (1986) that dissociation is an "in
consistency" between an individual's perception of an
event and other concurrent behavioral and/or cogni
tive aspects of the same event. I partially agree with
Spiegel (1986) that dissociation is a condition in
which specific subsets of material exclude other sub
sets of material from conscious awareness. I would
agree with Berstein and Putnam (1986) that dissocia
tion includes normal and abnormal experiences, but
not that it was a continuum, and I would disagree
wholeheartedly that dissociation itself is pathological.
Belief and Compliance
Wagstaff (Lynn and Rhue, 1992) suggested that it
would be better to disregard all the standard refer
ences to "trance," "altered states" and so on and to ex
plain the phenomenon of hypnosis from a social and
psychological perspective. In Wagstaff's view hypnot
ic phenomena are better explained through the con
cepts of belief and compliance.
From my point of view, belief and compliance them
selves can be explained as social phenomena which
occur due to trance generating loops which occur over
time and to the dissociative states which result when
ever the collective latent sums of these trance gener
ating loops gain enough energy to produce appear
ances seeming to be realities separate from the origi
nating trance generating loops. The actual content of
the trance generating loop in a hypnotic inductive sit
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uation (arm levitation, for example) is different from
the content of a trance generating loop in a television
commercial (brand recognition, purchase motivation,
brand loyalty, for example), which is again different
from the trance generating loops in religious, political
or scientific activities. Yet, all trance generating
loops have the potential, under certain conditions, of
creating the appearance of a separate reality. In my
opinion, it is not necessary to study arm levitation,
brand loyalty, and nationalism as separate phenome
na.
The question is not whether hypnosis exists. Hyp
notic trance is a cognitive condition which has mea
surable physiological consequences (Kawano and oth
ers), although the techniques for measurement are
only now being developed in a sophisticated manner.
Hypnosis is also a phenomena which can be ex
plained as a very specific type of trance within the
suggested paradigm. However, the present paradigm
also suggests that social psychological concepts such
as belief, compliance, expectation and so on cannot be
used as explanations for trance.
A belief, for example, occurs whenever a trance gen
erating loop has sufficient energy to produce a disso
ciation and the appearance of a separate reality.
Since a socalled hypnotic state is also the result of
trance generating loops (induction) and the resulting
dissociation, the concept of belief cannot logically be
used to explain hypnosis since belief is itself another
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example of the same phenomenon. The same argu
ment can be made for compliance.
There is no need to introduce more and more terms
to describe trance and other altered states of con
sciousness. It is sufficient to use already known con
cepts such as thoughts, thought objects, awareness
and dissociation, but to define them in such a way
that they describe systems phenomena. A wellde
fined system model for trance can help to provide a
unified theoretical paradigm for hypnosis. Whether
the underlying terms and their phenomenological
consequences can be accurately measured can be left
for developing future technologies.
How professional hypnotists create trance
According to Hammond (1990), writing in the Hand
book of Hypnotic Suggestions and Metaphors for the
authoritative American Society of Clinical Hypnosis,
these are the techniques which are used by profes
sional hypnotists and clinical hypnotherapists to in
duce trance and how these specific techniques are
viewed from a trance engineering perspective.
Create positive expectancy
Creating positive expectancy is what Wagstaff calls
compliance. In general, a client who has a problem
and who comes to a hypnotherapist for a solution to
that problem already has agreed to be compliant and
has a positive expectancy whether or not it is verbal
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ized. The therapist has nothing to do with creating
this positive expectancy; it is enough if the therapist
doesn't blow it for the client by saying something
stupid. Expectation has nothing to do with primary
inductions and has nothing to do with secondary in
ductions. It is also possible to induce trance by creat
ing negative expectancy. Therefore, positive ex
pectancy is not a condition for trance for the client.
The autohypnosis of the therapist, however, will
have subtle, yet powerful effects in creating trance.
The autohypnosis of the therapist can potentiate dis
sociated trance planes and produce constructive
trance generating loops in the client.
Creating an acceptance or yes-set
Limiting choice establishes an important condition
for trance. When a client is seeking approval and ac
ceptance, it is easy to utilize this desire to motivate a
client to accept an impoverished reality set. This,
however, is a form of trance abuse, in spite of the fact
that the results of the trance may be laudable.
From the point of view of trance theory, it is not nec
essary to create either an acceptance or a yesset or a
rejection or a noset; it is only necessary to limit
choice. The requirement of acceptance or yesset as
sumes that compliance is a condition for trance. This
condition is limiting and unnecessary.
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Erickson's principles of individualization and
utilization
One example of Erickson's principle of individual
ization is the NLP technique of tailoring responses to
correspond with a client's natural sense modalities
(visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory). This tech
nique paces a client on a somatic level and represents
a limitation of attention as well as the construction of
a primary trance generating loop. This corresponds
to all of the critical elements of trance creation.
Establish rapport and a cooperative relationship
This requirement for an hypnotic trance is nothing
more than compliance and limiting attention. Com
pliance has nothing to do with trance  unless you
are a social psychologist  but limiting attention
does, if you are a trance engineer. The idea of rap
port is the ideational, emotional and behavioral con
gruence between two people. Rapport suggests a mu
tual pacing or reflection resulting in feelings of close
ness, comfort and safety. From a trance engineering
point of view, rapport is the mutual pacing loop — it
is a cybernetic loop — which produces congruence
and the resulting rapport which is termed a coopera
tive or compliant relationship.
The cooperative relationship between the therapist
and the client is more fully described by Gilligan.
Rapport and the resulting cooperative or compliant
relationship is more quickly developed by utilizing
Erickson's principle of individualization and utiliza
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tion. A trance engineer, however, would recognize
that underneath these social psychological ideas of
cooperation, rapport and compliance is the loop, the
mutual pacing loop; it is nothing more than a human
system cybernetic loop and is another specific exam
ple of a trance generating loop. It is the trance gener
ating loop that is the necessary and sufficient condi
tion for trance. All such loops limit attention by defi
nition and when repeated often enough will induce
trance.
Interactive trance and confirming the acceptability
of suggestions
Tailoring suggestions to be congruent with a clients
expectations is a form of pacing of a client and devel
ops a limitation of attention as well as enables the
construction of a primary trance generating loop. So
long as limiting and repeating aspects are present,
trance will be created.
The carrot principle
Linking a client's motivations with your own sug
gestions is a form of pacing of a client and develops a
limitation of attention as well as enables the con
struction of a primary trance generating loop. So
long as limiting and repeating aspects are present,
trance will be created. I am repeating this because
you are probably already in a trance.
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The law of concentrated attention: repetition of
suggestions
The repetition of suggestions will limit the attention
and create the conditions for dissociation and trance.
This is an important aspect of trance creation and
maybe you should tell your friends what a great dis
covery this is.
You may get the idea by now that what is set forth
as multiple principles in inducing hypnotic trance are
actually — from a trance engineers point of view —
mere variations on the same principle.
The law of dominant effect
Seeking to stir your powerful emotions and to con
nect hypnotic suggestions to them is a use of your
memory and the use of residual awareness and prior
existing triggers in order to create a trance. This is
properly a type of secondary induction.
The law of parsimony
Trances are induced without reference to a clock or
billing rates. The law of parsimony has nothing to do
with trance. It has something to do with the effective
use of a professional hypnotist's billable time.
The principle of interspersing and embedding
suggestions
Making suggestions when judgement is disabled is
trance abuse. For a list of phrases which can be used
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for embedded suggestions, see below. This principle
has nothing to do with inducing trance either from a
primary or secondary induction point of view, but is
specifically a way of exploiting disabled cognitive
functions during a trance which has already been es
tablished.
The principle of positive reinforcement
This is a form of pacing of a client and develops a
limitation of attention as well as enables the con
struction of a primary trance generating loop.
The principle of positive suggestion
In a generative cognitive loop such as "I am not hun
gry" the word not often tends to be forgotten. The
loop can easily become "I am hungry." Perhaps the
reason for this is that the word not or no is a trigger
for an often well established dissociation into a
pain/painrelieving trance. For this reason, behavior
ists and those who wish to instill suggestions often
rephrase negative suggestions into positive ones such
as "I feel really satisfied." Trance theorists will im
mediately recognize that the no or not is a trigger
word into a primary induction to a pain trance. Since
this trance is a somatic nono, the only suggestion left
once good judgement is disabled is the positive one
when the not is eliminated: "I am hungry." It is for
this reason that suggestions are made from a positive
point of view.
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This principle is important for parents to imple
ment. I wince whenever I hear a parent scream at a
child: "Don't run into the street; you'll get hit by a
car!"
The principle of successive approximations
The expectations of the hypnotherapists have noth
ing to do with trance induction unless the hypnother
apists are themselves in a trance.
The principle of trance ratifications
Trance ratification refers to the process of providing
the client with an experience that verifies for the
client that they have been in a hypnotic trance.
Trance ratification is an attempt by the hypnothera
pist to make a secondary trance generating loop.
That is, the client makes a reality map from the dis
sociated plane to the suggestions of the hypnotist.
Some hypnotic experiences which can help a client
realize that they have experienced or are experienc
ing a trance are:
1. Amnesia
2. Arm levitation. This is a classic.
3. Glove anesthesias or analgesia.
4. Ideomotor signaling. Raise your finger if you un
derstand this point.
5. Limb catalepsy.
6. Limb heaviness.
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7. Time distortion.
Although this socalled principle of trance ratifica
tion is effective in creating a secondary loop, trance
ratification is only one example of creating secondary
loops.
Timing of suggestions and depth of trance
When a trance has been established and some cogni
tive facilities have been disabled, hypnotherapists
will consider it an opportune time to make sugges
tions. This is trance abuse, but it works.
Pacing
Pacing represents a type of generative cognitive loop
which is effective for inducing trance. The loop is es
tablished in the head of the client, and is not only a
social loop between the hypnotist and his subject.
NLP practitioners utilize somatic clues such as eye
movement and verbal clues to indicate the most effec
tive ways to pace a subject. While for NLP practi
tioners such clues may be effective indicators, pacing
can be effective with any somatic clues. Thus, if ev
ery time a client blinked the therapist raised a finger
while in conversation this type of pacing would also
result in a trance generating loop. Typing somatic
and other clues, that is, mapping a client's eye move
ment or an astrological aspect to a therapist's clinical
response strategy, when consistent over time, will
constitute an effective trance generating loop and in
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duce trance in the client and often in the therapist,
too.
Pacing is what the tiger does to the rabbit. The
tiger watches the rabbit and moves in the same way
and at the same time that the rabbit does. The rabbit
doesn't feel that anything is unusual. Perhaps the
rabbit is not even aware of the tiger who almost
moves simultaneously with the rabbit's shadow. On
a human scale, pacing is reflecting, mirroring or fol
lowing the verbal, somatic and other clues of another
person. It represents a type of loop and represents a
limitation of attention and action. Pacing results in
feelings of comfort and safety; it is rapport. When
the tiger has paced the rabbit for some time the rab
bit may remember that every time it moved, some
thing in the shadows moved. Could it have been his
mother? At this point, the rabbit is dissociated. Part
of the awareness of the rabbit is remembering what
happened in the past and observing the tiger to see if
the tiger moves the way the rabbit's mother moves.
The rabbit naturally moves towards safety, except
now, because part of the cognitive functions of the
rabbit are disabled, and anyway, the tiger seems to
move also like a rabbit.
Leading and Embedded Commands
When the tiger jumps in such a way that leads the
rabbit to jump into an unsafe place, the tiger jumps
on the rabbit. Leading is what the tiger does to the
rabbit after the tiger has paced the rabbit for some
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time. On a human scale, if one paces a person long
enough, then it is possible to lead or to give a sugges
tion to the person and which the person will carry
out. The reason this works is that pacing is a trance
generating loop and when continued long enough al
ways results in dissociation and the disabling of some
cognitive functions. Once the cognitive functions are
functions are disabled, then a command can be given
which will be carried out often because judgement,
etc. is disabled.
The following are 'truisms' which can be used to car
ry embedded commands. Embedded commands do
not induce trance, but are forms of trance abuse; that
is, they are ways to utilize the disabled cognition of
the subject to gain acceptance of your horrible, im
moral, indecent and exploitative suggestions, or the
therapeutic, enlightening and relaxing ones. Embed
ded commands do not have anything to do with
trance induction, per se, but the nature of the behav
iors that embedded suggestions promote in subjects
might properly be considered to be compliance by
some psychologists.
The following is a rather long list, but it is impor
tant for you to understand that trance abuse can oc
cur in a variety of ways. In the following sentences,
you can substitute one of your favorite — but
naughty — desires as the [command] to understand
how trance abuse works in practical ways. Where
[pace] is indicated, simply describe the person you
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are talking to, such as 'You are sitting there' or 'You
are smiling now' and so on.
1. [command] in a way that meets your needs.
2. Someone once told me, [command]
3. Someone said, [command]
4. A person could, [name], [command]
5. A person is able to [command]
6. A person may [command], because [any reason]
7. A person may not know if [command]
8. A person might, [name], [command]
9. After [pace] you can [command]
10. All that really matters [command]
11. All that's really important [command]
12. Almost as though [command]
13. And as [pace] occurs, [command] may occur more
than you'd expect.
14. And do you notice the beginning of [command]?
15. And if you wish [command]
16. And it appears already that [command]
17. And maybe you'll enjoy noticing [command]
18. And when you [pace], you'll [command]
19. And would you be willing to experience [com
mand]?
20. And would you like to [command]
21. And you begin to wonder when [command]
22. And you can be pleased [command]
23. And you can wonder [command]
24. And you can wonder what [command]
25. And you will be surprised at [command]
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26. And, in an interesting way, you'll discover [com
mand]
27. Are you aware of [command]
28. As soon as [pace], then [command]
29. As you feel [pace] you recognize [command]
30. Almost as if .. [command]
31. At first [pace], but later [command]
32. At times like this, some people enjoy [command]
33. Can you [command]
34. Can you imagine [command]?
35. Can you notice [command]?
36. Can you really enjoy [command]?
37. Do you [command]
38. Does [command]
39. Don't [command] too quickly.
40. Don't [command] until you [command]
41. Eventually [command]
42. Everybody [command]
43. Everyone [command]
44. Give yourself the opportunity to see if [command]
45. How would it feel if you [command]?
46. I could tell you that [command] but [command]
47. I don't know if [command]
48. I wonder if you'd like to enjoy [command]
49. I wonder if you'll be pleased to notice [command]
50. I wonder if you'll be reminded [command]
51. I wonder if you've ever noticed [command]
52. I wouldn't tell you to [command], because [pace]
53. I'd like you to begin allowing [command]
54. I'm wonder if [command]
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55. I'm wondering if you'll [command], [name] or not.
56. If you [pace], then [command]
57. In all probability [command]
58. In every culture [command]
59. Is isn't important [command]
60. It gives everyone a sense of pleasure to [com
mand]
61. It is a very common experience to [command]
62. It isn't necessary to [command]
63. It may be that you'll enjoy [command]
64. It may be that you're already aware of [com
mand]
65. It's easy to [command], is it not?
66. It's so nice to know [command]
67. Just allow it to happen [command]
68. Kind of like [command]
69. Maybe it will surprise you to notice that [com
mand]
70. Maybe you haven't [command], yet.
71. Maybe you'll [command]
72. Most of us [command]
73. Most people [command]
74. One can [name], [command]
75. One could [command], because [pace]
76. One doesn't have to, [name], [command]
77. One may, [name], [command]
78. One might, you know, [command]
79. People can, you know, [command]
80. People don't have to, [name], [command]
81. Perhaps beginning to notice [command]
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82. Perhaps noticing [command]
83. Perhaps you are [command]
84. So that it's almost as if [command]
85. Some people [command]
86. Sometime [command]
87. Sooner or later [command]
88. Sooner or later, everyone [command]
89. The closer you get to [command] the more you
can [command]
90. The feeling of [pace] will allow you to [command]
91. There was a time when you didn't [command]
92. Try to resist [command]
93. Very likely [command]
94. What happens when you [command]?
95. When you [pace] please [command]
96. When you [pace], then [command]
97. While you [pace] you can [command]
98. Why don't you [command] before you [pace]
99. Will [command]
100. Will you [command] now, or will you
[command]?
101. Will you [command], or [command], or [com
mand]?
102. With your permission [command]
103. Without knowing it, you've [command]
104. Without really trying, it will just happen all by
itself [command]
105. You already know [command]
106. You already know how to [command]
107. You are able to [command]
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108. You can [command], because [command]
109. You can [command], can you not?
110. You could [command]
111. You don't have to [command]
112. You don't need to be concerned if [command]
113. You may [command]
114. You may not know if [command]
115. You may or may not [command]
116. You might [command]
117. You might not have noticed [command]
118. You might notice how good [command] feels,
when you [command]
119. You might notice the feelings [name] as you
[command]
120. You might notice the sensations in [pace] while
you [command]
121. You might want to [command], [command] now.
122. You probably already know [command]
123. You won't [command] until [command]
124. You've known all along how to [command]
125. [pace], [pace], [pace], and [command]
All of the above statements are used by hypnothera
pists in order to embed commands which may not be
noticed by a person whose attention is not specifically
attuned to the possibility that commands can be sug
gested through the use of these phrases. This type of
manipulation is also trance abuse.
If a hypnotherapist simply uses these forms without
a subject being dissociated the subject will, like the
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old rabbit, realize that the shadow contains a tiger.
These forms are effective only as delivery systems.
All of these subtle and notsosubtle suggestions do
not have much to do with inducing trance as I have
defined it, unless these suggestions were repeated. If
the subject is already dissociated and partly disabled
the above paradigms can be efficient methods of de
livering suggestions. Because these suggestions and
manipulations don't have much to do with inducing
trance as I have defined it, one could almost agree
with Wagstaff that compliance and belief have a lot
to do with hypnosis, if it exists at all. And if the
above suggestions were somehow identified as being
important for inducing hypnotic trance, I would have
to agree with Wagstaff that a belief in hypnosis has a
lot to do with a belief in leprechauns and compliance
is a condition for inducing trance.
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Magic and Trance Technology
Reorientation
There is a lot of work to do in order to put what is
already known about trance and how it is currently
used into the categories of the model so that it can be
used as a technology. In order to reorient you to this
perspective, I will present ways to induce trance and
give examples. In addition, I will make comparisons
to what now exists and explain what is being done
from my perspective.
The application of the principles of trance theory
will probably be most productive and effective in hyp
nosis, hypnotherapy, meditation, religious rituals and
magic, shamanistic practices, research in altered
states of consciousness, and in possibly understand
ing and treating difficult 'trancelike' pathologies such
as addictions and some delusional psychoses.
To make the bridge from magic to technology is a
considerable amount of work. If there is no resis
tance to applying a technological technique to some
thing as personal as religious ritual, then the possi
bilities of more effective religious ritual can increase.
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When a person does not have a vested, personal, emo
tional or private interest in maintaining their own
ideas about magic or shamanism, it is more likely
that the idea of making magic into a technology will
be well accepted as an exciting possibility full of
promise.
In either case, understanding how trance works and
then practicing some of the techniques is the best
way to start.
Inducing Trance
The following describes techniques to induce trance
by promoting or setting the conditions to enable dis
sociation.
The first technique always uses a repeated set of
stimuli in order to create the condition for dissocia
tion. This will fit with the description in Chapter 3.
Japa meditation, chanting, trance music, and repeat
ed somatic acts are all primary inductions. Primary
inductions always create triggers which can be later
used in secondary inductions. A pure primary induc
tion always uses a repeated set of stimuli which are
not triggers. However, primary inductions always
create triggers which can give a name to the residual
awareness components of the trance. It is important
to identify these triggers. This will enable a more
rapid creation of trance in the future. In general, be
ing able to create and establish trance only takes
time. Some people take a bit longer, some a bit short
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er, but eventually, with the establishment of triggers,
all go into trance.
Secondary inductions use the triggers that have
been established by primary inductions. Under the
proper conditions, a trigger will potentiate or con
struct representations of the original set of stimuli
and potentiate the trance. These are the techniques
that advertisers use to induce light trances. Some
marketing techniques refer to hot buttons, which con
sist of words like deserve, remember, imagine, etc.
Such words trigger inner processes and potentiate
dissociation. These hot buttons, when used, are
called secondary inductions. Words which evoke vi
sual memories are also triggers and effective for
many people. Metaphorical hypnotic techniques use
primarily secondary inductions because the
metaphores evoke inner processes which are often
triggers for trances. Somatic triggers also work. The
skillful use of triggers alone is sufficient to create
trance. All hypnotic inductions use a combination of
triggers and repetition in order to create the dissoci
ated trance plane. Once the dissociated trance plane
is created, then one must establish secondary trance
generating loops in order to stabilize the dissociated
trance plane.
Primary Inductions
Primary inductions use a trance generating loop to
produce a pure dissociation rather than accessing
triggers. Triggers, such as are used in NLP, and by
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advertisers, will, of course, work, but triggers always
carry the associations of the underlying trance gener
ating loops. These underlying loops can create alter
native and undesirable dissociated trance planes.
Secondary Inductions
The use of triggers in order to invoke prior trance
states must be done with some trance analysis be
forehand. Although if it is simply desired to disable
the critical judgement of a person before abusing
them, triggers will be mostly be sufficient.
Emotional trigger words are often used by some ad
vertisers, political and religious groups in order to
perform a type of trance abuse that is tantamount to
rape, but cannot be justified by arguing that the sub
ject is voluntarily 'compliant'.
Secondary inductions are used in NLP and in many
socalled consciousnessraising activities which really
are not consciousnessraising at all, but are merely
methods for disabling critical judgement. This en
ables the skillful operator to make suggestions of mir
acles quite easily.
Meditation Techniques
Inducing a meditation trance is something you must
do yourself. That is, the limitation of attention and
the repetition of a sequence (it need not be a mantra)
are the only critical conditions. What is important is
to be able to distinguish between a meditation trance
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— which is a technique you do yourself, and a hyp
notic trance — which is a technique someone does for
you.
In many traditions, a meditation student is first in
duced into a hypnotic trance by a meditation teacher.
This hypnotic induction takes place during instruc
tion or initiation or religious training or through a
performance of ritual magic. It need not be so, but
generally it is this way. The purpose of the hypnotic
trance is to give a student the experience of trance,
and, in so doing, explicitly instruct the student on
methods that are effective in recreating that same or
a similar trance. It may be that because of traditions
of secrecy and because of a lack of knowledge of the
technology of trance, various extraneous symbols and
practices were attached to religious meditation prac
tices. It could be for this reason that meditation tech
niques are often identified with some specific reli
gious practice. In addition, the mantras or zikhr or
holy prayers which are used as part of the trance gen
erating loop are triggers to prior ideas or concepts or
to emotionally heavy events. Mantra triggers to emo
tionally heavy memories will tend to engage a person
on internal mental thoughts, visions and memories.
("Jesus died for your sins!") These types of mantra
triggers make it relatively easy to establish trance in
those persons who are easily drawn into such inter
nal processes. When such mantras are chosen, it be
comes especially easy to establish addictive trances.
With a lot of practice, devotion and anchored somatic
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secondary trance generating loops these religious ad
dictive trances can become centric with a rich range
of potentially delusional ideas. You can find your
own examples.
Autogenic training or selfhypnosis in which the pri
mary responsibility remains with the solitary practi
tioner is probably a safer way to selfinduce medita
tion trance. When groups of practitioners of medita
tion trance come together to enjoy a group medita
tion, one should be alert of the potential for a medita
tion trance to basically degrade into a hypnotic
trance, and with the concomitant possibilities of
trance abuse taking place.
One specific technique for meditation trance induc
tion goes like this: Use the mantra Shirim. Close
your eyes, wait about a half a minute, then start
thinking the mantra over and over again. Eventually
you will be bored and may even forget to repeat the
mantra. This means that the residual awareness in
the dissociated plane is of a higher energy than the
trance generating loop which consists of the mantra.
When you are aware that you have forgotten to re
peat the mantra, remember to go back to the mantra.
This sets up a secondary trance generating loop from
the dissociated plane to the primary trance generat
ing loop.
Another important point is to remember the mantra
rather than repeating it clearly. Remembering the
mantra invokes the residual awareness component,
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and this will help you to remain in the dissociated
trance plane. Hearing the mantra faintly is also a
technique for retaining the dissociative state.
Thoughts which occur do so while you are in a disso
ciated state. Never think you are 'just thinking' or
that your consciousness is 'normal.' It's not. You are
dissociated, and therefore some of your cognitive fac
ulties are disabled.
Mantras are not the only vehicles for inducing a
meditation trance. However, if you would like a list
of mantras to use, you can use any of the following,
and there are many, many more from the religious
and nonreligious traditions of the world (gathered
from public sources):
Eng, Em, Enga, Aing, Aim, Ainga, Aima, Shiring,
Shirim, Hiring, Hirim, Kiring, Kirim, Sham, Shama,
Ing, Im, Shiama, Om Mane Padme Hum, Ya Ali, Hu,
Hare Kali Om, Jai Ram, Hare Om, Om Nama Shiv
aya, Yaweh, Shri Shri Aing Aing Namah Namah,
Money, Love, Sex, Health, Happiness, Power, Peace.
Other techniques of meditation, such as a visualiza
tion, will also be effective. You can actively visualize
a face or a symbol (a circle, a cross, a star, the num
ber 9, the mantra Hu) and when the symbol fades
and you become aware that it has faded, you recon
struct it again mentally. This is basically the same
form as the technique described above. Again, the
trance generating loop does not need to be a mantra
or a visualization and the actual content of the loop
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does not need to be religious. It can also be political,
or emotional or financial.
Besides using any of the five senses as vehicles for
the trance generating loop, you can also use somatic
awareness such as watching your own breath. This
technique is popular among Buddhists, for example.
Again, the trance generating loop is the breath itself:
the inhalation, the retention, the exhalation. The
dissociated trance plane occurs when you forget to
watch your breath. Then you should remember to
watch your breathing. This will establish the sec
ondary trance generating loop.
Other meditation trance techniques involve what
might be called 'movement of awareness' in which
you place your inner awareness on the chakras and
move this awareness from chakra to chakra. As you
do this, you can associate a mantra with each chakra,
a color, a smell, and so on. You may integrate a par
ticular body movement with your inner awareness as
it moves along your spine or throughout the far
reaches of the cosmos. Elaborate meditation trance
techniques such as these are popular among the Ti
betans and were practiced by ancient civilizations.
Again, the trance generating loop in this technique is
each point of your awareness. The content is not so
important, but the fact that it is repeated is critical.
What is important about content is to realize that
when the dissociation occurs, the content will act as a
suggestion. The suggestion may not be verbal, but
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will have some effect on the potentiation of the trance
force.
Improving your trance
Strong trance forces result in both the possibility of
perception of subtle processes and the potential for
action at a distance and changes in remote processes.
For most people, this characteristic action of strongly
potentiated trance forces is the same as magic. Po
tentiating your trance force is critical for increasing
your magical powers, if that is what you want to do.
For most people it simply is not possible to create
these strong trance forces. Creating strong trance
forces require the personal ability to sustain a strong
dissociated trance plane and to act while in a deep
trance. For many people, as soon as they are aware
that they are dissociated and in a trance, the trance
terminates. Channellers and healers are two groups
who presumably can maintain their trance and move.
People who manage to create centric trances can act
while in a deep trance. However, such people may or
may not have a good grip on reality; that is, they
might be delusional psychopaths. Some buyer's cau
tion is advised; your mileage may vary.
Perhaps one of the reasons drugs are so desirable by
many people is that drugs can help to maintain the
dissociated state. Music, especially drumming, also
helps to maintain the dissociated state through its
repetitions of melodies and rhythms. However, the
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unfortunate fact is that music and drugs create hyp
notic trances and not meditative trances. Therefore
what is created is more likely to be hallucination
rather than the strong trance forces associated with
magic. The other problem with the use of drugs to
enhance altered states is that drugs do not allow you
to develop the conscious skills you need in order to
control the trance force. In order to control the
trance force you need to be able to do it yourself,
without any external help at all and you certainly do
not need to deal with interfering drug induced hallu
cinations.
A person who wishes to sustain a strong trance force
must be fully capable of entering into meditation
trance where the dissociated trance plane is stabile
and the shape can be modified at will. This means
that conscious control over the dissociated trance
plane is required. Secondary order trance generating
loops might be necessary at the beginning, but full
conscious control requires that no secondary order
trance generating loops be present.
Here is one way to develop strong trance forces.
1. Establish a meditation trance.
2. Stabilize the dissociated trance plane and deepen
the trance with a secondary trance generating loop.
3. Keep your ego awareness in the secondary order
dissociated trance plane.
Practice changing the
shape of the primary dissociated trance plane by
changing the secondary trance generating loop. Then
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remove the secondary order trance generating loop
and merge your ego back onto the primary dissociat
ed trance plane.
4. The merging of the ego awareness in the primary
dissociated trance plane must not break the trance.
For many people, as soon as they become aware that
they are in a trance, they come out of the trance. Or,
if they are aware that they are in trance they can't do
anything. Or, as soon as a deep trance is fully devel
oped they become unconscious. These and other
problems prevent most people from developing any
controllable trance force.
In order to create trances with a strong trance force
component, second order trance generating loops are
necessary at the beginning. This means, practically,
that within the dissociated trance plane an effort
must be made to continue the trance generating loop.
In meditation practices this is often the case since in
structions are often given that "as soon as you are
aware of your thoughts, easily go back to the
mantra". Basically it means that no matter in what
mental state you find yourself, even if most of your
normal cognitive faculties are disabled, you must con
tinue to do the process which caused the primary dis
sociation. This creates a secondary order trance gen
erating loop. At this point, do not modify the primary
trance generating loop. Just continue for a sufficient
ly long time so that the dissociated trance plane is
well established. The primary trance generating loop
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adds a component of the trance force, and the sec
ondary order trance generating loop will also add a
component of the trance force. The primary dissociat
ed trance plane will become quite stabile at that
point that the secondary order dissociated trance
plane becomes established. You will then be in a
deep trance.
In order to make this clear, I will discuss the same
strengthening of a trance from the point of view of
the other three types of trance.
Meditation trances can be strengthened with the
use of secondary order trance generating loops. Hyp
notic trances can be strengthened by choosing the ap
propriate external stimulation to deepen the trance.
The key word here is appropriate. How can you know
that what your meditation guru says to you while you
are in a deep meditation trance is really appropriate
for your set of mental associations?
Addictive
trances can be strengthened by putting the ego on the
secondary order trance generating loop and use any
primary trigger to reinforce the secondary order
trance generating loop. That means that you would
rather meditate than do the dishes or win the lottery.
Centric trances use any change in the dissociated
trance plane to strengthen or reinforce the secondary
order trance generating loop. Secondary trance gen
erating loops tend to lock in the first order trance
generating loops. When strong trance forces are
present, you can be sure you are dealing with a per
son in one or more deep trances. Psychotics, addicts
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and religious zealots are often in these types of deep
trances.
Secondary order trance generating loops
are often are connected with the motivations to per
form stressrelated behaviors.
For an addict, it means that whatever the causative
substance or process, the dissociated state which is
produced always results in doing more of the drug, al
cohol or behavior which is at the root of the addiction.
This secondary trance generating loop will fix the ad
diction rather well, but the effect of the drug or alco
hol will tend to destroy the ego awareness.
For a centric trance, it means that the dissociated
state produces more of the same type of behavior
which was at the cause of the dissociation. Persons
who are in centric trances are very difficult to deal
with. They have their own realities, vivid hallucina
tions which are to them indistinguishable from reali
ty. You could call them saints, or maniacs. The
trance forces which they create are in general poten
tially quite impressive.
For a witch, the results of a magical ritual which
was conducted within the circle should create the
same conditions which gave rise to the magical circle.
The secondary order trance which results over time
should help to transform the witch and increase the
trance force considerably.
What is also important for a witch or magician or
others who work with trance forces to be aware of is a
strong grounding of the ego structure in meditation
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trance is critical to prevent loss of energy through the
inadvertent creation of hypnotic or addictive trances.
Such trances may 'feel good' but they dissipate the
trance force.
If you wish to become effective with magic, you must
be able to create and sustain intense centric trances,
and to use them without any delusions at all. Centric
trances create full realities, therefore there is quite a
temptation to lose yourself in these false realities.
Most 'pretend' witches will be in hypnotic trance or
addictive trances (or even disabling centric trance),
and the trance force will be spent in disabling hyp
notic or addictive processes. This means that the
trance force will not function according to any 'will' of
the witch, except perhaps to create rather vivid and
believable hallucinations, i.e. delusions.
It is quite important for groups of witches or magi
cians to develop meditative trances individually first,
such that there is at least one strong trance force in
the group which can carry any weaker individuals. It
would also be important — from a trance theoretic
point of view — not to verbalize too much while in a
circle. Such verbalizations will always disturb the
dissociated trance planes and create other types of
trances. The effect of such secondary trances will de
crease or corrupt the trance force. There is a great
tendency to elaborate rituals in the new goddess de
votions, but from a trance point of view, these verbal
ized rituals always become hypnotic trances and can
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even become addictive trances. It is very important
to use good trance engineering practices when mak
ing new rituals for magical purposes.
Groups which are interested in creating strong
trance forces, must first establish strong trance forces
by means of meditative trance on an individual basis.
If this is not done, it is nearly almost certain that the
trance forces will be diminished and that the medita
tive trance will degrade to a hypnotic trance. Groups
in a meditative trance which expose themselves to
the machinations of individuals who are in a centric
trance risk the conversion of their meditation trances
to group hypnotic, addictive, or, in some cases, dis
turbed and delusional psychotic trances. This phe
nomenon is found mostly in cults, but also in political
movements.
For a shaman, the use of plants or substances to
give rise to sensitivities to elemental plant and ex
traterrestrial energies should be causative to creating
the same conditions which gave rise to the use of
plants or substances and the encounters with other
life forms. The secondary order dissociation which
results over time should transform the shaman and
increase the trance force to a high degree of empathy
and understanding of alien entities and energies.
Most of the trances which are invoked by those who
wish to enable the trance force will probably create
hypnotic and addictive types of trances. These types
of trances are not at all effective for the work of au
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thentic witches or shamans or magicians, but these
will be the most common trances created. Primarily
what is produced is hallucination.
In order to avoid producing hypnotic and addictive
trances, it is critical to establish meditative trances
first and to build the trance force independently over
a long period of time. If there must be external stim
ulation of the dissociated ego, then the stimulation
should preferably be free of content. That means mu
sic or drumming — without words — is probably one
safe way. If secondary trance generating loops are
intended to strengthen the trance forces, then consid
erable care in the design should be taken so that they
can be removed. Preferably a complete trance analy
sis should be undertaken first in order to determine
the depth and range of any triggers within the trance
generating loops.
Most people cannot sustain even a simple dissociat
ed state consistently enough or long enough to pro
duce any trance force at all. It is for this simple rea
son that there are few real magicians or yogis in this
world. The rarity of strong trance forces probably
have a lot to do with the false idea that hypnosis
doesn't exist. The fact is, that a significantly strong
trance force is fairly rare. It can and does occur in
deep trance states such as may be produced by deep
hypnosis, long and deep meditation, and even by cer
tain types of addictions and psychosis. There are
charismatic centrics who seem to be quite lucky, but
actually it is rather their highly developed trance
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force which works for them, or, we may also say,
sometimes against them.
Centric trances are shared by both psychotic people
(people with a destroyed ego structure, i.e. can't de
cide which dissociated reality is the real one) and by
gurus, shamans, saints and masters, (who mostly do
not have a destroyed ego structure) and also some
very egocentric people (who have chosen one of the
dissociated realities as the real one  and maybe they
are wrong) found in the movie industry and 'male
machopig' types.
Centric trances create strong
trance forces, and they are beyond being addictive
trances. People in centric trances certainly can do
math, ride a bicycle, perform healings, murder peo
ple, and even hear voices talking to them from out
side their heads (psychotics have this skill, and so did
some people mentioned prominently in some religious
books).
Becoming aware in the dissociated trance plane
One way to become aware in the dissociated trance
plane is to watch yourself as you go into a trance and
to observe the change in the dissociated trance plane
and what happens to any change in the trance force.
To do this, you can do this simple experiment.
Next time you are walking down the street, let your
awareness be on your feet, one after the other. After
a few steps, because this repetition is so familiar with
most people, you will almost immediately begin to
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dissociate or to think of other things. There is a dif
ference between your awareness in walking down the
street and your awareness when you are thinking
other thoughts. What you should become aware of is
how your awareness is different, what cognitive func
tions are disabled and what energy has increased at
the moment you have switched your thoughts from
the awareness of walking to thinking of other things.
This, and many other exercises, is what I did in order
to become aware of trance and the effects of trance.
There are many exercises along these lines in almost
every meditation tradition.
The thinking of other thoughts always occurs in a
trance; although you might argue that you are per
fectly conscious, there is always some cognitive dis
abling, and, in fact, your awareness is smaller, but
the trance force has increased (slightly). What is im
portant is to develop this secondary dissociated
awareness so that you can observe this change in
awareness as you go into trance. This secondary dis
sociated awareness is like a witness, and it is this
witness that you need to bring to life and stabilize, if
you wish to control the created trance force.
With practice, and as you are able to sustain this
witness consciousness, you may be able to under
stand the relationship between the shape of the dis
sociated trance plane and the trance force.
As I mentioned at the beginning of this book, maybe
this is all quite well known and well understood
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somewhere; but although I have searched, I have not
found anything which describes trance in this way.
Designing a trance
From a purely theoretical point of view, trance does
not depend on the content of the trance generating
loop. However, the triggers of important and power
ful trance generating loops become like mantras in
the sense that the triggers can evoke instant dissocia
tion and strong trance forces.
In addition, once a person is in a trance, the content
of the trance generating loop can act in a hypnotic
way.
Many years ago there existed the idea that if you
said to yourself: Every day in every way I am getting
better and better then sooner or later you would.
From the point of view of designing a trance, this
probably even works. Repetition of the idea causes
dissociation. The mind in the dissociated trance has
partially disabled cognition. Continuing to repeat the
trance generating loop would act as a suggestion to a
hypnotic trance. Continuing in this way could create
a powerful trance force which would implement the
suggestion even at a distance. If there were no
trance force created, then there would be no effect.
Designing a trance that works means that you must
be careful as to what the content of the trance gener
ating loop is in terms of secondary effects.
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The content of the trance generating loop is abso
lutely not a factor in creating a primary dissociation
and a meditation trance, but the content of the trance
generating loop can be an important factor in con
verting the meditation to an addiction or hypnotic
trance and will act as a suggestion to modify the dis
sociated trance plane. For example, with the dissoci
ated trance plane subsequently modified second order
trance generating loops may be created, or the prima
ry dissociated trance plane could become disabled
and the trance would stop.
Using the principles of trance engineering, here is
an example which might have meaning for you. If
you are working in a place that is not pleasing to you,
you might have, at some time in the past, said to
yourself "I hate this place; I hate this place; I hate
this place." This repetition, repeated in your mind,
will induce a trance. However, in the trance that is
created, you are doing yourself a disservice by prac
ticing bad trance engineering. What you produce
with this trance generating loop is anger, frustration
and disappointment. The trance force, if any is creat
ed, would repel most people, even people that could
help you. Instead, use some of the principles of good
trance engineering. Say to yourself, "What a joke;
what a big joke; what a big fucking joke." The effect
of this emotionally triggered trance generating loop
will, among many other effects, bring a smile to your
face as well as others. This effect, like magic, could
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change some of the characteristics of that place that
you seemed to hate.

Back to magic
The first order trance generating loop may not be
easily accessed even if known.
One may become
aware of the existence of strong trance forces by be
ing aware of a certain 'weirdness'. That is, the pres
ence of a strong trance force will tend to pull new peo
ple also into the same trance. Those who are gener
ating such forces may seem to have a type of charis
ma or 'magnetic personality'. This is indicative of the
potentiating effect of the trance force.
It is important to understand that the mechanics of
trance really has nothing to do with the personality
or ethics of the operator, magician, yogi, dentist,
shaman, priest, psychiatrist, politician, hypnotist,
witch, salesman or saint, per se.
So far, we have been discussing trance which has
been created through loops which occur solely in the
mind. I would now like to extend this idea to struc
tures or mental schema which are more abstract but
which are also linked to the mind through trance
forces.
If the schematic associative paths in the mind were
known and could be explicitly described, then the cor
responding state of consciousness would be known.
These associative schema are really nothing more
than the electrochemical paths, thus, an interesting
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possibility arises that if a trance force is applied to
associated schema, then it should be possible that the
corresponding state of consciousness will be potenti
ated.
To change any structure requires the expenditure of
energy. If a structure could be explicitly described as
above, by enumerating the paths, then the energy
needed to change any potential structure could be de
rived.
One of the most important forms of changing psy
chic structure is "learning". Learning, whether it be
new information, created material, or being con
vinced of an idea, likewise requires the expenditure
of energy by a source. This force is related to the en
ergy required in the target to change the psychic
structure plus the loss associated in transferring the
structure across space.
The more obscure or subtle the information to be
learned, the more energy is necessary to change or to
create the psychic structure in the target sufficient to
hold the associated network representing the new in
formation.
Potentiating thinking in a new mode then could oc
cur simply by traversing the "ego" along the nodes of
the new structure. This observation has an applica
tion in the use of trance forces.
Any cybernetic structure is an inductive trance
force. That is, a cybernetic structure, like a trance
force, will potentiate a force within reality and cause
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a structure to duplicate itself. This is what is meant
by inductive and in this sense, the trance force in
duces change in reality. A trance force sets up com
pelling or potentiating forces by the nature of its
structure. That is, consciousness potentiated by a
trance force must traverse the path along all similar
nodes of the path. Variance from the path of the
trance force requires that consciousness expend ener
gy to "break" the trance force. However, if conscious
ness succeeds in traversing along a path not specified
by the structure of the trance force, the trance force
"vanishes". I can hypothesize then, that it must be
the structure of the trance force itself which gener
ates the constraining forces to consciousness. If the
constraining forces were absent, then consciousness
would change. That is, consciousness would then re
flect the change in the underlying structure.
A trance force structure will duplicate itself under
induction. Primarily, the trance force structure must
be cybernetic. Second, the trance force structure
must be transformable to some type of pattern in evo
lution and must function in an area where the cyber
netic trance force structure is free to operate. It
would be then that the structure would potentiate
and replicate itself.
Powerful yogic trance states are often created by the
long term practice of meditation. Short term medita
tion trances are qualitatively different than long term
meditation trances. The reason for this is that the
ability to maintain higher intensity trance forces be
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comes easier and more conscious with time. This
may account in part for the differences in the spectac
ular effects that are reputed to yogis and the impossi
bility of scientists to replicate them.
Trance results from a repetition or looping of con
sciousness. When the content of the trance has
achieved a resonance, which is to say that the inten
sity of the trance can be maintained most efficiently,
special types of psychic forces are generated which
are called trance forces. The effects of these special
psychic forces are often falsely identified with the be
havior which produced them and even more so with
the person with whom they are most closely identi
fied.
When you realize how trances are produced and
what the effects of trances can be, it may be sufficient
to simply note that a particular person was employ
ing efficient trance techniques in order to generate
strong trance forces.
Trance — for a yogi or a magician — is merely a tool
consciously chosen and made efficient over years of
consistent practice to produce specific psychic results.
Trance — for most other people — is an unconscious
choice made to relieve pain or to avoid uncomfortable
feelings or situations.
The critical difference in these trances is that yogic
trances are created deliberately with the trance gen
erating loop entirely in the mind of the yogi. Most
other people slip into trances because they become
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the elements of other peoples trance generating loops
and therefore become subject — like pawns — to ma
nipulations.
Contacting other worlds, the unseen worlds of
plants and animals, for example, requires a special
type of awareness. Some cognitive functions must be
disabled and others must be enabled.
The magic circles of magicians and witches are
structures of trance forces and only one gross effect is
that they limit the attention of the witch; more sub
tly, such potentiated circles are inductive and both
create dissociated trances planes at a distance from
the circle and construct other patterns. The patterns
which are constructed are exact copies of the potenti
ated dissociated trance plane patterns established by
the witch. Depending on other local and global
trance forces, these constructed patterns will dissi
pate. Since most trance forces that are created in
this way are weak, the constructed patterns usually
quickly dissipate. In the cases where local and global
trance forces are supportive of the potentiated trance
force, the patterns are quickly established.
That is to say, it is easy to do magic to create rain in
a rain storm. It is possible to influence the weather
by magic alone if the trance force is strong enough.
The strength of the trance force depends on being
able to create and to skillfully manipulate simultane
ously two or more dissociated trance planes, to sus
tain them for long periods of time, to change their
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forms, and to modulate them. This must be done
without the practitioners destroying his ego structure
and creating psychotic delusions or addictions.
A model, such as this one, only has value so far as it
is useful and practical.
Knowing how to recognize trances, how to analyze
trance and to work with its components is only the
first step in using trance in magical and shamanistic
ways. There are many dangers that follow from the
use of trance to create alternate dissociated trance
planes with the intent that these dissociated trance
planes potentiate generating trance loops.
Delusions and the Breakdown of the Ego Structure
I have been describing fundamental and somewhat
normal or usual trance types. Because trance gener
ating loops are practically not constant, their dissoci
ated trance planes are also not constant. In normal
cases, this is not a problem. However, when trance
generating loops consist of highly charged triggers
and when secondary loops also contain triggers, mul
tiple dissociated trance planes may be created.
A normal ego structure may occasionally go into a
trance or dissociate for a short period of time. How
ever, when multiple dissociated trance planes exist
with stabilizing secondary loops, the combined reali
ties of the dissociated trance planes may exceed the
reality of the normal ego structure. In such a case,
the individual's realities are the hallucinations and
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memories taking place in the dissociated trance
planes, with one or more planes appearing to be real.
Such a structure would represent a very real break
down of the normal ego structure with the concomi
tant delusions clinically found in psychotics.
When the dissociated trance planes are carefully
constructed over a period of time, and with a good un
derstanding of trance engineering, it becomes possi
ble to create more shamanistic, healing or magical
trances rather than schizophrenic or psychotic
trances.
One of the main differences between a schizophrenic
and a shaman is that the shaman at least maintains
some normal ego structure so that it is possible for
the shaman to consciously manipulate the dissociated
trance plane forces in service of healing. This is what
people call shamanic 'magic.' The schizophrenic has
lost this ego structure and has very little control over
the dissociated trance planes. In such a condition,
the schizophrenic is delusional and may be frightened
of the hallucination and may react in relation to the
hallucinations rather than any normal appearances
of reality.
Terminating a Trance
Because trances may be created without knowledge
or intent, it is critical to understand the detailed me
chanics of trance and to discover specifically what
trances are enabled in an individual. Some trances
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may be terminated or replaced with other trances ei
ther with or without the permission or knowledge of
the subject.
In order to terminate a trance, you must first know
what type of trance it is you wish to terminate. Sim
ple trances are easy to terminate. More difficult are
the trances that are of long duration or which have
secondary loops. Life long trances and addictive or
centric trances with multiple secondary loops are ex
tremely difficult to terminate.
Terminating a meditative trance is fairly easy.
Only the trance generating loop needs to be inter
rupted. If there is no secondary order trance generat
ing loop, then interrupting the primary trance gener
ating loop will terminate the trance. If there is a sec
ondary order trance generating loop then that sec
ondary order trance generating loop must be inter
rupted first. Interrupting the primary trance gener
ating loop will not be effective because the secondary
order trance generating loop will reestablish it imme
diately.
Terminating a hypnotic trance can also be easy.
You can interrupt the secondary trance generating
loop or you can also disturb the primary trance gener
ating loop by intervention. Talk over the television,
for example, or simply turn it off.
Terminating a addictive trance is more difficult be
cause there is not too much access to the primary
trance generating loop, since it is in the dissociated
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plane. Practically, there are multiple secondary
trance generating loops. It is possible to manipulate
or substitute the external stimulation and to perturb
the trance generating loops to such an extent that the
dissociated trance planes will break down. Some
times you can drug switch, which is precisely substi
tuting one external component for another. However,
merely substituting one drug for one other drug is not
enough to break the secondary order trance generat
ing loop or the dissociated trance planes which are
derived from them especially if the substituted drug
also creates trance effects. In order to really termi
nate the trance, the external components must be
substituted so often that there is real instability in
the dissociated trance planes or that so many other
dissociated trance planes are created that the trance
forces become weaker and dissipate. By monitoring
the dissociated trance planes and discovering their
weak points, a therapist or analyst can learn how in
dividual trance addictions can be terminated. It can
be argued that merely substitution of one drug for an
other is not an ethical approach to trance termina
tion. It can also be an abuse. From this perspective,
groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous which substi
tute a religious addiction for an alcohol addiction are
not really solving the addiction, but are merely drug
switching. It could be argued that this is an abuse of
the potential of the addicted individual and is merely
a more socially acceptable form of codependency.
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Social responsibility concerns raise the hope that
pathological and addictive trances would always be
replaced with more benign trances or at least the in
dividual would be empowered to manipulate his own
trances. Empowering the individual to control their
own trances is one purpose of this book.
Trance therapies would ideally work to terminate
trance, or if terminating a trance is simply too scary,
then to replace pathological trances with more benign
trances.
The ostensible goal of spiritual consciousness rais
ing activities is to terminate trances, but often only
trance replacement occurs. In the worst cases benign
trances become pathological or delusional but with
the label 'spiritual.' Several examples of this are the
religious terrorists and the suicidal "martyrs for
God."
Trances which result from secondary order trance
generating loops are extremely difficult to break.
Deep hypnotic trances will always be found to have
secondary order trance generating loops. One strate
gy for breaking such trances is to attack the second
order trance generating loops first. It is my opinion
that attacking the first order trance generating loops
will be very difficult without first modifying or de
stroying the second order trance generating loop.
Start at any place in your trance. Addictive trances
reward an impoverished thoughtset. You can help
reduce the effects of any trance by rewarding the en
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richment of your thoughts. This means to expand the
variety of your thoughts without trying to remove the
thoughts you think are the problem. Continue ex
panding and enriching your thoughts with new and
stimulating ideas, people and experiences. When the
variety of your thoughts becomes robust, ideas will be
selfgenerating and the trance will naturally cease to
exist by definition.
Many trances are like 'bad habits', but really bad
ones; an idea or behavior which is repeated without
awareness. Replacing one habit with another does
not break the trance, it is simply replacing one trance
generating loop with another. The dissociated trance
plane may or may not be the same! What is more ef
fective is to increase the number of elements in the
trance generating loop, or to add complexity to the
trance generating loop. The idea is to make the
trance generating loop unstable so that the dissociat
ed trance plane cannot be sustained.
There is an opportunity to develop many new strate
gies for breaking these trances using the trance mod
el. A trance analysis is the primary requirement to
identify the first and second order trance generating
loops.
Like many technologies once well understood,
trance can be used for good or for evil and by anyone
willing to employ the techniques and willing to invest
the time and energy in order to develop conscious
control over the trance forces.
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So long as trance is generally poorly understood
then it is possible that shamsters can exploit this ig
norance by making false claims that the content of
the trance generating loops actually has something to
do with the effects being produced.
The Future of Trance Technology
The development of trance technology will certainly
demand that many human activities be examined as
to their trance characteristics. Once specific human
activities have been analyzed for trance, it becomes
possible to modify behavior in conscious ways.
Every new technology carries with it additional re
sponsibility. This is also true for trance technology.
Any technology can be quite dangerous for the imma
ture. Trances are dangerous enough for people who
get caught in a trance without knowing what is hap
pening to them. Those who consciously manipulate
people into trances for which there may be no escape
or which have secondary effects have committed a se
rious injury and should be held culpable at law.
What comes to mind in this regard is the television
trances which feed the hypnotized subjects endless
images of violence. Such hypnotized subjects are
without doubt potentiated to commit future violence
and the producers of such images should be held cul
pable for any such violent acts as though they had
committed it themselves.
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Good applications of trance technology would in
clude new diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.
Analysis of current therapeutic strategies from a
trance technology point of view would likely result in
more effective strategies. It may be that a simple
trance analysis would expose counterproductive
strategies when trance or behavior modification is a
desired outcome. I could imagine that the careful
construction of trances could bring the hope of new
possibilities or skills in people who had particular
disabilities.
With the careful development of the use of trance
force, some naturally skilled witches, magicians or
shamans might be particularly effective resources in
bringing about results in situations that would nor
mally be very difficult or impossible to resolve.
Conclusion
There is enough information in this small book to
start people thinking in a new direction about trance.
No doubt, some of the ideas here might later be
proven to be wrong or imprecise; but this is the possi
bility of any highly speculative theory. However, if
my specific personal and empirical researches are
correct, then I suspect that generally the structure of
the trance model should be valid. There are many
specific examples which suggest this is so. If the
model and the ideas are substantially correct, then
there are many important implications to be taken
which would affect the way we deal with trance.
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I have only lightly touched on many diverse aspects
of trance. In a preliminary book like this, I felt that
it was more important to make broad outlines of the
subject rather than delve into too many details or
show all the possible applications. The trance model
as expressed here provides opportunities for future
research. I welcome serious comments on the issues I
may have raised.
Human behavior can be changed and controlled by
means of trance. This is nothing new; it is already
happening worldwide with television, religion and so
on. What may be new is that trance technology will
help make this control more effective because trance
theory is a more of a precision instrument in a field
where there is a lot of controversy about trance. I do
not advocate that there should be more control; this
is just the inevitable reality of the introduction of any
new technology.
What might be hoped for is that trance theory will
be used for trance analysis and trance termination
rather than trance enhancement. Trance enhance
ment is like a power drug and when abused impover
ishes human potential; but there are many people
who are fascinated by trance, power, and drugs and
who will abuse power. In this sense and use, trance
theory would be dangerous.
The future of trance technology, therefore, has great
potential for good as well as for evil. Trance, but not
trance theory, is already being used by many people
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and groups and established commercial and social in
stitutions in both ways, so this is nothing new. What
is new is that by becoming aware of how trance works
in this more precise form, as described here, you may
have both the analytical tools for recognizing the poi
son as well as the possibility of finding the antidote.
You should also become aware of the real and imagi
nary prisons that are possible with trance. It is this
knowledge, perfected by long, careful and efficient
practice, which can either potentiate you or destroy
your worlds whether you are a priest, a therapist, a
magician, a politician or a psychotic.
A Final Warning
Creating multiple dissociated trance planes is po
tentially very dangerous. Addictive, centric and oth
er types of trances can have serious and permanently
damaging effects on the ego structure. Therefore, I
would seriously and emphatically warn those who
would experiment with these advanced trance forms,
to be extremely cautious. The danger specifically is
that you can easily create trances that are addictive
and which you cannot terminate. These trances can
have powerful and subtle side effects which may
cause you to have clinically psychotic delusions which
result in the permanent destruction of your ego struc
ture.
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Glossary
addictive trance: A type of trance characterized by
a primary inner trance generating loop and a
secondary hypnotic trance loop which has some
elements in the primary dissociated trance plane.
charismatic trance: A type of trance characterized
by a primary inner trance generating loop and a
secondary inner trance loop built in the primary
dissociated trance plane. The secondary dissociated
trance plane contains hypnotic trance generating
loops.
cognitive function: a mental ability or thinking
process.
cognitive object:

a thought, feeling, or inner

sensation.
dissociated trance plane (DTP): The specific set of
enabled cognitive functions which comprise a
trance.
dissociation:

A cognitive condition in which

conscious self awareness is set apart from other
conscious self awareness.
hypnotic trance:

A trance which results from a

primary trance generating loop some or all of which
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contents are external to a person.
loop running time: The time that it takes to repeat
one loop of cognitive objects.
meditation trance: A trance which results from a
primary trance generating loop all of which contents
are internal to a person.
mutual trance:

A hypnotic trance in which the

primary trance generating loop is shared by two
individuals.
pathological trance:

A fundamentally unhealthy

trance which unfavorably restricts choice, disallows
personal responsibility and results in an
impoverished condition.
primary induction:

The condition of starting a

trance generating loop on which further trances will
be constructed.
secondary trance loop: A cognitive loop between
the dissociated trance plane and the trance
generating loop. The purpose of secondary trance
loops is to stabilize trance.
thought object: See cognitive object.
time

to

trance:

The

duration

from

the

commencement of a trance generating loop until
there is a trance.
trance: (tràns) noun a specific type of dissociation
created by the repetition of cognitive objects and
resulting in one or more disabled cognitive
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functions. verb, transitive tranced, trancing, trances
To put into a trance; entrance.
trance abuse: The deliberate exploitation of a
person who is in a trance.
trance collapse:

The event and effects of the

termination of the dissociated trance plane.
Sometimes this is experienced as a kind of shock as
some cognitive functions stop and others are
reenabled.
trance delta:

The elapsed time between the

termination of the trance generating loop and the
normalization of any disabled cognitive functions.
trance engineering:

Designing and constructing

trance loops and secondary loops to create specific
trances for specific effects.
trance force: The cause of persistent, resistive, and
continuous effects resulting from a trance.
measure of a trance force is the wyrd.

The

trance generating loop (TGL): The set of repeated
cognitive objects which results in a trance.
trance logic: The distinctive cognitive patterns of
persons who are in a hypnotic trance.
trance technology: The methods and applications
of the trance model.
tranceling: any unterminated trance, usually in
relation to the unexpected or undesireable effects of
such unterminated trances.
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trigger: a word or distinctive action which results in
the reestablishment of a prior hypnotic trance.
wyrd (W): 1. The measure of the phase and
amplitude differences between the collective
energies of transition and the sum of the individual
energy of transition of cognitive object components
during a trance; 2. the complex number or vector
representing the measure of the ability of a trance
to change destiny; 3. a measure of the power of a
trance to resist any change in the effects of the
trance.
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The Trance Research Foundation, Inc. is a non-profit, tax
exempt research and membership educational organization
organized under California and Federal law.
The goal of The Trance Research Foundation is to fully
explore trance theory through the following:
1. To study important contemporary trances, to
understand their structure, their creation, their effects, the
mechanisms used to change them or to bring about their
dissolution.
2. To facilitate advanced psychological study through
the open sharing of special known trance mechanisms.
3. To provide consultation and practical training to
psychologists and therapists.
4. To publish in a peer reviewed journal the results of
research.
5. To operate a virtual educational institution to make
the results of trance research available as widely as possible.
There are many ways you can help us realize these goals:
•

Become a Member

•

Donate to the TRF (tax-deductible).

•

Contribute labor to help raise funds, publicity,
internet.
Organize talks, workshops in your community.

•
•

Use trance model in your professional practice by
contracting for supervision by TRF.
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